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PREFACE
This pamphlet is designed as a medium far the military lawyer,
active and reserve, to share the product of his experience and research with fellow lawyers in the Department of the Army. At no
time will this pamphlet purport to define Army policy or issue
administrative directives. Rather, the Military Lnw Reuiezo is to be
solely an outlet far the scholarship prevsient in the ranks of military
legal practitioners. The opinions reflected in each article are those
of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of The Judge
Advwate General or the Department of the Army.
Articles, comments, and notes treating subjects of import to the
military will be welcome and should be submitted in duplicate to
the Editor, Military Law Review, The Judge AdvDeate General's
School, U. S. A m y , Charlottesville, Virginia. Footnotes should be
set out on pages separate from the text, be carefully checked prior
to submission for substantive and typosraphical accuracy, and
follow the manner of citation in the Haraard Blue Book for civilian
legal citations and The Judge Aduooate General's School Uniform
System of Citation for military citations. All cited cases, whether
military or civilian, shall include the date of deciaion.
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE OPER4TION
OF A UNIFIED COMIIIAKD LEGAL OFFICE
BY COLONEL BLANDWEST"

In January 1958, General Lucius D.Clay was quoted by the Preas
as having told the Senate Preparedness Subcommittee that "no
future commsnder is going to fight a war with the weapons of one
service." This statementwas madeagainst a backgroundof suggestions by other responsible and well-informed persons that ow
defense forces be reorganized 90 m to provide more "unified commands," composed of land, sa,and air units. These views impliedly
give recognition to the fact that the joint force' has time and again
proved to be an effwtive device for getting something done better
by utilizing the combined efforts of components of two or more of
the Armed Forces, and they portend that more joint forces may
come into being.
m a t does this mean to Armed Forces lawyers, relatively few
of whom have occupied a legal billet in a joint force? Nothing radical, if conditions remain generally a s they are. Anyone qualified to
hold a responsible position BB a command staff judge advocate or
legal officer in his own service would have no real difficulty in filling
an equivalent position in today's prototype of joint force. Opportunities for gaining experience in such a position are limited, however, as there currently are very few joint force legal offices and
even fewer engaged in what might be termed the "general practice"
of military law.
The specific type of joint force known as a "joint task force"2
~

J.4GC, U.6. Army, Staff Judge Advante, Field Command, Armed Forces
Special Weapons Project. The observations mads hereinafter m e not
official, but are the writer's own. For their techmeal asrirlance in preparation of this a i t i d e , grateful acknowledgment IS made to the followmg
member8 of the writer's office: Lieutenant Colonel James M. Stubba,
W A F , Deputy Staff Judge Advocate, and Lieutenant Harland B. Cope,
USb.Assistant StPff J v d s e A d u a a t e .
Joint Aotion Armed Forors, FDI l l @ - S / J A A F / A F M 1-1, Sep 1861, as
changed par. 30201: ''b. Joint Force. This 18 a general term applied t o
a force bhich i s eompassd a i significant elements of the Army, the Saw
(Yarine Corps), and the Air Force, or aw two of there Sewiees, qperating under a ingle commander authorized t a exerclse umhed eammsnd
or operational control over iueh joint forces."
Id. par. 30266: "A joint task force is a j a m farce compared of assigned
or attached element8 of the Arms, the X m y (Marine Corps), and the Air
Farce, OT of any two of thew Services, which is eanstitutad and so desig.
mated by the Joint Chief? of She, by the commander of a specified COm.
21928
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is usually do little concerned with administration that it8 legal
affairs can be handled entirely or in major part by the legal offices
of subordinate or supporting units. The only other type of joint
force commonly defined in current doctrine is the "unified command."8
The commander of a unified command exercises "command"'
(not merely operational contml) over the senice components which
make up his force, and he has a very considerable reaponsibility for
cwrdinating the logistic and administrative support of the component forces of the unified command. He also is authorized to
"exercise diacipline of his entire command to the extent he deems
necessary for military effectiveness.">
The principal unified commands in existence, such a s our major
joint force overseas commands, seem to fall within the descriptive
orbit of the phrase "unified commands in strategic areas" used by
the Congress in a statute pertaining to the Joint Chiefs of Staff.$
They operate an a plateau which, according to some thinking, in-

1

mnnd, by the commander of B uniFed command. or bi tile commai'dri a i
an existing Joint task force."
Id. par 30241: "I unifled eoixmand i s a j a m force, under a aingie CO>I?mander, whmh is composed of rigni4cant ariigiied 01 attached components
a i t \ o or more Services. and which is constituted and 30 designated bs
the Joint Chiefs of Staff or bg n eoinmander of an m i t i n p unified cornmand which W B trtabiished
~
bg the Joint Chiefs of Staff."
Par 302420 indicates t h a t 8. unified eonmsnd n o m a l i y is required f o r
the accomplishment of a ". . . , broad, eonfmxing mission requiring e m
cution by significant farce3 of txw or more S e n i c e s and neeesiitating

1

5

single strategic direction."
I d . par. 3OPOla(l): ". . . . The authority vested I" ~n indii,idual of the
Armed Forces f a r t h e direction, raardination, and control of militalp
forces."
I d . pal. BQL46e. X o ? e
Ih iefsienee to the handlmg. of administration and d m i p l
matione of the A m e d Farcon, par.

by component commanders.

resaonaibilitv
.
. for the adminiatration and disciDline of oersonnel a i t u 0
DI more Sen-leei on a eingie eommander. che &oneibility
of this cam.
mander is iimired EO the foilowing mattera but l a paramount t h e r m
(1) hlilitary effeotiveness of his command
( 2 ) Furtherance of his ~ i i i b ~ i ~ i i .
( 3 ) Reiatianahip of hi8 command with the Armed F o r m of athen
naiionalitiea or with Ciriliani.
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hibits preoccupation with the details of such mundane matters as
administration of military justice or personnel administration (and
thus the tri-service ramifications of personnel law). The high-level
unified command may have a legal office in its headquarters, but
it will also have major subardinate uni-service commands with legal
officers engaged in the "general practice" of military law who can
provide most of the legal services required throughout the unified
command, leaving the headquarters or joint staff legal office free to
concentrate on the particular services required of it by the supreme
commander (e.g., in the fieid of international law).
On the other hand, it has been demonstrated that the unified command whieh is made up of comparatively amail uni-service components topped by a truly integrated joint staff can be well serviced
by a single legal office on the joint staff level engaged in the "general practice." Should more unified commands of this dexription
be activated, whether to handle tactical or technical or other types
of missions, it seems inevitable that they would create an increased
number of billets for what might be termed "joint force lawyers."
I n any event, whatever the future holds, it is believed that there
are enough unique angles to the business of operating a joint force
legal officeto deserve examination.
First, however, a frame of reference will be fixed by describing
with some exactness a joint force to be used as a model for discussion; &., a unified command of the type last mentioned above, but
one which is completely fictional.
We will call this imaginary unified command the Air Foxes
Miaslie Command, abbreviated AFXC, supposedly organized pursuant to order of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, with the Chief of Staff
of the Army designated as Executive Agent for the JCS in exercising control over AFMC.' AFMC w u activated on the same day
that an equally flctional civilian agency, the Ballistic Missile Commission (BMC), established by an imaginary act of Congress, became operational. BMC was established to develop to the production
stage all the types of miasiles needed by the Department of Defense
for the defense of our country.
The mission of AFMC is threefold: (a) io inform BMC of DOD
missile requirements and to contribute militam know-how to the
research and development of auch missiles and assist in their test"6. Ssmice Component Commandma. All mattern of administration
and discipline whieh do not affect the responsibilities of this commander
as indicated above are handled by the Service component eommander
throueh their awn Service chain of command."
0 10 U B.C. 141 ( l e i 2 ed., SUPP.VI.
1 See Joint Aotim A w e d Fmcas, op. ctt. m p r n note 1,para. 30121-30226,
for discussion a i executive agents far the JCS.
*GO ZTOZB
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ing; (b) to operate a school to provide training in various nontactical aspects of military mimiles; and (c) to operate depots for
the storage of a DOD reserve stock of missiles and their maintenance and modification.
The Army, Nary, and Air Force participate in AFMC on about
an equal basis, and the Marine Corps on a relatively minor scale.
Commander, AFMC, is a two-star general or the equivalent flag
officer, the command changing every two years and rotating through
the Army, Navy, and Air Force. There are three deputy eommanders, brigadier generals or equivalent, one each for the Army,
Navy, and Air Force.
The A F 3 K joint staff is organized as s h a m in Figure 1. The
staff members are drawn from ail service components and are
assigned generally on the basis of ability and without regard to the
uniform w o m 8
Two of the deputy commanders wear second hats as commanders
of service components to which are assigned all members of their
respective services in AFMC. For example, assuming that the
Commander, AFMC, currently is a rear admiral, his Army deputy
will be the Commanding General, United Statea Army Element,
AFIIIC, and his Air Force deputy will be the commander, ..-._th
W A F Special Reporting Wing. Commander, AFMC, will himself
wear a second hat as Senior Naval Officer and exercise service-wise
command over all Nary and Marine Corps personnel in AFMC. His
Nary deputy will serve as his executive offcer in service matters,
and subordinate to them will be a captain (USN) in command of
the AFMC Navai Administrative Unit. Each time the command
of AFMC shifts ta another service, one deputy commander will gain
a command and another loge his (absorbed by new Commander,
AFMC) ,
AFhlC has nine satellite bases known as Site Alpha, Site Beta,
Site Gamma, etc. Headquarters AFMC is a tenant on Site Alpha,
which is located in a Midwestern state. The remaining altw are
scattered throughout the United States.
As AFMC is organized on a functional basis, its sites are exempt
from the control of commanders of any areas in which such sites
happen ta be located (e.p., CG, Fifth U.9.Army), However, as is
3

I d . par. 30302:
"h. The commander of a unified farce shall have B joint stsff. It shsii
be reasonably balanced a%to numbers, ~xpenence, and rank of the
members among the S e n i c e s concerned, with due regard to the eomposltiun of the forces and the charaeler of the operation(a1 90 as t o insure
an understandine b y the commander of the taeties, tschniquei, capsbilltier, needs, and imitations af each eoinponent part

.. .
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characteristic of joint forces, AFliIC relies hearily on area eommandera, among others, for logistical and administrative suppor:
AFMC is gorerned by Army regulationa, except a3 deviations are
authorized by the Executive Agent. Each AFMC site is a Class I1
Army installation under the administrative jurisdiction of Cammander, AFMC; all AFMC vehicles are procured from the A r m y :
and the Army Engineer handles all site real estate transactions and
all oneite construction projects of consequence.
Joint manning is not uniform throughout AWIC, some sited being manned entirely by Army o r Air Force personnel, or by N a w
with Mariner serving as B security force. Each outlying site has
a b u t 1,000 military personnel iwsigned and EO0 civilians employed.
Site Alpha, including Headquarter8 AFMC, has about 6,000 military personnel, plus dome 8,000 civilians employed by AFIIIC, b:enant nonmilitary Federal agencies working a i t h AFRIC, and bg
tenant prime contractors of AFMC and other Federal agencies.
Commander, AFMC, exercises reciprocal general courtmartla!
jurisdiction; wiz., he may convene general courts-martial for the
trial of members of any of the armed forces under his command.g
He was empowered to do so by a n order of the Secretary of Defense, as authorized by the President in an executive order.l0 Each
deputy commander, in his role as a service component commander,
also exercises general court-martial jurisdiction, but utili&- such
p v e r only in its collateral aspects (discussed later) and not ta
convene general courts-martial. Each site commander exercised
special court-martial jurisdiction.
I t is appropriate, a t this juncture, to direct attention to the far:
that the cited executive older u?es the language "commander of a
joint command or joint task force" a? if the terms "joint command"
and "unified command" mere synonymous. Howex,er, the term "joint

__

Q

IO

g a m the required experience "
see note 18, infra.
Par Exec. Order No. 10418. 17 J a n 1 8 3 3 18 F.R. 136 >+hich j e s d i E S
failars:
"By virtue of the authority rested in me 1,- the Cnifarm Code af B 1 A iaiv Justice Article 140 184 Stst. 107. 145) and B P Commander in Chief

af the armed for& I" accordance a i t h the Uniform C d e of hlilitars
Juatice, Article 11 ( a ) , and the Msnusl foi Caults-hlartial, Enired S t s t e l
1961, paragraph 13)'
6
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command” is not used in the doctrine-promulgating tri-service
or in the tri-service
publication Joint Aetion Aimed Forces
Dictionary of United States Military Terms f o i Joint Usage.12 The
term “joint command” is not used in the Uniform Code of Military
Justice; it is, however, used several times in the Manffalf o r CourtsMartial, United States, 1951, apparently in the sense of “unified
command.”
The term will be so understood in this article, and no
ottempt will be made to discover the “legislative history” of its
employment in the Manual.
I. ORGANIZATIOE; OF THE UNIFIED COMMAND

LEGAL OFFICE
A. Functional Organitation
Organization of a legal office with separate branches t o handle

administration, military affairs, military justice, claims, and legal
assistance, with more specialized branches (as.,proeurement) if
the workload warrants, ia just as effective in a unified command as
in any other. This appears valid regardless of the number or combination of service participating in the command.
See Figure 2 for organization of the Office of the Staff Judge
Advmate, AFMC.
The satellite bases hare no legal office organizational problems,
being fortunate to maintain billets for one legal officer and one
enlisted technician, the personnel situation being what it is today.
The leg81 officer of each site manned by permnnel of a single service
is, naturally, of that service; e.&, each Air Force manned site has
an Air Farce judge advocate assigned. There is one exception:
Site Alpha, with Headquarters AFMC aboard, has no separate legal
office: the SJA, AFYC, is the legal adviser of the Commanding
Officer, Site Alpha, as an additional duty. This works out well as
a practical matter and happens to coincide with Air Force policy I*
t o have host and tenant units on a single base serviced by a single
legal office.
Correspondingly, the service component commanders of AFMC,
described earlier (e.f., the CG, USA Elm, AFMC), do not maintain separate legal offices: the SJA, AFMC, acts 84 their SJA on an
additional duty basis. He is 8190 the legal adviser of the CO, NAU.

Deputy SJA

E: Enlisted
6. Civilian

w
c

Adrninlstrati"n

2 - E

Military
Justice
2-O/Z-E/2-C

M: 5 tary
Affairs
2-011-6

Claims

Legal

Assmtance
Z.O/ 1 .E/ 1 -6
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B Personnel
The Office of the AFhIC SSA is sraffed M t h nine officers and
six enlisted technicians, as follows :
Army
--colonel, captain, first lieutenant, specialist second class, specialii third
ClP.SS.
Air Farce --lieutenan; colonel, captain, first iieutenant, master sergeant, airman third class.
Navy
-lieutenant commander, lieutenant, lieutenant ( j , g , ) , chief yeoman. yeoman
first class.
There are five civilian employees in the office: t w o court reporters and three stenographers.
Why nine officers? Experience established that this number was
needed ta get the job done in AFMC. As few as six might be adequate in a comparable unified command, depending on the actual
volume of legal work. However, six is suggested as the minimum
in a command in which general murt-martial jurisdiction is exercised over personnel at widely scattered sites, requiring wnsiderable
temporaly duty away from the home office (as discussed later),
I t is perhaps more significant that the three major services are
represented in the AFMC SJA office in the same proportion a s in
the command 89 a whole. This balance is imwrtant as action items
pertaining peculiarly to one service or another usually come into
the office in numbers proportionate to the strength of the service
in the command, and having a balanced legal staff ten& t o assure
the presence of enough personnel with the right experience to cope
with any problem.
The matter af experience deserves special commenr. The typical
officer assigned 89 SJA of a unified command such as AFMC will
probably be a colonel or Navy captain and know his way around
thoroughly in a command in his o m service, where he possibly
could get by indefinitely with an inexperienced staff. S o t so in a
unified Command. Having little or no experience in handling legal
problems of services other than his own, he must be supported by
experienced officers and enlisted men of those other services in order
to get his job done. He is going to need this kind of backing a t the
outset and as long as he is assigned to a unified command, for while
he doubtiesa will become a multi-service "jaekdf-all-legal-trades"
within a few months, he will probably n e w ? be master af any but
that of his own service.
How will unified commands such as AFMC fare in the matter of
assignment of knowledgeable legal officers? Experience indicates
A00

?.sin
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that they will do very rvell. The three Judge Advocates General
have recognized that such asaignments are out of the ordinary and
should be filled with officers of wide experience and of sufficient
flexibility to learn the ways of the a i d e r services Accordingly,
the unified command can depend on procuring experienced legal
officers down through the grade of captain (USA and USAF), or
Nary lieutenant. Below this, the non-legal law of supply and demand gets pretty demanding and unified commands will receive
their share of law school graduate officer appointees serving three
years of obligated service. Not that thia is so bad; the great majority of these young officers do excellent work after a few months
on the job,
The SJ.ALiller in AFhIC cdls for a a colonel or Navycapiain and
the Deputs SJA space is marked for a lieutenant colonel or commander. These two billets are rotated through the Army, Navy
and Air Force, changing every three years, and are always filled by
officers of different services. This system has the virtue of qualifying officers of three services to hold such positions, but involves
extra work for the perionnel management people since every three
years they must shume space allmations to accomplish the desired
rotation. From the standpoint of rendering the required legal service, i t would work just BS well to asaign the top t w o or three billets
in the SJA office to different armed forces on a permanent basie.
This is done in other staff offices of AFMC mith optimum results
Tours of ail officers in AFMC are stablized a t three years.
Shorter toura are considered wasteful, as the average newly assigned officer spends a substantial part of his first year of duty in
getting acquainted with the missile business. This tour stability is
ejpecially beneficial to the average legal officer, who must, in addition, learn how military law is practiced in services other than hi3
own
11. FCNCTIONS OF THE’UXIFIED COMMAXD LEGAL

OFFICE
A. .Military Justice
1. Autoaoiny in Exercise of C o w - M a r t i a l J w i s d i c t i m
When AFMC was first organized, no provision was made far the
exercise of anv court-martial jurisdiction by Commander, AFMC,
in his roleaa such. Courts-martial nwrecanvened byservice compo.
nent commanders for the trial of members of their own service
assigned or attached to AFXC. Supplementing these internally
appointed courts, arrangements were made for certain non-AFMC
uniservice command5, which were !oeated near outlying AFMC
In

. .
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sites and furnished them support, to t r y general court-martial cases
generated a t such sites.
This system left Commander, AFMC, although responsible for
discipline within his command, with no effective control over the
administration of military justice therein, except for so much of
it as involved his exercise of court-martial jurisdiction over members of hi8 own service in his secondary role as a service component commander. Other disadvantages included a lack of uniform
action on the part of the several convening authorities in referring
similar cases ta trial by general court-martial and in acting on
dentences imposed, resulting in an erratic dispensation of justice
in the command; a wasteful burden of work imposed on the AFMC
legal office by the necessity of operating three internally appointed
general courts-martial, maintaining three sets of general courtmartial orders, d e . : and lack of any control over the processing
time of general court-martial cases tried by non-AFMC courts.
Further, AFUC functions are in large part classified; now and
then enforcement of security discipline results in a classified general court-martial trial; and it was felt the national interest required that such cases be tried not only "in the family" by an AFYC
court, but by one composed Of the best qualified members and trial
personnel available in AFIIC, regardless of service identity
Another burdensome thing was that interchangeable utilization
of AFMC legal personnel as counsel and law officers of the general
courts-martial convened by the AFHC Service component commanders was not authorized initially. In this connection, these
convening authorities could not appoint ab trial and defense counsel
of their general courts AFMC legal offieera of services other than
their own, the Secretaries of the respective Departments not having
authorized this practice.'j Similarly, they could not utilize the authority of paragraph 4g (1) of the Yanual to appoint 8s law officer
a qualified officer of another armed farce serving under their command, having none so serving (all AFMC legal officers being as.
signed t o headquarters units of their own service). The Secretaries
of the Army, Kavy, and Air Force later authorized interchangeable
utilization of counsel and law officers. This helped; the real panacea,
however, was a switch in policy to autonomy in the administration
of military justice made possible by the grant of reciprocal general
court-martial jurisdiction to AFMC already described.18
Upon being granted this jurisdiction, Commander, AFMC, advised his sewice eomponenr commandera that henceforth he would
convene general courts-martial within the command, and to forward

___
15

A3 they l a t a did puisuant t o par 18(3).Y C M , 1851.

:I

see note
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to him the charges, reports of formal nwwtigation, and a11 other
allied papers in eases wherein they recommended trial by general
court-martial. He also directed that they forward to him, for supervisory examination and review, all recorda of trial by inferior courts
convened by them (special and '~immary courts-martial)
ContempGraneGudy, Commander, AFXC, instructed hi3 base
commanders that they w r e responsible for discipline a t their bases,
regardless of whether a particular base might be jointly manned;
that they would convene special courts-martial in their capacity as
base commander and not 8 s commander of any Service component
which they might head; and that all records of trial by inferior
courts would be forwarded direct to Commander, AFXC, and no:
through service channels, for supervisory examination and review
The commander of the Yarine Barracks s t each Na>T-manned
site ,?as permitted to exercise special court-martial jurisdiction orer
the members of his command, but was required to utilize the services
of the site legal officer and to f0
trial to Commander, AFIIC, through the base commander, for the
latter's information.
Commander, AFIIC, also PUT an end to the practice of asking
"outside" commanders to try general court-martial cases ariaine a t
certain outlying sites.
These steps gape Commander, AFUC, the control over the administration of military justice within his command which he neede.1.
2. Reciproeel Geiir,'ar Cou,'t-.lIoitial Jtwisdietion

The order (fictional, remember) of the Secretary of Defense
which gave Commander, AFIIC, recipracal general court-martinl
jurisdiction was in the same form mhich the Secretary has used on
prior o c c a ~ i o n a . This
~ ~ order did two things: ( a ) it empowered
17

Id

Puiruaiit :a A > r 65, U C X J , and ) p i . 94. 11CM 1951. rim would inchtie
iecordr of ~ p e e i s lcourt-martial 11.ia1~involving B sentence to bad eonduct
discharge. But see direuision in paragisph 2A
DOD Directive 5110.1. dated 20 J u l y 1853, apga
iieoed. ieadr as fallous.
"By virtue of the aufhoiiiy delegated TU m e b
tixe Order 10428 of January 17, 1953, and pnriiiant ta the Unifairn Code
of Yilitary Jurtme, I i t i e l e 2 2 ( a i ( 7 1 I empower the Commanding Officii.
Field Cammand, Armed Forcer Speeisl Weapani P r a w r , to eonvem
general courts-martial, and. fur:hex. puiauant ro the Cmform Co
'
Militam Justice. Article 1 7 ( a i . and the .llio~~z~ol
f o r Coiirts-.llo
U . n i t r d ~ S t o t r s 1. 8 6 1 , paragraph 13. I empower SUCLofficer t o refer f a 1
trial by murtr-martial the case6 af ~iembersof any of the almed f o l e e a s d m e d or attached t o o r nil dun n i t h such command. In accardar.ce
witd the .lfaniiaf lo8 C m , l a - . l f ~ r t , ~CinfrQ
l
States. i"1, paragraph i n
( 2 ) and appendix 4, thin Dnectirr n :I Er cited IP a d e r r apBiintlril
cooits-maitis1 under this au?hc?it?
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Commander, AFYC, to convene general courts-martial, and (b) It
further empowered him to refer for trial bycourt-martial thecaau
of members of any of the armed farces "assigned or attached to Or
an duty with" hi8 command.
Had the order merely emponered Commander, AFMC, to convene general courts-martial, without more, it would have permitted
him to exercise reciprocal court-martial jurisdiction only when the
accused could not "be delirered to the armed force of which he is
a member without manifest injury to the service.l'ls A t least it is
90 stated in the only definitive opinion on the subject, that written
by Chief Judge Quinn in the Hoopii
His reaaoning was that
Article 17(a) of the Uniform Code in substance gives every convening authority court-martial jurisdiction G ~ W all persons subjec:
to the Code, provided their exercise of such jurisdiction over a member of another armed force is in accord with regulations prescribed
by the President;" that the regulations so prescribed, in paragraph
13 of the Manual, set out the above-quoted "manifest injury" provision: and that it is a requirement for reciprocal jurisdiction that
it be exercised only when the described "manifest injury to the
service" would otherwise result.
.4 mere grant of power to convene general courts-martial would
doubtless have been only a ~ o u r c eof frustration to Commander,
AFMC: he could hardly have established potential "manifest injury" in any case, having units of all the services right in hia o v n
command, with each lserriee component commander exercising general court-martial jurisdiction, and thus he would have been little
better off than before.
The second power granted by the Secretary of Defense order,
however, bwsted Commander, AFXC, into the desired orbit. By
specifically empowering him, as a "joint commander," to refer to
trial by court-martial the cases of members of any of the armed
forcu assigned or attached to or on duty with his command, the
Secretary eliminated the "juriadietionai requirement" of wtabliah-
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ing potential "manifest injury" and authorized his exercise of jurisdiction without regard thereto. This also is according to the opinion
of Chief Judge Quinn in the Hooper case: Judges Brosman and
Latimer did not subscribe to his \dews, but contented themselves
with firing a few ranging shots a t their brother, apparently because
the point did not need to be settled in deciding the u s e . Under the
dential regulations aa n o w nritten.22 this "empowering" can
be done for convening authorities who are commanders af
t commands or joint task forces": in other words, ail other
conrening authorities who undertake to refer to trial the cases of
members of armed forces other than their own must satisfy the
"manifest injury" jurisdictional prerequisite. Again, this is the
view of Chief Judge Quinn in the Hooper case. The stability af this
case as a precedent ia subject to doubt, however, in view of the
death of Judge Brasman and the lack of opinion in the premises
by Judge Ferguson as yet.
Particular notice must a h be taken of the fact that the Secretary
of Defense in his order to Commander, AFMC, did not empower
him to refer for trial by courts-martial the cases of members of any
af the armed forces without regard to their unit assignment stator,
but only the case8 of those members who were "assigned or attached
t o or on duty with" AFMC.
In the Hoopei cage, Chief Judge Quinn assumed, without decidino, that the Secretary of Defense acted within his authority in
writing this limitation into the grant of power; his brother judges
did not expremly disagree, and poesibly, by concurring in the result
of the case, impliedly agreed One of the issues raised in the case
was that the accused was not "assigned or attached to or on duty
with" the command of the convening authority and therefore the
latter had no jurisdiction to try him. The Chief Judge discussed
this point in detail, expressing the riew that the grant of power to
refer such cases was not unbounded, but concluding that Hooper
v a s in fact attached to a unit of the convening authoritfs command
snd was not "a vaprant person having no nexus with the joint commend."23
This is a point for the SJA of a joint command TO be wary about.
Operating within his own service, the SJA is free to cause any
accused of that service who happens to be in the custody of his convening authority to be hailed before a court-martial when appropriate. Thus, if a member of the convening authority's service, in
iieiertian from i unit on the other side of the globe, casually
stumbles into the clutches of the local gendarmerie and is turned
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over to the bare pmvost marshal, he can be tried by a court-martial

convened by such convening authority and never mind the "nexus."
In a "joint command," however, the SJA should see that the deserter
is attached to the command by appropriate administrative action
before his case is referred for trial in the exercise of reciprocal
juriedietion in order to avoid the possibility of jurisdictional error.
It is uncertainhow the Court of Military Appeals would rule on such
a point a t the present time, over three years after the Homer case
was decided.
From the outset, the AFMC SJA office found that a reciprocal
general court-martial jurisdiction was much easier to administer
than the several uni-service jurisdictions which i t supplanted. Much
wasteful duplication of work in the office was eliminated and with
only one authority convening general courts.martia1 and exercising
supervisory authority over inferior courts it was relatively easy to
achieve unifanniiy in the administration of military justice.
General court-martial trials of accused stationed a t outlying
AFMC Bites, by courts appointed by Commander, AFMC, have
presented no substantial problems. In some instances, to save manpower and money and when there is na l i k e l i h d that prejudice to
the accused would result, trial of the accused is held a t Site Alpha.
Often the accused requests such a "change of venue," for reasons
such as a fear that his alleged criminal conduct is so notorious a t
the relatively small base where he is stationd that a completely
impartial m a r t could not be mustered there. However, transfer
of an accused to the situa of the headquarters of the unified command for trial will not work when, for example, the live testimony
of an appreciable number of witnesses resident a t or near the accused's station is required. Composition and appointment of general
courta-martial convened to try cases a t outlying AFMC sites is dis.
cussed briefly in paragraph 4, infra.
3. Recipvocal Znfeiior Cozirt-Martial Jurisdbtwn

The grant of reciprocal general court-martial juriaddietion to Commander, AFMC, necmsarily gave him authority to exercise reciprocal inferior court-martial jurisdiction, and also operated to vest
in him the power to "authorize commanding officers of subordinate
joint cammands or joint task forces who are authorized to convene
special and eummary courts-martial to convene such courts far the
trial of members of other aymed farces under such regulations" as
he might prescribe.P4 (Presumably these commandinn officers also
m y refer "reciprooal eases" to trial without regard t o potential
"manifest injury to the service.")
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This authority has been exercised sparingly in AFMC. There
have always been qualified officers of the different armed forces
available to serve as summary courts-martial: mnsequently, there
has been no need for exercise of reciprocal SiilnmiLTy court-martin1
jurisdiction. There haa, an the other hand, been limited exercise
of reciprocal special court-martial juriadictian. There are three
AFJK sites jointly manned by personnel of different services; one
of these is Site Alpha, jointly manned by Army and Air Force personnel. The commander of each of these bases has been authorized
by Commander, AFMC, to convene special courts-martial for the
trial of "members of other armed forces." The problems IIICOUIItered by these site commanders in their exercise of this jurisdiction
do not differ significantly from those discwsed elsewhere in this
article.
4. Compositiaii and Appointment of Couvts-Martial

The composition of courts-martial convened in the exercise of
reciprocal jurisdiction is the subject of presidential remilations
issued pursuant to Article 17 ( a ) of the Uniform Code?'
A8 for members, the regulations state t h a t they should be of the
dame armed force as the accused. I t ia further stated in substance
that when It is aecessai.!, t o convene a court of mixed membership
(different armed forces represented), a t least a majority thereof
ahould be of the same armed force as the accused "unless exigent
circumstances render it impracticable to obtain such members without manifest injury to the service."
The regulations mentioned thus far, appearmg in paragraph 4q.
(1) of the Manual, have to do with "general policy." L'nder them,
any convening authority may appoint as a member of a courtmartial a person of an armed force other than that of the accused,
provided it is necessary. He may do this without such a determination in each instance, and as a matter of routine, provided the cognizant departmental secretaries so authorize,*6 In the appointment
of members of general and special couris-martial, however, he is
subject to the further restriction that at least a majority of ihe
members must be of the same armed force as the accused, uniese
he is faced with "exigent circumstances" which threaten "manifest
injury."
The binding nature of thme restrictive criteria haa not yet been
declared by the Court of Military Appeals. In the Hoaper case,
Chief Judge Quinn a t one point:' i n caniidering the wording of
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both paragraph 13 and paragraph 4g. "assumed" that these regulations were mandatoly in intent, despite their self-description as
"policy" and use of the word "should" rather than a word of command; later in the opiniongs he stated that he "need not decide"
whether the language of paragraph 4g of the Manual is "mandatory
011 permissive." Judges Brosman and L a t h e r took the position
that the presidential regulations as M recipraeal jurisdiction appearing in paraeraph 13 of the Manual were no more than a "policy
directive." and "not a condition precedent to prosecution but
.
merely a cautionary instruction for the guidance of the commanders." 19
After these regulations declaring "general policy," subparagraph
i g (2) of the Manual deals with appointment of members of courtsmartial from within a ''joint command or joint task force." I t is
stated in eubstanee that the commanding officer of such a joint
force, who has been empowered (as v a s Commander, AFMC) to
exercise recipmcal jurisdiction, may appoint as members of a court.
martial persons of the same armed force as the accused in accordance with the general policy stated initially in subparagraph (1) of
Ai/. This does not appear to confer any considerable largesse upon
the joint farce commander, especially if he happens to be of the
same armed force BS the accused I t is thereafter provided in 4g(2)
that whenever it is "necessary" in order to avoid manifest injury
to the service, the joint force commander who has been duly "empowered" may appoint members of "other armed forces" to serve
as members of his courts-martial "as an exception to the policy
announced in 4 g ( l ) ."Nothing is said about a majorityof the members being of the same armed force as the accused, as in the regulations ( 4 g ( l ) ) applicable to the general run of convening authoritias.
These regulations received another passing mention in the Hooper
case by Chief Judge Quinn, who, after stating that he need not consider whether the language used in paragraph 4g of the Manual i?
"mandatory or permissive" (as abave noted), further stated:
". , Neither need I consider whether the requirements apply
with the same force to a commander 'specifically empowered' to
try accused who are members of other armed forces."a0
By "requirements," reference was made t o the criteria of "necessary" and "manifest injury" used in both paragraph 4g(l) and 4g
( 2 ) . The reason why he did not need to consider the point was that
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all members of the court which tried Hooper were member8 of the
same armed force (Navy) as the accused. Judges Bmsman and
Latimer did not comment on paragraph 4g.
Where does this leave the SJA of a unified command? If his commander has been duly "empowered" t o exercise reciprocal juriadiction, the qltestion will time and again arise as to the advisability
of "mixed" membership of a general court-martial. The conservarive thing to do is recommend appointment of members of the
same armed force ad the accused. The Hooper case certainly indicates that this is a good way to keep out of trouble
Beyond this, the course is virtually unmarked on the chart of
precedent. Certainly, the "empowered
lhority is authorized to appoint a member or members not of the
same armed farce a8 the accused to serve on his court-martial, when
"necessary" to avoid "manifest injury to the service." But if he
desires to appoint court8 of "mixed" membership without regard
ta these conditions or to the policy that a t least B majority of the
members of the coort be of the same armed force as the accused, it
appears that this action can be justified only upon a theory such
8 s that employed by Chief Judge Quinn in construing paragraph 13
of the Manual; namely, that a joint force commander's empowerment t o exercise reciprocal jurisdiction exempts him from paragraph 4p's restrictive provisions, whether they be considered mandatory or merely admonitory in nature. A good argument could be
made for exemption from the "majority of the membership" restriction, on the baais that it is not mentioned in paragraph 4 g ( 2 ) ,
directly or by cross-reference to paragraph 4~(1).The "necessary"
and "manifest injury" criteria, howerer, are repeated in paragraph
l g ( 2 ) in such an emphatic w a s as to give support to those who
would contend that the mentioned criteria must be satisfied as jurisdictional "requirements."
Commander, AFXC, follows a conservative course and appoints
court membem who are of the name armed force a8 the accused,
except when circumstances justify "mixed" membership under the
criteria discussed. I t has never been necejsary in AFMC to convene
a general court-martial an which fewer than B majority of the members were of the same a n n 4 force as the accused.
The preceding discussion is also applicable to the composition of
special courts-martial convened in the exercise of reciprocal jurisdiction. Pertinent presidential regulations also appear in paragraph 4 g W ) of the Manual.
For the benefit of Army and Air Force readers xho might not be
familiar with the point, it is noted that the trial of a member of the
1R
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Navy or Marine Corps by a court composed of "mixed" members
of the Navy and Marine Corps d w not involve or require exercise
of reciproeal jurisdiction, a s the Navy and the Marine Corps are,
under the Uniform Code of Military Justice, considered elements of
one armed force."
As for the apwintment of law officers in the exercise of r x i p r a cal jurisdiction, it is provided in paragraph 4 g U ) of the Manual:
". , , , There is no policy restriction on the appointment of law
officers from among qualified officers under the command of the
convening authority irrespective of the armed force Of which
such law officers are members."
This confers such broad authority upon a joint force convening
authority that there seems t o be no need for the presidential remlations in the following paragraph (4u(2)) authorizing "empowered" joint force commanders t o appoint a s law officers of general courts-martial eligible persons under their command who are
members of the same armed force as the accused. In AFMC, law
officers are usually appointed on the basis af availability, without
regard t o a m e d f o r c e identity.
The same is true for appointment of trial and defense counsel.
the presidential regulations on this m b j x t giving joint force commanders equally broad latitude in selecting qualified counsel, il-rerpxtive of armed force identity.sz
I t has beennoted that general courts-martial with mixed membership are appointed in AFMC only under exceptional circumstances;
instead, three general courts-martial of uni-service membership are
maintained. The forms of appointing orders used are, reapectively,
those prescribed by the regulations of the service represented by
the membership of the court. Thus, after the comening authority
has personally selected the court personnel, Army courts are
appointed by court-martial appointing orders and Air Force court3
by special orders, issued over his command line and signed by someone authorized to do so, such as the AFXC Chief of Staff or Adjutant General.aa Navy court-martial appointing orders are issued
in naval letter form from the convening authority to the president
of the court or summary court officer, subscribed personally by the
convening authority.34
81.
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Considering that the form of orders used is only a procedural
matter, i t doubtless would be legal enough for Commander, AFIMC,
or an? other "empawered" joint force commander, to issue courtmartial appointment orders in accordance with the regulations of
cne service; e&, by orders in naval letter form. However, this
practice is not authorized by presidential regulations, in the Manual
or out. As an expedient, the procedure described i8 not burdenm n e and it doubtless is af some comfort t o those who eventually
conduct the appellate review of the record of trial to find that the
orders appointing the court are in a familiar form.
When a general court-martial ease is to be tried a t an outlying
AFIIC site, the base commander will submit t o Commander, AFYC,
a list of names of persons wailable for appointment as court members.8c The SJA will work out the details of availability of counsel
and law officer and see that the court is approved and orders duly
issued by Commander, AFNC. There is nothing unique about thia
particular duty, except that reciprocal jurisdiction gives the SJA
and his canwning authority more latitude in selecting counsel and
the law officer.
Occasionally, the site legal officer will be available for duty s.3
trial counsel. It is 8190 convenient on occasion to "borrow" a I a n
officer from a non-AFMC command adjacent to the site where a
trial i s to be held. More often than not, a s a h & indicated, the
l
law officer on t e m p r a r y
AFRIC SJA office will furnish c o u n ~ e and
duty. This usually is uneconomical due to the travel and per diem
expense ini.olred, but among other advantages has the virtue of
enabling Commander, AFMC, to exercise a great deai of control
over the processing time and thus to insure speed? dispensation of
justice.

The AFXC SJA has three officers on his staff qualified to ait as
la\%-officers, but this oecurred as an incident of assignment of experienced officers and not by design. There is nothing in the function of the unified command legal office which requires assignment
of any particular number of officers qualified as law officers.
Appointment of murk-martial by those site commanders authorized to exercise rwiprwal special court-martial jurisdiction is B
relatively simple matter. The form of appointing order used i s that
prescribed by the appropriate service regulations. For example,
Site Alpha i s manned primarily by Army personnel, is commanded
by an Army colonel, and uses Army-type administration. The CO,
Site Alpha, appoints spwial courts-martial on Army-sble orders,
normally selecting his court members according to the service of
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the aeeused, but mixing them if necessary, and appointing counsel
on the bash of availability (usually from the AFMC SJA office).
A jointly-manned site run Navy-style would, on the other hand,
have its court appointed by orders in naval letter form.
5. Reporters

The Manual, implementing Article 28 of the Uniform Code, provides the Secretaries of the geveral service Departments with authority to promulgate regulations further implementing the Manual
provisions as to appointment of reporters far the reearding of proceedings of and teatimony taken before courts-martial.8a Little
has been published, however.
The Air Farce has a regulation to the effect that a "convening
authority will not direct that a reporter not be used in a special
court-martial trial where the accused, if convicted, could receive
a sentence including a bad conduct discharge."
The Xavy has provided by regulations that in each case before
a general or special court-martial the convening authority shall
appoint a reporter to record the proceedings of or the testimony
taken before the court-martial, and that a reporter may be appointed
by the convening authority of B summary court-martida8
The pertinent Army regulations provide that reporters "shall
not be appointed for summary courts-martial or for special courtsmartial u n l w the convening authority shall have received special
authorization in each instance from the Secretary of the Army."8e
As was intended when they were written, these regulations have,
for a:l practical purposes, eliminated the juriadiction af A m y
6peciaI courts-martial to impose a sentence to bad conduct discharge,
due to the Uniform Code requirement (Art. 19) that thid sentence
cannot be adjudged by B special court-martial unleea a verbatim
record of trial has been made and the fact that an appointed reporter
is needed to produce such a record.
The indicated differences in service regulations concerning emplokment of reportera present a problem to the commanding officer
of a jointly-manned site who has been p a n t e d r e c i p r m l special
court-martial jurisdiction by Commander, AFMC. F a r example,
may an Air Force or Kavy site commander who has r e c i p r m l special court-martial jurisdiction over Army peraannel assigned to his
command appoint a reporter ta prepare a verbatim record of the
trial of an A m y accused by special court-martial?
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The answer appears to lie in what regulations are garernine. If
the Air Farce 07 S a v y commander is governed by the regulatiom
of his own service in the matter of employment of a reporter, then
it would seem authorized for him to appoint a reporter t o record
rerbatim the trial of an Army accused. notwithstanding the latter
might thereby be expased to a sentence to bad conduct discharge
(assuming it w a s otherwise appropriate) without the sanction of
the Secretary of the Army, as required by Army regulations.
However, the athei. side of this question could be argued on the
theory that the Army has effectively limited the sentence juriadietion of ita special courts-martial by the mentioned regulations, thar
this is beneficial to accused members of the Army, and that an Arm?
nceused has a legal right to such benefit, regardless of the concept
of reciprocal jurisdiction and the accident of his being assigned to
a joint farce.
There are no known precedents covering this situation. Confronted with it, Commander, AFMC, did the conservative thing and
in cannection with his grant of reciproeal special court-martial
jurisdiction to site commanders, prescribed that a reporter would
not be appointed to record the trial by special court-martial of any
Army aceu~ed.'~
This extracted each Air Force and Navy site commander exercising reciprmal jurisdiction from one dilemma, but coincidently immersed him in another: he could not dispense justice on an equal
basis to all members of his command, without regard to service
affiliation, t o the extent that his special court-martial could not
award a sentence of bad conduct discharge to an Arm>- accused,
although for an identical offense it could award such punishment
t o a non-Army accused.
Probably the besr all-around solution t o the dilemma would be
publication in the Manual of presidential regulations authorizing
convening authorities who exercise reciprocal court-martial juris.
diction to prescribe their own rules a d to appointment of reporters
for inferior court-martial trials.
A minor collateral problem can arise in connection with pa5ment
for the services of a contract reporter for a "reciprocal eourtmartial." Service regulations on payment of contract reporters
differ somewhat,Navy regulations resuirinethe convening authority
t o "exhaust all local Governmental E O U ~ C ~ Sincluding
,
civilian em.
ployees," and then ro clear with the Chief of Saval Personnel 01'
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the Commandant of the Marine Corps, as appropriate, before employing a contract r e ~ o r t e r . ~These
l
variations make it desirable
in a jurisdiction such as AFMC that a topside decision be made as
to what service regulation8 are applicable, so that there is clear
authority for payment of contract reporters.
6. Deliaeru o f Oiiendrrs t o Civil Auiliovities

Article 14 (a) of the Code provides:
"Under such regalatima a8 the Secretaiy concerned may
prescribe, a member of the armed forces accused of an offense against ciril authority may be delirered,upon lequeet,
t o the civil authority for tyia!,"
The Manual imalemented this Article onlv. bu. referrinn- to deaart.
mental regulations; 41 these regulations have been duly "premibed."
The service regulations are quire similar, yet hare differences
which must be considered in a joint force, particularly if reciproeal
jurisdiction is exercised therein. As an example, all services proride in their regulations that the requating civil authority must
sign a written agreement to return any member delivered, a t no
expense t o the Government, but the Army regulations differ from
the other two as to who is required to sign. Army requirements
a r e satiafied if the agreement is signed by the official who takes
delivery of the accused (e.y., a deputy sheriff) ; the Air Force and
Navy, however, in identical language require that the agreement
be signed by the "Garernor or other duly authorized officer of such
State."
It is believed that the regulations of only one service as to deliver?
of personnel to ciril authorities should be applied in a joint force,
so that all members of the force will be treated equally in that regard (essentially same problem as discusaed in praceding numbered
paragraph)
Army regulations 83 t o delivery of personnel to civil authoritiej
are applied in AFMC, in accordance with the mission directive
that the command be administered under Army regulations. This
is B popular choice in the SJA office, ae the A m y regulatioiis are
considered easier to administer. The reason is that they authorize
strictly local, a8 apposed ta state, officials t o sign the agreement to
return a military offender to his unit; in many eases, the Air Force
AP. 37-106, Q niar 1958,
a supp.
~ hicx,
.
I O I O ~ ~ G ) ( see
~).
88 changed, and AFhl 173.30,
which are less stringent.
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and Navy requirement for the signature of a st& officer is needlessly burdensome and insiatence upon compliance therewith generates bad public relations. The agreement is of doubiful validity
anyway, 83 evidenced by repeated instances over the past few p a r e
of refusal by FBI agent$, district attorneys, and others similarly
circumstanced t0 dign the agreement on the grounds that they
lacked authorit? to si@ it or that the law of their sorereign made
no provision for incurring the expense of returning the accused
contemplated by the agreement.
7 . Prelirniimq Incestigation o j Reported Offmses
In the Army and Air Force, the investigation of reported offenses,
preliminary t o the preferring of charges, ranges from informal inquiry into the facts by the commanding officer or other person in
authority concerned, to a eomprehensire investieation by an Army
Xilitary Police Criminal Investigation (MPCI) detachment or the
Air Force's Office of Special Investisations (OSI),
The procedure is generally the same in the Sal)-, dthough the
apparaius uaed is somewhat different. For example, seriaua or complicated allegationa mag be inquired into through the medium of a
"formal inlzeetigation" or "court of inquiry," as provided in Chaprer
I11 of the Naval Supplement. The alleged offender is always made
"a party"44 to investigations or inquiries falling in this eateeorg.
In AFMC, preliminary inv.eJtigations are conducted in accordance with the rezulations of the armed force of the accused. Thie
pose8 no problems, as virtually all members of AFYC a r e assigned
to a uni-service unit for administration, and i: is routine t o process
the investigations within theze units.

8. Preferring Chu,.ges
Charges are preferred by all services in substantially the w.me
manner, in accordance ivith the provisions of the Manual
44

1556 6 a v Supp. 31C31, i 030dd. pro
''-4 party f D an 'noulry Or Invest
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The only variance of importance is in the different policies of the
services a s to preferring charges when such would lead to a so, trial of a s e n k e member by court-martial
for a particular offense after he has been convicted of that same
offense in a non-Federal civilian court such a8 a city police, state
district, or foreign court. Such a trial by court-martial is not, of
course, barred by the former jeopardy proviaian of the Code,'s
although this is a common lay misconception.
The Navy has a policy prohibiting "second triald' without first
obtaining, in each case, the permission of the Secretary of the
Army policy (newly announced) is that a member subject
to the Code will not normally be tried by court-martial or be
awarded nan-judicial punishment far the same act or acts over
which 8 civil court haa exercised jurisdiction, but that officers exercising general courts-martial jurisdiction may. upon recommendations of the officer exercising summary court-martial jurisdiction,
authorize court-martial trial or non-judicial punishment ". ,
notwithstanding the previous trial, upon a personal determination
that authorized administrative action alone i a inadequate and that
punitive action is essential to maintain diacipline in the command
,
4i Air Farce p d i q resembles that of the Army, but is not
restrictive as to the convening authority who may authorize B
"second trial." (8
AFliIC command policy is that members convicted in civilian
courts will not normally be tried by court-martial for the m m e
offense, but that exceptions may be authorized by Commander,
AFhlC, in aggravated cases when the best interests of the seryice
dictate court-martial trial,

. . ."
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9. Article 82 i?vLrstigatiun
The formal i1ivertiga:ion of charges required by Article 32 of
the Code presents the unified command iegai office with no particular
problems, as all the services conduct these investigation& in accordance with pertinent provisions of the Manual. However, it has been
noticed in the AFMC SJA office that the S a v y makes greater use
than do the other services of Article 32(c), which provides that if
the requirements of Article 32(b) have been met in a prior investigation, no further inrestigation is necessary. This is occasioned b)
the Navy's use of "formal investigations" and "courts of inquiry,"
as mentioned earlier, by which the requirements of Article 32(b)
are satisfied
10. Advice and Referml
The rigid requirement4ethat the SJA present an "advice" (i,e,,
a recommendation as to whether a case should be referred to GCM
trial, and why) to his convening authority and obtain the latter's
personal decision as to reference of the charge8 concerned to trial
permits of no sewice variation of substance. There are, however,
minor differences among the services in practice a8 to the form of
the SJA's advice (often called "pretrial review" in the Navy).
The Army-style advice quite commonly is brief. containing little,
if any, more than is required by the Manual.60 The S a v y practice
is much the aame, although it has been suggested in an authoritative
article 51 that the staff legal officer's pretrial review "may and should
include any additional information relating to the offense or the
accused and command policy considerations vhieh might tend to
assist the conrening authority in making his decision" whether to
direct trial, and any "anticipated difficulties as to iegai procedures or
problems which might arise during the trid.''s2
By policy directive. the Air Force requires, in addition to the
minimum requirements of the Uaniial, "a thorough analysis of the
facts together with the applicable principles of IRW and the basic
factors which xarrsni mference to trial by general court-martial,"
and "appropriate comment as TO the nature and seriousness of the
offense, the maximum punishment prescribed and the accused's character and militarr background insofar as it relate- ta his restorable
p~tential."~'
49
60

Art. 3 C ( a ) , U C h l J ; U S v Greenwall, 6 USChfA 669, 2OCIvIR285 (1956)
Par. 35c. M C Y , 1951 It i~ noted, houever, that the model advice rugseated by The Judge Ad\oeate Genersl'r School. U. P. Army, is n o t B
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The AFYC SJA uses an advice form which, in uncomplicated cases
involving an Army or Navy accused, normally includes only the
matter required by the Manual, plus a short informative statement
of the facts of the case. In advices involving Air Force accused,
additional information and comments sufficient to meet the requirements of the Air Force policy directive are included.

11. A g m e d Pleas
The agreed plea system v a s , of course, initiated by Jlajar General
Franklin P. Shaw's letter of 23 April 1953, a t which time he was
Acting The Judge Advocate General of the Army. The system has
been used ever since by the Army, in general court-martial cases
only, with excellent results.
The l i m y adopted the system as to general court-martial cases in
September 1957 b4 and in December 1 9 3 extended coverage to pleas
in special court-martial cases.6l
The Air Force has not subscribed to the agreed plea system.
By "agreed plea system" is meant the procedure under which the
offer of an accused to plead guilty for a consideration may be accepted by B convening authority. What evolves i d a n "agreed
plea" or "pretrial agreement as to guilty plea" or "negotiated plea."
The agreement itself, and utilization thereof, are subject to other
requirements imposed, respectii,ely, by the Army and the KaX.5and which are outside the scope of this discussion.
The Air Force's abstention from use of the agreed plea syatem
makes it necessary far the SJA of 8. unified command to obtain a
decision as to whether his convening authority will, nevertheless,
use the system in cases involving Air Force accused (asiuming that
he subscribes to the Army and Navy programs).
In AFMC the solution has been to uae the agreed plea system in
the general court-martial field without regard to service identity of
the accused. The criteria followed are an inclusive combination of
thase set out in the applicable Army and N a w directives (there being
substantial identity behveen them), The fact that a guilty plea was
the subject of a pretrial agreement is then refleeted in the record of
trial according t o requirements of the directives of the accused's
service, For example, in the Navy a copy of the pretrial agreement
Instruction 5811.1, Subj: Pietrial A ~ ~ r a m e nast t o Guilts Pleas
in General Courts-Martial, I 1 Sep 1957.
SECNAV Instruction 6811.2, Subj: Pretrial Agreements a i t o Guilty
Pleas in Special Courts-Martial, 17 Dee 1917.
TWX DA 625195, 9 Me). 1 9 5 i , from TJ*G to C C s SI! l m i e r and
USCONARC.
See nates 64 and 56, slipin.
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is to be "made an enclosure to the review of the staff legal officer."
The Army requires that the existence of the agreement be mentioned
in the SJA's review; that the law officer hold a reported out-of-court
hearing and inquire into the circumstances surrounding the agreement (in order to be satisfied that the accused's plea and agreement
were providently made) ; and that a copy a i the pretrial agreement
and a recard of the out-of-court hearing be made appellate exhibits
to the record of trial.
There being no comparable Air Force requirement to be met, the
fact that the guilty plea of an Air Force accused in an AFMC general
courLmartia1 case wad the subiect of a pretrial agreement id not
reported in his record of trial.
In the spwial court-martial field in AFJIC, pretrial agreements as
to guilty pleas may be consummated only with Navy accused. This
is another makeshift arrangement, based upon the circumstance that
ad of this writing the Navy is the only service which has sanctioned
use of the agreed plea system in special court-martial cases.
12. Trial Procediire

Court-martial trial procedure is substantially the same throughout the Armed Forces, with the exception of tri-service procedural
differences in the trial of guilty plea c a m and B minor difference
in presentencing procedure in Navy cases.
Air Force policy requires "that the prosecution introduce all available evidence bearing on offenses charged regardless of a plea of
guilty notwithstanding a l'epuest by the defense that the prosecution
present no evidence in view of the guilty plea."68 This policy has been
interpreted in many Air Force jurisdictions as requiring only that a
prima facie case be put in by the trial counsel. In addition, the Air
Force goeli by the book in requiring that instructions be given as to
elements of offenser, presumption of innocence, reasonable doubt a s
to guilt and degree of guilt, and burden of proof with respect t o any
offense to which il plea of guilty relates.61
The Army, on the other hand, requires in guilty plea cases only
that "where there are aggravating or extenuating circumstances, the
pertinent facts should be placed before the court. by stipulation or
otherwise, in order that the a p p m p h t e n e s of the sentence adjudged
may be based upon fact rather than conjecture."6n S o instructions
jR

5)

USAF Miiital, Justice C81 Ba 8. $ 1 0 2 ( 6 )
Ibid. This is in accordance with Art. 5 1 ( c l . UCXJ, and par. i 3 , MClI,
1961. Kerertheless, Air Force boards of review h a w "affirmd" in guilty
lea ~ a s e iin which no instructiam were m e n . B.8.. ACM 13088,IIen~r?,
Dec 1966, not reported
:Feb 1116:
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are requiied by the Army following a proridentiy entered guilty
plea, other than an informative instruction as to the meaning and
effect of the plea, and that it does not relieve the court of making
findings in closed session."1
I t is interesting to note that the Air Force specifically cautions its
Personnel against fallowing the described Army practice BS to instructions in guilty plea c a ~ e 9 . ~ ~
The Navy does not require the trial counsel to present any evidence
before findings in guilty plea cases and customarily none is presented. Notwithstanding this, the Navy stands fast with the Air
Force in requiring that the mentioned minimum instructions be
given the court in guilty plea ca9es.43
One other procedural variation of the Army is the requirement,
discussed in paragraph 11,supra, that in general court-martial cases
involving a guilty plea entered pursuant to a pretrial agreement a n
out-of-court hearing must be held as ta the agreement, and both a
COPY of the agreement and a record of the out-of-court hearing must
be attached to the record of trial as appellate exhibits.
The Army procedures above described are foliowed in AFXC
general court-martial cases, the convening authority having concluded that a uniform procedure far trying guilty plea eaaes should
be followed in the command and that the Army's procedure wa8 the
most realistic. It is noted that while the "no-instructions" procedure of the Army violate8 applicable provisions of the Code and the
Xanual and Air Force and Xavy practice, it does not constitute reversible error, the Court of Military Appeals having held in a
familiar early case that a failure in a guilt? plea case t o give the
minimum instructions mentioned, although legal error, is not prejudicial error requiring reversal."
The mentioned Nary presentencing procedure which differs from
that of the ather services has to do with introduction of evidence of
previous convictions and personal data pertaining t o the m u s e d .
An occasional Navy practice is for the trial counsel or an assistant
trial counsel, 8s custodian of the accused's records pl.0 tempore, to
take the stand after findings and give sworn testimony as to any
previous convictions. Other relevant data from the accused's service

-

Changes 1s and 40. approved by TJAG, DA, and diitribvted on 18 April
1966 for inelusion in revised DA Pam. No. 21-9, Y i l z t a q Juslioe Handboah--The Low Ofiieer.
rSAF Military Justice Cir. Po.8 , 5 402(5).
69 See note 58, supra. No hly directive on this point h s i been found. Navy
boards of review have "affirmed" in guilty plea eases in which no instruetionn were given. E.&, NCM 56 03433, Neem 11 Dec 1966, not reported.
0 4 U.S. V. Luca?, 1 USCMA 19, 1 ChIR 19 (1961).
i c o 2.828
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record may be presented in this manner for either the prore'utm
or defense. This procedure is followed in AFYC court-martial trials
when the trial counsel is a member of the N a r y and desires to
utilize i t ; otherwise, following more canrentionai practice, the accused's personnel officer or other person normally having custody of
his records is called a- B witness when nece
the decired evidence.
13. Z ' t m d u ~ r 8 :
Paragraph 1268 of the JIanual, 8s amended,*' insofar as it periainr
to reduction of enlisted permns, has been implemented in three
different wags by the services, and thus it must inevitably receive the
apecisl attention of the SJA of a unified command.
The Army permits the "automatic reduction" formula of paragraph 12% to work its alchemy and effect the reduction of the
accused, by the book.
The N a p , wanting no part of it, has issued regulations stating
that "automatic reduction t o the lowest enlisted pay grade under
paragraph 126e, XCIlI, 1951, will not be effected in the naval serrice."66 Under the Navy's approach, if a court-martial wants an
enlisted accused reduced in grade as a punishment, it must specifically sentence him t o reduction. It is published Navy policy that
"enlisted persons of other than the lowest enlisted pay grade who are
sentenced to confinement exceeding three months or to dishonorable
or bad-conduct discharge also be sentenced to reduction to the lowest
enlisted pay grade,"8' but in the present judicial climate there appears to be no legal and error-free way to get this across to a courtmartial i n B pariicular case after it has been referred to the court for
trial.68
The Air Force flies a middle course, Dermittinn the "automatic
reduction" to the l a m s t enlisted grade to-wark in the ordinary case,
88
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but providing that convening and superriaor)- authorities may by
certain prescribed action retain the airman accused in his present
grade or effect a reduction only to a n intermediate grade.”
In AFMC, the presidential an8 departmental regulations are applied severally, according to the service identity of the accused. This
fits in with the sense of the Congress (as discussed in the Haoper
case) that reciprocal jurisdiction should be exercised sparingly and
that accused service members should, insofar 8s reasonably possible,
be tried by courts-mnrtial convened within their o i m service. However, when it is considered that Commander, AFMC, exercises general court-martial jurisdiction as the commander of a “joint command” and not as a service component commander, that he exercises
reciprocal jurisdiction in this “neutral” capacity and may refer the
case of any member of any armed force to trial provided he is under
his command, that he may appoint counsel and thelaw officer without
regard to their service identity and that there is some question as to
whether he operates under any restrictions as to appointment of
courts with “mixed” membership, it becomes doubtful whether s e n l ice identity of the accused is necessarily the proper criterion for
determining which of the mentioned service system8 for dealing with
“automatic reduction” should be applied in the accused’s case. It
id believed that this situation, among others discussed, points to a
need for expanded presidential regulations as to exercise of reciprocal jurisdiction.

14. Post-Trial Rewiew and Action on Sentrncr
Exercise of reciprocal jurisdiction in a unified command has no
important effect on how the SJA of the command conduct8 his posttrial review af a record of trial. In A F I K a comprehensive form of
review is utilized in all m e s . It includes the matter which the
Manual requires in paragraph 85h. a detailed clemency section containing information bearing on the accused’s potentiality far rehabilitation, and certain items desired by the services, such a s camment as to existence or nonexistence of a pretrial agreement for a
suilt>-plea (Army], and attachment of a copy of any such pretrial
agreement (Navpl. Both the manner of conducting a post-trial review and preparing the iviitten report thereof are revised a~ need
he to accord with opinions of the Court of 3Iilitary Appeals:o I t
08
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seem3 probable that the continued interest of the Court u.111
"unifJ--" the form of the SJA past-trial revieir and eliminate any
appreciable service \-ai-iations therein.
The forms employed by the convening authority in taking action
on a sentence are prescribed in the Manual and apply equally to
authorities exercising single-service and reciprocal jurisdiction.
However, there are some different service practices affecting preparation of "actions" which are of concern to the SJA of a unified
command.
For example, suspension of so much of a sentence ar pertains to
execution af a sentence t o punitive discharse until the accused's
release from confinement or until completion of appellate review
whichever is the later date, by action of the convening authority
signifies (here we go again) something different to each service.
In the Army, this is routine and convening authorities are urged so
to suspend "unless it positively appear8 that the accused is definitely
unfit for restoration,"" The Air Force, on the other hand, directs
that suspension be used only for purposes of clemency.7P The Navs
practice is to utilize this type af suspension about routinely as the
Army, but far still a different purpone.'a
71

Lfr (ACAhl-Pimi 210.8 (20 AUP 1'356) JAGJ), UA. S u b j : luspcnsion
of Punitive Uisehargea, 28 Aug 1956. This letter superseded DA Mag.

probation w t h m which i e "18). demonstrate by his conduct tbar hc deserve5
t o h a \ e the sumended Dartion of the ienfeiice iemitted." and t h a t "an
setion by tho come&
authority in suspending execution of a punitive
discharge until the accused's release from confinement 01 until completion
IS the l s t e i date, i s not a true s ~ s p e n a i o n
rather, a method by which the other p a r t s
of the eentenee may be ordered executed bg the convsnmg authority
pending completion af final r a l e w as p r c r r l b s d Li the Code." See ala0
SECZTAV Insbuctian 6810 6B. 18 Mar 1951, par. 3b. which indicated t h a t
a pumtive direhsrge which i s the subject of zuch B s u r p e n s m 1 3 iegarded
8 %an "unauapended punitive discharge? At the risk of f u i t h e r belaboring
the semantres invoiued, i t is abrerred t h a t the N a i i ieeim to regaid the
type a i m~apensionunder diseuiiion B Q more of B deferment of execution
af sentence to dxcharpe f m administrative convenience thaii B pmbarianar) m e a s u ~ ee ~ o l s m gf r o m d e m ~ n c yconsideration,
32
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Each service a130 h m ita own rules as to designation of eonfinement facilities. I t will be mentioned only that Army and Air Force
prisoners sentenced to punitive discharges and to confinement and
initially considered nonrestorable may be sent to a E. S. Disciplinary
Barracks if they will have a t least six months of confinement to serve
upon arrival a t that facility;r4 certilin Air Force prisoners considered potentially restorable may be sent to Air Force Retraining
Groups provided they hare a t least 90 days of their sentence to confinement left to ~ e r v eupon arrival a t ihe fmility (less good conduct
time) ;is and S a w prisoners sentenced to confinement shall be sent
to a Naval Reiraininp Command if they have a t least two months’
confinement left to serve upon arrival there (exclusive of good conduct time) ,?
The convening authority exercising reciprocal jurisdiction has no
choice but to apply these service directives concerning sentence
suspension and designation af place of confinement, as they concern
administration of prisoners after they leare his command and come
under the jurisdiction of the service departments. Thus, in AF?dC,
actions are prepared in accordance with the directives of the service
of the accused concerned.

ILi Pvepaiation

of 0rdel.s; Records of

Trial

All the services use the forms of pmmulgating and supplementary
court-martial orders set aut in the Jlanual Nithout substantial
change. In the S a w , such orders must be signed personally by the
convening authority unless he has specifically authorized one of his
staff to sign for him “by
Army and Air Force courtmartial orders are issued over the command line of the convening
authority and signed by a staff officer such as the Adjutant General,
in the =me manner as court-martial appointing orders (Army), or
special orders (Air Force).’8
Preparation of records of trial likewise is uniform, as all services
assemble records in accordance with instructions contained in the
Xanual and utilize Department of Defense record of trial forms.
Accordingly, theae matters require no special handling in a unified
command, other than conformance to service-prescribed methods of
signing court-martial orders, if desired.
Par. 4, AR 633-5, 24 Sep 57, a6 changed; AFY 126-2, p. 67.
i s l F n 1 125-2, p. 68.
B u P e r ~Instruetion 1640.5, I s D e e 1957.
.i 1861 Sav. Supp. X C M , D 0113.
-s A R 22-10,19 Aug 1957, 81 changed; AFM 30-3.
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16. Appellate RE&W
The Congmu made it ~ e r clear
y
in the Code that reeiprwai jurisdiction was not to extend to appellate review of a record of trial;
Le., any review subsequent to that by the officer with authority to
convene a general court-martial.-e Accordingly, the AFRIC SJA
i o m a r d s each record of trial requiring departmental rwiew to the
Judge Advocate General of the armed force of the accused concerned.80
17. Sapei.i.is0i.gEmrnination a i d Beeiezo of I n r e m i

.

Court-Martial Records of Triol
The only significant difference in senice practices in conducting
supervisory examination and r e v i m of recorda of inferior tour:
trials occurs in the handling of thwe records mentioned in Artic:e
G5(c) af the Code: i . e . , summarr court-martial recorda and those
special court-martial records which do not involve a bad conduct
discharge. Theae types of records do not receive departmental review; the Code requires, a~ here pertinent, only that these records
;,e reviewed by a judge advocate of the Air Force 07 A m y , or a law
apcialist of the Naw."
It is the practice in the Air Force and the Army for the judge
adwcate, upon revie>vinga recard of inferior court trial, if he fin&
that no corrective action by the supervisory authority is required,
to note on the record that a review v a s accomplished, the result of
the review, the date, designation of command, and his signature.Q2
The signature of the convening authority is not required.
The Navy practice, on the other hand, is for the auperrisarr
authority, after the required revieiv b!- a la17 specialist has been
accomplished, to "place his action on the record"; the action shall
include the statement "Thia record has been reviewed in accordance
with Article 6 5 ( c ) , UCIIJ." $ 3 The supervisory authority must
sign this action personally. I t is noted, however, that the convening
authority may authorize hi3 chief of staff to "exercise supervisor)
powers over summary courts-martial and special cmr*i-msrtid not
involving a bad conduct discharge." 84
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The Navy also provides by regulations that when a n O f f i w exercising general court-martial jurisdiction is the convening authority
of e, summary court-martial or special court-martial not involving
a bad conduct discharge. his action thereon will be as convening
authority only; and he ill forward the record of trial to an appropriate superior officer who exercisa general court-martial jurisdiction for the accomplishment of the required supervi9or~revieu..8s
In the Air Force and Army the custom has been for a commander
exercising general court-martial jurisdiction to act also in the
capacity of supervisory authority over inferior courts-martial convened by him. The Court of Xilitary Appeals has not yet proscribed
this Amy-Air Force practice, although the case of Airman McGary,
decided 9 May 1958, seems to be a step in that direction.B8
Commander, AFMC, follows the practice of the service concerned
in acting as supervisory authority on records of trial.
It is worth raeording that a t one time the Navy took the view
that the wwers conferred uwn a "joint commander" such 84 Commander, AFMC, to convene general courts-martial, and to refer for
trial by court-martial the cases of members of any of the armed
forces assigned or attached to or on duty with the command, did
not include the power to act as superviaoly authorik and rwiew
records of trial by inferior courts-martial of members of other
armed forees within the command when the inferior courts-martial
were convened by a commander whose authority was derived from
a source other than the "joint commander."8' Applying this view
in our imaginary unified command situation, Commander, AFMC,
would lack authority to perform the supervisory review contemplated by Article 65(c) of a record of trial by B summary court.
martiai convened by the commanding officer of a Marine barracks
a t one of the AFYC Naus.-manned sites, 88 such rommanding officer
derived his authority to convene the court-martial directly from the
Code and in no sense from Commander, AFMC (no exercise of reciprocal summary court-martial jurisdiction being authorized in
AFXC)

.
_id Ollie.
t j

the board ostensibly implied that the commander of P joint command
empowered t o exnciae iffiprocai general court-martial jurisdiction eauld
he B 90urce of primary authority t o convene idrrior eoUrts.msrtia1. This,
of EOYTSB, is fdlaciaua; doubtless the hoard had in mind the authority Of
the eommandee a i B joint command, who has been empowered to exercise
reciprocal general court-martial jurisdiction, to m turn "empower"
certain af his subordinate commanders (already authorized t o e ~ n v e n e
inferior courts-martial) to exercise rriproeal inferior court-martial
iuriadiction, pumumt TO the p w i i i o n s of p a r a s a p h 13 af the Manual
AGO 27018
3s
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This position wab effectively overruled by a board of review decision in the ease of a Marine by the name of Byme, an the basis of
reasoning which took note of the fact that the "joint commander"
involved had a law specialiat of the Savy on his staff (and thus,
presumably, that the review of a record of summary court-martial
U ~that case had been accomplished for the "joint
which was in ~ S B in
commander" involved by a law specialist in conformance with Article 66(c) of the
Unfortunately, the By- case has not
been reported, while the report of the prior case remains on the
books.
18. Xon-Judzcial Punishment
Army and Air Force prwedures for imposition of non-Judicial
punishment under Article 15 of the Code are substantially identical
and are characterized by simplicity.
The award of punishment may be based upon only a brief informal investigation to which the individual concerned is not made a
party. Only commanding officers may impose the punishment. Br
departmental regulations members of the Air Force and Army may
elect trial in lieu of non-judicial punishment.80
In the Navy, trial by court-martial may not be demanded.QO In
addition to commanding officers, officers-in-charge may award nonjudicial punishment. The award normally is based on facts developed by a n investigation to which the individual concerned is a
party; if the individual mras not made a party, the report of inrestigation will either be returned for further proteedings to aceomplish this o r the individual will be afforded a hearing in accordance
with paragraph 133b of the Manual by the commanding officer or
an officer acting for him."
There are other differences between the Article 16 procedures of
the Kavy and those of the Army and the Air Force, and the SJA
of a unified command muat learn both systems of taking action. The
reason-and
this involves a potentially troublesome problem far
the SJA-is that the commander of a "joint command," 89 such,
lacks authority to impose nan-judicial punishment upon a member
of his command and must rely upon his subordinate service component commanders to take such action.
This is not based on a theory t h a t reciprocal jurisdiction involves
only courts-martial and does not extend to non-judicial punishment,
as was stated in a 1953 Navy opinion.82 Even without resorting to
as

3-64-S-95, Bylne, 29 Jan 1954,not reported.
par.132,NCM,1851.
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Article 17 and any powers derived therefrom, Article 15(a) and its
implementation in paragraph 12% of the Manual appear to provide
basic authority for a "joint commander" (who, after all, i.l a "commanding officer") to impose non-judicial punishment. It would
seem highly illogical that he could not, while a t the same time he
could be empowered to convene courts-martial and exercise reciprocal jurisdiction.
In any event, the matter haz been resolved on a policy basis. In
the previously cited publication Joint Aotion Awned Forces, promulgated jointly by the Secretaries of the Army, Navy and Air Force,
a general restriction is imposed against the imposition of nonjudicial punishment by a commander of one service upon a member
of another.Q8 This is consistent with other statements in this publication, noted earlier, that discipline of the Armed Forces is primarily a uni-service matter and that each comwnent commander
in a unified command is responaible for the internal administration
of his command, but does not Seem sufficiently fiexible to accommodate a mntinuing situation under which it is essential to the performance of his mission that the commander of a unified command
exercise "discipline of the component elements of his mmmand."Q'
Whether this restriction was intended as a tridepartmental regulation issued pursuant to Article 15(b), limiting the "categories
of commanding officers" authorized to impose non-judicial punishment, is not clear, but it has had the eame etPect. Citing the foregoing as authority, the three Judge Advocates General have joined
in holding that a "joint commander" may not take action under
Article
Once again, this policy seem3 inconsistent with the broad principle laid down in Joint Action Awned Forces that the commander
of a unifled command is responsible for discipline in his command."

___
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Joint Aetion A m a d F m m , op. oit. 8upra note 1, par. 3041ab. provide$:
"A8 a matter of poliw, monjudieisl punishment, under the p~oviaiona of
the UCMJ. Article 15, shovid not be imposed by B commander of (me
Service upon a m w b e r of another Service."
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t o COMFLDCOX AFSWP Sandin Base Albuquerque, N.M., AFCJA 3OS3K, 24 Dee 195s: which r&dn in pmtine;f part:
"Aside from quediens involvhg Legality o f any such action under Article
15, nonjudicial punishment ahovid not be impoaed by the commander of
one a m e d force on personnel of another armed force ~ Y Y Mthough such
cmmander is empowuerd to exercise recipioeai Court-martial jurisdiction
puraumt to MCM. 1951, parsgraph 13. In that connection, the alley
e x p r w e d in psrsgraph 304156, FM I ~ C - ~ I J A A F I A F M1-1 is deemed
applicabie m d controlling. The Judge Advocate General of the Army
and NBWeoncur.'' See also JAGJ 1962/2903,25 May 1852, quoted in
par. 12% Army 1856 Poeket Part, M C Y , 1951, to tho ~ m e m n e l effect.
~l
see note 5, 'Up70.
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As ir standa, Commander, AFRIC, and other "joint commanders"
similarly circumstanced find themselves in the anomalous position
of being responsible for command discipline and able to refer the
case of any member of rhe command to trial by general, special or
summary court-martial, but unable to take the established lesser
degree of punitive action provided in Article 15.
On the general court-martial level in AFXC, the Commander's
inability t o take action under Article 15 is a possible source of
friction with his deputies. For example, in a case in which Commander, AFXC, desired that one of his officers be awarded nonjudicial punishment and EO informed the cognizant deputy commander, it would not exactly strengthen the essential rapport between the two should the deputy, being sincerely in disagreement,
refuse to award the punishment.
The dilemma of it site commander in AFXC who has rnembeir
of more than one armed force directly under his command is different, but possibly even more acute. He may not impme non-judicial
punishment upan members of his command who are not of his w v Ice, E O in their case must forswear that t w l of discipline or request
a superior commander of his service to take Article 16 action for
him; neither solution is satisfactory.
Seed for a change is indicated, on the abvioui grounds that R
commander should not be given responsibility for discipline while
one of the basic took for maintaining it is withheld from him. Possibly more would be required to empaiver a ''joint eammsnder" to
award non-judicial punishment than merely to withdraw the policy
against such and then to rely an the present Tording of the Manual.
If so, it is submitted that the necessary reform clearly could be aecampliahed by smending paragraph 128e of the Manual to provide
ipecifically that the commander of a "joint command or joint task
farce" empowered to exercise reciprocal court-martial jurisdiction
is a "commanding officer" authorized to take action under Article 15.
In this regard, Article 16(a) grants authority to award non-judicial
punishment to "any commanding officer" without limitation as to
service identity of the subject of the award or his commanding
officer, or the two vis-a-\,is each other.

B. Claim8
The processing of claims 1s essentially a uni-serrice matter. Each
senice component commander in a unified command, being responsiration of his command generally, is
tration therein. subject to such orer3.
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riding exercise of control by the commander of the unified command
as is essential to the performance of the latter's missimB'
In AFMC, consistent with the ioregoing, all personnel claims are
proeessed in accordance with the regulations of the service of the
claimant.8s Thus, the office of the AFlIC SJA, located a t Site Alpha,
a t nhich are stationed members of the Army, Savy (including
Marines), and Air Force, proceses personnel claims under all three
sets of service regulations.
All other claims ariaing in A F X C are processed und
regulations in accordance with the general policy as to ad
tion of AFMC. This is related to the circumstances noted a t the
outset, that all vehicles uaed in AFNC are "Army vehicles," all
AFXC sites are Class I1 Army installations, and all real propert)utilized by AFYC is "Army real estate:' I t is commonplace, therefore, for an Air Force judge advocate or Nai?. Ian. specialist, serrinp
as a site legal officer, to process claims for and againat the Gasernment, including claims under the Federal Tort Claims A d , and other
claims such as those under Article 139 of the Code, in accordance
with Army regulatians.Q9 This presents no problem. An Air Force
judge advocate has handled all claims a t Sire Alpha for sereral P a r 5
r i t h fine results.
Forwarding of claims is, of course, aljo governed by service regulations; it is not required that claims processed at the outlying sites
be forwarded through Headquarters AFMC. In the w e of claims
other than the personnel variety, if it is concluded on up the line
that an AFYC claims matter should not be handled by the Army,
this is disposed of on the departmental level.
C. Legal Assistance
DIembers of the drmed Forces seem particularly "unified" in the
types of personal legal problems which thev have. Thus, there is no
need to devise a legal assistance program tailored to the special
requirements of a unified command.
At Site Alpha in AFIIC, legal asistance is provided to all entitled
thereto under the programs outlined in all three service regulations.loOThis created no complications, as all the progmms are substantially similar. A legal assistance offices (service identitg im07
08

Joint Aetioii A m r d Forces, D P <it. 8 1 y ' a note 1 par 30106.
AR 26-100, 1 2 Eep 1916, 8 3 changed, I F R 112-7: 191: Xlai. S u m M C ~ I .

1911, App I1
IQ AR 25-20, 7 Mar 1866, 81 changed: i R 21-26, 26 Apr l o c i : A R 25-80,
20 Feb 1917: AR 26-80, 29 >Is\- 1851. A R 26-106. 20 Jun 1868
100 AR 600-103, 29 J u n 1851, as changed AFR 110-4; SECNAV I n i t r u m o n
6801 1.
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material) is appointed by a general order of Headquarters AFIIIC,
citing thethree service regulations as authority. The legal assistance
program a t each outlying site is conducted in accordance with the
service regulations under which the site is administered.
The only “unified command aspect” of the operation is that, in the
periodic reporting to Washington of numbers of legal assistance
cases disposed of in the command, and related data. the report form
prescribed by Army regulations is atilized. Identical copies
are sent to the Judge Advocates General of the three services, with
no breakdown of cases by service. This has been accepted; there has
been no demand that a separate report be submitted according to
service connection of the client.
D. Militarii Afiai, s

The military affairs branch of the awrage military legal office
could just as logically be called a “miscellaneous branch,” for it
handles all legal problems not mdthin the purview of the other eatablished branches of the office, whether they fall into recognized fields
of !aw or must be categorized as “odd-ball.” Conaequently, the work
is highly raried.
In a unified command rhe mork is much the Lame as it ir elsewhere in the service, except that the variety ia intensified by the
previously demonstrated proclivity of the services for doing the
same thing equally well in different w-ays. Some of the diverse legal
matters handled in the military affairs branch of the AF?rIC SJA
office will be mentioned briefly.
P r o c w m e n t . The relatively small amount of direct procurement
by AFMC is accomplished under Army Procurement Procedure
( 4 P P ) . This includes the handling of such taxation problem as
arise. Policies laid down by the APP as to dealing with labor problems are also followed in AFMC.
Litigation: Patents: Lands. All litigation and related problems
ansing in AFXC, such as the propriety of releaaing official infarmation nhieh might form the basis of a claim againat the Govern.
ment, are processed under Army regulations. Patent law problems
and legal matters concerning government lands under AFMC j w
isdiction a r e also processed in accordance with applicable Army
regulation3 and other directives, with direct assistance as required
from the cognizant divisions of the Office of The Judge Advocate
General, U.S. Army.
Personnel Law Problems. This category includes 811 manner of
questions of law pertsining to the status, rights and obligations
of military (and certain civilian) personnel, from enlistment, inducIO
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tion or appointment to separation in one form or another, including
retirement. These matters must be handled in accordance with the
regulations of the service of the individual concerned, for authority
to take needed personnel actions (e& discharge, reduction) is derived from laws and regulations which either pertain solely to the
individual's service, or to t n o or more services, and not a t all to a
"joint commander," as such.
It ia in this field (primarily personnel administration, rather
than law) that t h e deputy commanders of AFMC, in their role as
service component commanders, make indirect use of their power to
convene general courts-martial. This is due to the fact that service
regulations commonly authorize commanders so empowered to take
certain personnel actions, such as the administrative discharge of
enlisted men under certain conditions, review of line of duty determinations, and approiw.1 of board findings as to pecuniary liability
of an individual far the lass of money or property.
The use of whatever service regulations are applicable in these
peraonnel matters is, of course, a necesaary deviation from the
general policy as to administration of AFMC under Army regulations. A corollary difference is that service command channels are
used for forwarding personnel matters for action, rather than
AFMC command channels (as in forwarding court-martial matters), since Commander, AFMC, cannot act thereon.
Proceedings to accomplish the administrative discharge of enlisted men are a staple action item in the AFMC Military Affairs
Branch. Only Army and Air Force proceedings are reviewed; the
local Naval Administrative Unit pmcesses its o m , with an occasional request far legal opinion pertinent thereto. The criteria are
generally the same (unfitness, unsuitability, inaptitude, homosexuality, etc.), so in such matters equality of treatment is not a matter
of concern to a unified command. A substantial part of the proceedings include board action, particularly those involving Army
respondents. The Air Force eliminates many board actions and
swes much money and manpower by providing in AFR 39-16 and
39-17 for the discharge for unsuitability or unfltness of those airmen who apply for it, waiving their right to board action: this
procedure lightens the work load of the AFMC Military Affairs
Branch.
Army and Air Force reports of survey and reporte of board proceedingr, amessing pecuniary liability against enlisted military personnel for loss of funds, or loss af or damage to property, have no
counterpart in the Navy. This is of continuing concern to Cammander, AFMC, because i t leads to unequal treatment of personnel
under his command and to that extent impairs morale. For example,
*GO
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the Site Alpha motor p o i i d staffed with Army, Xavy and Air F o ~ c e
drivers. A Navs driver who negligently damages a government
sedan mag not be required ada~inietmtii,el!,to pay the cost of repairing the vehicle, whereas his fellowdrivers in the Army and
Air Force who cauae damage to a vehicle under identical circumstances may be and often are required to pay, involuntary checkage
of their pay being authorized by l a r r . l n l
It has been noticed in the AFNC SJA office ihat, apparently due
to lack of authority to resuire S a v g personnel to reimburse the
Government under the circumstance indicated, Kavy commanding
officers are prone to make greater use of Article 108 of the Code and
charge drivers and others who neglipently lose or damage government property xvith commiaion of a criminal offense under that
Article. This practice doubtless has B deterrent effect; in a joint
command, however, it only compounds the disparitr nf treatment
noted.
InterSemice ond Inter-Agency A g w m m t s . Due to rhe nature
and scope of AFMC activities, the command receives support from
many Federal agencies, military and otherwise, and works closely
with many governmental and civilian agencies in operational matters. I t is essential to orderly functioning that these actirities be
the subject of agreements or memoranda of understanding outlining the nature and degree of the u p p o r t or aetirity concerned,
delineating the respmibilities of parties thereto, etc. All these
documents are reviewed by the AFYC SJB, if only to %certain tha:
they contain no legal implications. This type of !egal business on
any large scale is somewhat out of the ordinary, but can be anticipared as being fairly routine in a unified command resembling
AFJIC.
E. A d

The administrative branch of the AFMC SJA afiee operates a
mejsage center, maintains files, seta of regulations, and the office
law library, prepares reports, and otherwise functions in a familiar
gattern. The multi-service manning a i the command, however, does
make it necessary to maintain more than the normal quantum of
regulations, It being neeessaq to have available those of all three
services, as well as those of the Marine Corps. An augmented lair
library i s also maintained, due to the desirability of having readi1)at hand the statute and case law applicable in all jurisdictions in
which AFMC sites are located.
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Joint manning a i the command also incxeases the numbers of
reports which must be submitted by the AFMC SJA office. I t has
already been noted that only one legal assistance report is prepared,
identical copies being furnished the respective Judge Advocates
General. I t is otherwise as to the reporting of court-martial cases;
periodic reports are made t o each service, as required in service
directives, of the number and kind of court-martial case9 involving
members of that service tried during the period. This gears AFMC
into world-wide court-martial statistic reporting and contributes
to accuracy incalculating world-wide cow-martial rates.
One final observation as to administration concerns preparation
of correspondence. Administration of AFMC under Army regulations resulted in adoption of Army correspondence form far general use. This posed no problem for Air Farce personnel, since their
own are substantially the same. However, the processing of personnel law matters pertaining to Navy personnel, through N a w
channels, necessarily involvs use of naval correspondence forms
\vhich are quite different. This is where the Xaly complement in
the AFMC SJA office really comes into ita own: many an Army
and Air Force judge advocate has been humbled by his first attempt
to draft a letter in acceptable naval form.
111. XISCELLANEOUS OBSERVATIONS

Internal management of a unified command legal office requires
no technique essentially different from that employed in management of any uni-service legal office, apart from whole-hearted ob3ervance of the obviously beneficial staff policy of forgetting about
aervice distinctions and working together as a team of lairyers.
One of the greatest aids to the SJA of such a command is the
maintenance of a detailed policy book. Having a policy book in a
service legal office is, of course, pretty routine. However, it has
been demonstrated in the foregoing discussion that there are often
three right and legal ways t o take a certain action in the field of
military Ian, one for each of the servicea. When this factor is
applied to the considerable number of types of action items which
come into B busy service legal office with reasonable frequency, it
mmea out that the S J A of a unified command is expected to have
B larger number of anawers on tap than his colleague in a uniservice command. Thus, he has up to three times more jutification
for keeping a policy book, not only BS a crutch for his o m memory
as to how recurring problema should be handled, in accordance with
applicable law, regulations, and the commander’s policies, but f a r
use by others when he is absent or after he has bean detached.
ico
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A possibly related matter is that it seems particularly helpful
in a unified command to issue detailed command directives covering
such matters as administration of military justice, claims, and legal
assistance. These directives, tailored to the nature and characteristics of the command, prOmote better administration by speeifying
exactly how certain things will be done, eliminating doubt as to
possible applicability of varying uni-service procedures. This is
particular reassuring to those who feel at sea when not operating
by the book of their own service.
The work pattern of the AFMC SJA is influenced by the fact thai
he has quite a cluster of stars just over his head. ThL refera, of
course, to the deputy commandera. The commander and his deputies
work closely together as a team, and whenever a legal matter arises
which touches upon the competence of a deputy, the commandey
will invariably seek the views of that deputy before taking action.
As a result, it is standing operating procedure for the SJA t o touch
base with the cognizant deputy before presenting m y matter to the
commander f a r decision. This would appear to be sound practice
for any unified command SJA to follow, subject to the wishes of
the commander.
A related potential problem of the AFMC SJA is an incident
of his serving 88 the legal adviser of the deputies (in their mle as
commanders), the CO, Site Alpha, and the GO, NAU, AFMC, as
hell as Commander, AFMC. For example, it is quite common for
the SJA to be called upon by the Commanding Officer, Site Alpha,
for legal advice concerning a matter which must later be considered
by Commander, AFMC, who will, in turn, also ask the advice of the
SJA. If the CO, Site Alpha, adopts a coume of action oppoaed bx
the SJA, the latter gets B "second crack" a t the matter when he
subsequently advises Commander, AFMC, and may uwll cause the
decision of the CO, Site Alpha, to be reversed. A similar situation
involving one or more of the deputies and the Commander, with the
SJA "smack dab in the middle," can also arise quite readily. If
not played with finesse by the SJA, such a role can e a i l y result in
losing B friend and antagonizing h boss. Inevitably, however, the
unified command structure tends to require the SJA to wear B
number of hat.? and thus to play the role described more often than
he would in .a uni-service command.
One tactic which has proved helpful is for the SJA to be completely frank with his senior clients as to the counsel he propases
to furnish each, painting out that duty often requirea him to advise
both proponents and opponents of a particular course of action.
A mild problem for the S J A of a unified command arises from
the fact that the Army has had a mandatary military justice trainI4
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ing program for all r a n k in effect since 1961, while the Navy and
the Air Force have no counterpart. In AFMC this is handled by
requiring all Army personnel who have not previously had such
training to attend a school held annually. Selected Air Force and
Navy personnel, designated by their service commander, also attend
the school. In addition, special courses designed to prepare seiected
personnel of the command far duty as members and coundel of
courts-martial are given as required.
IV.

coxcLusIoss

The unified command, in drawing together members of two or
more services under one roof in a common endeaver, focuses attention on both the similarities and the differences of the services.
In the foregoing paragraphs, much has been said of their variant
practices in the field of military law, but these are insignificant in
proportion to those practices which are similar. The fact is that
the legal field appears to furnish fertile soil in which to plant the
seeds of unification, for a unified command legal office shows itself
to be a "natural" joint activity in the way service lawyers integrate
to form a smoothly-functioning, productive team. As new unified
commands and joint task forces are formed, there need be no misgivings as to the feasibility of establishing a jointly-manned legal
office on the joint staff level or of empowering a "joint commander''
to exercise reciprocal jurisdiction. It works.
However, it would work better with a few changes in regulations,
as discussed hereinafter.
(1) First of all, the term "joint command" used in the Manual
apparently is not a term approved for joint usage of the
Armed Forces and does not with certainty describe any
established military formation. I t is suggested that upon
a revision of the Manual the term "unified command" be
substituted for "joint command" wherever the latter term
is used, it being evident, as pointed out in the beginning
of this article, that the term "joint command" is used in
the h1Ianua.l in that sense.
(2) The preaidential regulations as to reciprocal jurisdiction
set out in paragraph 13 of the Manual should be rewritten
to make it perfectly clear that the commander of a "joint
command or joint task force" empowered to "convene
courts-martial for the trial of members of another armed
force" may, in the exercise of this power, refer the case
of any member of the Armed Forces to trial without first
determining in each cam that "the accuaed cannot be delivered to the armed force of which he is & member without
AGO L i P l B
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Commanders empowered t o exercise reciprocal inferior court-martial jurisdiction would be plagued with
similar problems if required to findpoten tiai "manifes:
injury" in each case before referring it to rrial.
( 3 ) The presidential regulations in paragraph 4g(2) of the
Manual should also be clarified in one respect. Ae m o w
written, it is uncertain whether an emwivered "joint
commander," in appainting members of "other armed
forces'' to serve on a court-martial, is at ail subject to the
restrictions in paragraph 4g(l) which requires that at
least a majority of the members be of the same armed
fame as the aceused in the absence of "exigent circumstances."
(4) I t would also be worthwhile to augment the presidential
regulations concerning reciprocal jurisdiction with specific
provisions as to appointment of reporters and as to "automatic reduction."
A statement in the Manual giving an "empowered"
joint force commander discretion to prescribe his o v n
rules as ta appointment of reporters would, for example,
mlve the dilemma posed for such commanders by the
Army regulations restricting appointment of repoyters
f o r inferior courts-martial.

is
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The dilemma of the joint force commander a6 to application of the sererai service regulations concerning
"automatic reduction," v i t h their unequal effects,
while a t the same time trying to dispense equal justice
regardless of Service identit),, is not so easily solved. The
best solution mould be adoption of uniform regulation8
by the services. Since such concord is unlikely to occur
a t an:- time prior to the m i l h i u r n , the best alternative
rvould Seem to be a new Manual provision that the regula!ion? of the accused's service as to "automatic reduction"
nili be applied br "reciprocal courts." This would a t least
provide a clear guideline f a r joint force commanders con-

cerned.
(5) Addition to paragraph 94 of the Manual of a sentence
specifically giving all joint farce commanders who exercise

reciprocal general court-martial jurisdiction supervisory
powers over ail special and summary courts-martial convened in their commands is suggested in order t o remove
any doubt as to their authority to perform this function,
which is so essential to the proper discharge of their responsibility for internal discipline and administration of
military justice.
( 6 ) In order to give joint force commanders who exercise

reciprocal jurisdiction unquestionable authority to impose
non-judicial punishment on any member of the Armed
Forces under their command, it is suggested that paragraph 1280, of the Manual be amended to provide that any
joint force commander empowered to exercise reciprocal
jurisdiction is a "commanding officer" authorized to take
action under Article 16.
( 7 ) Lastly, promulgation af uniform service regulation8 a s to
delivery of military offendem t o civil authorities, and as
to court-martial trial of military personnel far offenses of
which they have been convicted in civil court, would ease
the problems of joint force commanders with redpect to
these matters.
Mare uniformity in certain other service regulations could
alleviate some of the less pressing problems of joint force commanders discussed throughout this article, but pursuit of such for
the benefit of so few dow not seem justified a t this time. Even without any of the changes in regulations suggested, operation of a joint
force legal office will continue to be completely feaaible, and a duty
aaaignment therein a stimulating and rewarding experience.loZ
AGO
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SUBMISSION OF POST.TRIAL R E V I E F TO ACCUSED
PRIOR TO CONVEKING AUTHORITY'S ACTION
BY COLONELJASPERL. SEARLES "
Recently, the Court of Military Appeals has shown considerable
concern for the right of an accused to become familiar with the
contenta of the post-trial reviemr prior to the action of the convening authority. Thus, in United States v. Gnfin,' the Court, discussing the propriety af a staff legal officer's referring, in the course
of the review, to "other facts concerning the accu8ed's absence"
which "facts" were to be found in the record of trial of another
accused, stated :
"Unquestionably, it was error for the convening authority to
consider, in his deliberations on the sentence, adverse matter from
outside the r m r d without affording the amused an opportunity to rebut or explain that matter."g
Previously, the Court had indicated its concern with the standard
employed by reviewers in determining the sufficiency of evidence
as manifested by language appearing in the review. Thus, where
such language suggested that the convening authority was bound
by the findings of the court-martial 8 or that an appellate standard
had been employed by the staff legal advisor,' a new review, demonstrating emplogment of a correct standard,6 would be required.
In United Stutes v. Fields,6 the Court, noting the large number of
recent Cases dealing with the content8 of the review, set forth the
minimum requirements for the written review of every trial by
general court-martial resulting in a convietian.
* Chairman, Board of Review Xumber 3, Office of The Judge AdTorate
General of the Army. BS Univerairg. of California 1929 and LLB
Haatinzs College of The Law.University of California 1832. Member of
the State Bar i f California a n d of the Institute of Military Law. Cham
man, Military Law and Justice Committee, Pentagon Chapter, Federal
Bar Association. The oainions. doctrines. and conclusioni exoreased
herein are thore of the inkividuai author and do not neceiisrily r&e3ent
the opinion or doctrine of t h e Judge Advocate General'% School, the Judge
Advocate General's C o r m the Demrtment of the Arms. or anv aihm

3IILITARY LAW REVIEm1. A summary of the evidence.
2. An opinion as ta the adequacy and weight of the evidence.
3. An opinion relatire to the effect of any error or irregularity.
4. A specific recommendation as to the action to be taken,
6. Reasons for both the opinions and the mommendation.
The Court noted that "these requirements follow generally the
areas of the convening authority's powers over findings and sentence
as established by Article 64 of the Cade
, "
Of course, where
the accused has either judicially confessed or pleaded guilty, some
Of these requirements do not have to be met.B
I t cannot be overemphasized that the staff judge advocate's review " m u t do more than summarize: it must also advise."' Thus,
nhere a revien in a canteated case fails to advise the convening
authority as to the reviewer',? opinion as t o the sufficiency of the
evidence, it is fatally defective.10 In a word, the review must contain B reasoned evaluation. Both the legal and factual sufficiency of
the evidence must be appraised." A staff judge advocate cannot
.stop with the generality that "the competent evidence i~ sufficient
ni law" or "legally sufficient," but he must make B factual evaluation of the proof against the backdrop of the "reasonable doubt"
standard; also he should inform the convening authority of the
latter's duty to determine the credibility of wituemes and reaoive
controverted questions of fact and that he must be satisfied beyond
a reasonable doubt of accused'a guilt.ls Countless reviews have been
stricken down on this last point.
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C Y R 3 4 4 (1968).
C.S. Y. Romero, 8 U S C M 621.2 5 CYR 38 (195;)
Standard pmvmms uhich ihould he included as a akbpars8iaph in
paragraph 4 and BQ paragraph 5b reapiccively. a i every staff judge
advocate's review (except aequitisls) are bvggeited I" the JAG Chronicle
Laker -e follows:

tionr a i fact. Befoie a

finding of guilty you muat determine

Ltr 2 2 , r .
"b The competent evidence of record establisher the accused's guilt
beyond B rearonable doubt and the findings a i milty are C O ~ R I Lm ls%v
and fact." 5 7 Chron Ltr 31 12. The inelusion of the suggested p m a graphs should obviate iiiucn appeila!e Iinpatmn
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Xo less important is the requirement that the review be "individualized" and not tied to a particular command policy or viewpoint." In L'nitrd States v. P l i t m r n r ~ , 1the
~ review w a s found insufficient because the reviewer stated that as a matter of necessitjand custom a barracka thief must be eliminated from the service.
Chief Judge Quinn speaking for the Court asaerted thatacanvening
authority cannot be told that he is bound by an inflexible administrative or command policy, but that he must heed the fact that an
accused is entitled as a matter af right to a careful and individualized review. The staff judge advocate cannot abdieate his
respansibility to a higher level. KO matter how serious or heinous
the crime, there should be an evaluation of the clemency potential.16
I t is a long standing rule, of course, that a convening authority
should not be advised that he cannot rely on matter outside a record
to set aside findings of guilty.'r

Although previously concerned with various portions of the review, not until United States v. V'ara*adid the Court suggwt that
an accused was entitled to see the review, or any portion thereof,
prior to the convening authority's action.lQ However, there, once
again faced with the question of the propriety of a convening authority's considering adverse matter obtained from outside the
record without atfording an accused the opportunity for explanation
or rebuttal, the Court made the following comment:
" . , . . t o improve the administration af military justice, to
avoid unnecessary reveraah, and to bring some semblance of
orderly procedure out of what appears to be B rather obscure
method of operation, we suggwt that a practice of serving a copy
of the review, or thme par& which contain matters of fact ad.
verse t o a n accused, on the accused or his counsel sometime prior
to action by the convening authority be adopted. The time of
service should be early enough to permit a reply thereto if accused is so disposed. If t h a t procedure is used, an accused will
be afforded a fair oppartunity to answer new m a t t e n which are
prejudicial to him and to present information which might be
helpful to his cause. Furthermore, the convening authority and
higher reviewing authorities who have power to modify sentences
may be furnished with a more comprehensive and impartial base

14
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US

V. T m e . 6 CSChIA 472, 20 C X R 188 (1955): C 5
U S C M A 241.24C M R 51 (195:)
7 UBCPA 630.23 ChlR 84 ( 1 8 5 7 ) .
U.S. Pamiak, 7 USCMA 412.22 ChIR 202 118.561
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for determining the appropriateness of sentence. Finally, this
Court will not be required to speculate on accused's familiarity
with the facis being used against him."1o
The Court in Vara, 8 8 noted above, was concerned solely with the
right of an accused to rebut and explain adverse matter obtained
from outside the record appearing in the review. Recognizinp that
the Code does not require that an accused be furnished with a copy
of the posetrial Ieview, the Court pointed out that Article 38(e),
Uniform Code of Military Justice (10 USC 838(c) (1962ed., Supp.
V ) ) , authorizes a trial defense counsel to submit with the record of
proceedings "a brief of such matters as he feels should be conaidered in behalf of the accused on review, including any objection
i o the contents of the record which he considers appropriate." This
right is further spelled aut in the Manual for Courts.MartiaLBl The
Court reasoned that if an accused is to be able to take f u l l advantage
of the right to file B post-trial pleading, where adverse matter from
outside the record is contained in the review, he must be provided
with an opportunity to condider such comments.
Thus, the preaent position of the Court is clear. The Code doer
not require that an accused be given a copy of the post-trial re.
riew, but it does permit him to file a post-trial pleading. I t i.o error
far a convening authority to consider adverse comments obtained
from outside the record without affording an accused a n opportunity
for explanation or rebutta!. To insure compliance with this rule,
the Court has strongly recommended that, prior to action by the
convening authority, the accused or his counsel be served with a
copy of the review or a t least the portion of the review containing
such adverse comments. At this point, although concerned with
errors in other portion8 of the review, the Court has not yet suppasted that the entire review be given accused in every case as a
matter of right. Of course, to the extent that the clemency portion
of the review may be compared ta the probation report in civilian
communities 2z the suggestion contained in V a m concerning even
that portion of the review- conflicts with the position generally taken
on the availability of such probation reporis to accused.28 The p s i tion taken by Jurisdictions denying the accused an opportunity to
see the probation report or limiting his a c c m thereto is that a sentencing authority must have available ail pertinent information in
determining an appropriate sentence and that permitting an sc.
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cused to know the 8ource af such information may c a u e informants, fearful of retaliation, t o "dry-up."24 Of course, the Court of
Military Appeals has also taken the position that "Congreas did
not intend the sentence review to be a guessing game" and that
there "should be B, free interchange of facts affecting the sentence."
However, the Court apparently finds no inconsistency
between the latter concept and providing the accused with ace% to
the "probation" segment of the post-trial review. This view is not
totally without civilian support.
The suggestion appearing in
Vara has since been emphatically repeated.P'
The Court having arrived a t its present position, it must now
be asked whether other portions of the review or the entire review
should be made available to accused or defense counsel BB a matter
of right or in furtherance of the administration of military justice.
The argument that sources of information 89 t o an accused's backsround, character m d potential for rehabilitation are thus revealed
and may tend to "dry-up" is of little moment in view of the Court's
already announced position. The obviously desirable feature of
permitting the accused access to the review prior to the convening
autharity'a action is that it may substantially reduce the number
of assertions of error based an the review before the intermediate
and highest appellate agencies. Thus, if permitted to see the review, an accused will have an opportunity to challenge the standard
set out for the determination of the sufficiency of the evidence a t
that level. If there is merit to the objection, appropriate action
may be taken a t the initial appellate level without necessitating the
forwarding of the record to intermediate reviewing authorities in
its original poature without consideration of accused's contention a t
the level a t which the alleged error occurred and where the most
efficacious corrective action can be taken. Any suggestion that Article 38(c) of the Code and the Manual for Courts-Martial in providing for post-trial pleadinga contemplate that such pleadings be
concerned solely with matters arising during the course of trial
irself and matters going to clemency would appear to be without
foundation. Certainly a defense counsel who claims the existence of
a substantial error in the pretrial advice 28 could comment on such
error in the authorized post-trial pleading. Neither Article 38(c)
no? paragraph 481(2) of the Manual limits post-trial comments to
matters occurring a t the trial.
"In every court-martial proceeding, the defense counsel may,
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in the event of conviction, forward for attachment to the record
of proceedings a brief of such mattera as he feels should be considered in behalf of the accused on review, including any
objection to the contents of the record which he considers
appropriate." Po
A more serious objection to permitting accused general aecess to the post-trial review is the argument that trial defense
counsel, closely identified >%-iththe heat of the trial arena, may
asaert numerous ei-rors going t o the review which would not
be asserted by Someone further removed from the trial forum and
having more experience on the appellate level. Undoubtedh. there is
some merit to this argument. A trial defense counsel may feel
strongly disposed to dispute a reviewer's statement as to the sufficiency of the evidence or even a statement a3 to the events demonstrated by the evidence: also he is very likely to disagree with B
reviewer's comment in aupport of a ruling of the law officer which
is adverse to the defeme or with the advice furnished the convening
nuthority on the effect of matters occurring a t trial.81 However,
UCMJ.
In United States V. dvieweki

ZQ Art. 3 8 ( e ) ,
80

I

( 6 0 11, 1381, aigued 1 9 Ma) 1858, the
issue certified by The Judge Advocate
the board of review was correct in
on the ground t h a t the staff judge adv
the eonvening authority with advice
reject the accused's p r e t n a i statement. 11 he believes them to be inraiuntarg. ( S e e U S . V. Jones, 7 U S C \ I I 623, 23 C Y R 87 ( l B S i ) . ) The
staff judge sdvoeste had advised the convening authority t h a t the d e p a s i ~
tion evidence layin= the foundation f o r the admirsion I ~ ! O evidence of the
aeeuwd'a pretrial ararernente was "iegaiig sufficient to support a determination t h a t the aecusds oral and written statements were obtained
aoluntarilg, s n d these admissions were properly admitted in evidence "
dvoeate aiio advised the caniming a
- of weighing the eridence and deter
Quebtions of f a c t and that, before approiing B finding of guilt, he m m t
determine the finding :a be establlihed beyand B reasonable doubt; f u i t h e r
thar the l a x officer had eorieetly inrriucled court a i t h m p s c t t o the
vaiuntarines of confeseioni (The plopel Jones instruction had been
sinen the court.) The Government contended that the advice ieferred
ta s b o i e merely adilsed the eanrening autharltg 8 3 a matter of law t h a t
the law officer had properly exercised h n discretion I" admitting the
pretrial statements into ei,idenoe--rhereai
the sccured contended t h a t
sveh advice would mislead the convening authority Into believing t h a t
he must eonader the statemente in deteimmmng the guilt 01, i n n ~ e e n c e
of the accuaed 8s the ataff judge advocate had failed ta adyise the eonvening authority t h a t the latter muat i s i e e t rhe pretrial statements of
the sccvsed if he found them to be invduntary Hed a copy of the PO$'trial rewew been serwd on the accvied or his ~ o n m e la reasonable time
prior to the action of the convening authority trial defense counsel could
hw-e pointed out in hm Article 3S(e) biirf the ean\emng authorit?'i
responsibility in thia regard. Failure ta do P O might h a r e constituted
a w ~ i ~ e rIn
. either event, extended i n i p s t i ~ n ,night thus have been
ob>-iated.
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even under Article 38(c) as it is generally implemented today, a
post-trial pleading may challenge the sufficiency of the evidence,
offer an interpretation of circumstantial evidence, o r challenge
rulings of the law officer, albeit without knowledge of the pasition adopted by the reviewer with regard to these matters. In
spite of this fact, few trial defense counsel file appellate pleadings
of any significance. Moreover, under the present system, it is not
inconceivable that a defense counsel may expend considerable time
and effort to demonstrate the existence of an error vhich the reviewer has in fact recognized.
Even awuming that the providing of accused with a copy of the
review will result in the submission of a larger number of pleadings
under Article 38(c), the benefits amruing to the administration of
military justice wili far outweigh any diaadvantages which may
be suggested. True, the workload of military legal offices may be
increased by the desire to answ'er assignments of error raised by
trial defense counsel. To what extent this would be true is not
capable of exact measurement at this time. However, it must be
assumed that reviewers wili recognize many of the questions raised
by such briefs and will be willing, in spite of arguments presented
bj- defense counsel, to stand by their initial analysis of the issue.
Moreover, where the assignment of error is deemed to be without
merit, a statement to that effect in the review or in an addendum
thereto ehould be sufficient to convince B convening authority since
such a statement would be the conclusion of his senior legal advisor.
Certainly it is no objection t o providing the accused with the posttrial review that reviewing authorities may have to do additional
research to deal with assertions of error by trial defense counsel.
In providing that a "convening authority shall refer the record of
each general court-martial to his staff judge advocate or legal
officer, who shall submit hi8 written opinion thereon to the canvening authority,"81 i t is apparent that the Congress desired that
the initial review be a legally informed one regardless of the complexity or number of issues involved in a given case. Even where
trial defense counsel's assignment of errors is rejected a t all appellate levels, which might be expected in many eases, the considered
opinion of the initial reviewer will undoubtedly aid those participating in the reriew at higher echelona.
The advantages to be derived from providing the accused or his
trial defense coumel xvith an opportunity to examine the review
before its submission to B convening authoritv are several. First,
such a systsm provides :he impartial initial reviewer with the advice
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of a n extremely partisan participant interested in demonstrating
the existence of error in the proceedings. Such a participant mas
be in a position to suggest the existence of error in areas which the
reviewer may overlwk. The discovery of error in the proceedings a t
the first review permits the curing of the error by appropriate action of the convening authority
modifying findings or sentence,
dismissing charges and ordering rehearings, without the expense
and effort of conducting proceedings a t higher appellate levels. I t is
obviously most desirable to discover errors a t the earliest point in
the proceeding. I n the Same vein, errors going to the review only,
which often amount to no more than a conflict in semantics, if
noted a t the convening authority lerei would obviate the necessity
of boards of reriew ordering the return of the r s o r d and the
preparation of a new review and action. Finally, where a defense
counsel is provided v i t h a copy of the review prior to the submission thereof to the convening authority, failure on his part t o
object to the contents thereof may be urged as a waiver of such
errors on further review. Thus, failure of an accused provided with
an opportunity f o r explanation or rebuttal of adverse matter obtained from outside the record to take ndvantage of said opportunity
precludes his objecting to the convening authority’s right to consider such matter as having been obtained from outside the record.
Similarly, it may be argued that where a defense counsel is provided with the review prior t o the convening authority’s action, failure to object to the contents thereof in any particular a t that time
should preclude an accused, as in the evidentiary area,82 from
raising any error with regard thereto subsequently unless such B
rule would result in a manifest miscarriage of justice.
Providing defense ~ouiiselwith the reidex’ prior ta action by the
convening authority should result in a general improvement of reviews. The knowledge that a qualified attorney will be in a position
to challenge directly the statements appearing therein can only
result in furthering clarity of expression and in the tightening of
legal reasoning employed in the review and impressing upon reviewers the importance of accurate, complete and independent
consideration of each record.
It appears, therefore, that under the law as it now exists, it would
be in the best interesb of military justice to sewe on the accused
or his counsel. a reasonable time nrior ta the time the eonvenina
complete copy of

JUDGE ADVOCATE TRAINING IX LOGEZ
B Y LIEUTEKANTCoLohTL JOHN F. WOLF
*
Just over sixty days had paased since the sudden AGGRESSOR
attack on the Tenth United States Army in Germany. A particularly
action-filled day was drawing t o a close aa the Staff Judge Advoeate,
Tenth Army, discussed the day's developments with his deputy.
"This black-market ring just uncovered in General Depot No, S i s
.a humdinger I t looks like operations of the ring stretch clear back
through the Communications Zone depots and even t o the ports.
Already more than a hundred Tenth Army personnel a r e involved.
Practicallv
. everv. one of them has asked for individual defense
counsel. Undoubtedly, arrangements will have to be made for a
large number of individual trials by general court."
The deputy nodded in agreement and said, "I just got a call from
the Staff Judge Advocate a t Theater Army Logistical Command.
He say8 they have received notice from the French Government that
the French are terminating permission for ail local procurement
for United States Forces in France. The French claim that Article
IX of the NATO Status of Forces Agreement gives the Receiving
State the power to forbid purchase of any items by the Sending
State having a n adverse effect on the economy Of the Receiving
State The French apparently now feel that our purchases of
anything in France have an adverse effectan their economy. Theater
Army Logistical Command may have to shift local procurement far
all United States Force3 in Europe from France to Germany. As
Tenth Army is the only major United States unit in Germany,
Theater Army may direct us to operate the Central Procurement
Agency. Responsibility far legal aspects of procurement for the
entire Theater is certainly the last thing we need a t the moment."
The Army Judge Advocate groaned in acquiescence and asked,
"Did I tell you that AGGRESSOR has a reconnaissance satellite?
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Our missile people want to take a crack at it. The Chief wants our
opinion by morning as to the legal effect of such action, particularly
in view of the fact that because of its present orbit, it will probsbly
be shot down over Switzerland. I've got our International Law
experts working on this one, but, to put it mildly, precedents f o r
such a situation are not plentiful."
At this point, a decent regard for the suffering of fellow men
should cause us to draw the curtain of time over the perspiring
judge advocate participants of LOGEX 68. The situations mentioned
are but a small sample of the multitude of legal and operational
problems confronting judge advoeate participants in LOGEX, the
Army's annual logistical training exercise.
LOGEX is B command poat exercise and map maneuver conducted
during the second week in May for the administrative and technical service schools of the Army with the cooperation of the State
Department, N a w , and Air Force. Every year during this exercise, nearly six thousand United States servicemen and women
engage in desperate, though bloadless. strife with a familiar
enemy-AGGRESSOR.
The four basic PurpoSes of LOGEX, M defined by United States
Continental Arms Command, may be summarized as follows:
a. Application of service school instruction.
b. Training selected reaerve officers.
e. Stressing continuous logistic support in combat.
d . Emphasizing intra- and inter-service cooperation.
Detailed planning for LOGEX ia accomplished by the 1st Logistical
Command, Fort Bragg, S a r t h Carolina, with the asaistance of
representatives from participatine schoolz and services.
Diiring pre-LOGEX instruction a t The Judge Advocate General's
School, students of the Advanced Cia= are assigned to judge advocate sections of the major commands to be played in LOGEX. Sa
far RS possible the sections are organized functimaily as they might
be in realits. Classroom in8truction in principles and methods
applicable to operation of a staff judge advocate office is related to
the LOGEX situation. Office SOP'S and command legal directives
are prepared by each student judge advocate section. Problems requiring immediate action by judge advocate players when LOGEX
begins are considered and analyzed by the students during the preLOGEX period. This period af instruction terminates with JAGEX,
a two-day command post exercise preceding LOGEX. The dozen
or more judge advocate re~erveofficers participating in LOGEX
receive R one-week orientation and refresher course prior to be8
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ginning of LOGEX play. Every effort is made to stress realism and
practicality in pre-LOGEX training and in student approach to
the solution of problems encountered during the exercise.
Anyone familiar with present lines of communication for United
States Forces in Europe vi11 recognize the elements of reality in
the most recent exercise, LOGEX 58. The situation confronting
student players as LOGEX 58 opened on 12 May 1958 is shown by
the map in Figure 1.
After several years of cold war, AGGRESSOR launched a surprise atomic air attack against the continental United States and
its world-wide complex of bases on 14 March 1958. The United
States strategic and oversea6 tactical air forces struck back instantly in massive retaliation a t the military forces and industrial
bases of AGGRESSORLAND. The next thirty days saw a sustained
exchange of nuclear strikes, and ground war for Western Europe
was intensified. Tenth Army was slowly forced. back until by D+30
it held a strong defensive position approximately thirty miles east
of the Rhine where AGGRESSOR advance was slowed down and
finally stopped. An allied general offensive began on 12 Y a y 1958.
Both AGGRESSOR and United States Forces had ample nuclear
weapons for use against profitable targets. Permanent concentration of troops appeared increasingly unwiae.
Fundamental judge advocate responsibilities remained basically
unchanged. However, increased mobility, the flexibility of unit 8ssignment, and ever-greater dispersion enlarged the territorial responsibility for Judge advocate functions and presented new
problems in legal administration and operations. Approximately
one hundred judge advocate operational units organized as trial,
claims, war crimes, legal assistance, and procurement teams were
available for utilization as required.
The major units manned by judge advocate student players in
LOGEX 68 were Tenth Army, Theater Army Logistical Command
(TALOG), Ea3e Logistical Command (BASELOG), and Advance
Logistical Command (ADLOG). Additionally, Navy members of
the Sixth Advanced Class of The Judge Advocate General's School,
U. S. Army, represented Navy legal offices at the Anti-Submarine
Force Headquarters, 3rd Brigade Mobile Construction Battalions,
and Headquarters Military Sea Transport Service.
The tempo of play in LOGEX 68 may be accurately described
as "fast and furious." During the fire days of play the thirtynine judge advocate players were faced with nearly five hundred
planned scenario problems of varying degrees of complexity. In
addition, many self-generated problems arose from the actions of
*GO 1-928
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players of other services in the day-to-day development of the
situation. At the flnal critique, one harassed general officer compared his flve-day LOGEX experience to "trying to take a drink
from a fire hose."
In LOGEX 58 judge advocate interest was focused on four major
problem areas:
a. International law.
b. Employment of judge advocate operational teams.
e. Pilferage fmmdepot stocks and black-marketing.
d. Machine records recording and processing of court-martial
statistics.
MOSt of the problem of international law stemmed from the
geographical fact that United States Forces were operating in the
territories of friendly and sovereign allies, R a n e e and Germany.
Relations with the former were governed by the NATO Status of
Forces Agreement; with the latter by the Bonn Conventions, as
they presently exist. Both of these agreements were negotiated in
time of peace. The realities of the battlefield and the frequently
urgent necessities facing the combat commander were clearly not
uppermost in the minds of their framers.
For LOGEX 58 a bilateral agreement was postulated between
the United S t a t e and France. This agreement, effective a t midnight of the first day of play, suspended the operation of many
provisions of the NATO Status of Forces Agreement between
Franoe and the United States. Other provisions m e in line with
the realities of a combat situation were subtituted. For example,
United States Forces were granted primary criminal jurisdiction
over United States personnel committing offenses violating United
States iaws. United States military police were given righhts of
patrol and investigatio%outside the immediate areas occupied by
United States troop.% United States F o x e s received the right to
build communications lines up to thirty miles in length on public
roads in France. The frequent need of United States commanders
t o use and occupy real estate and to procure supplies without
complying with formal procedures in advance was remmized. As
might be expected, numerous difficulties arose in LOGEX 68 between French officials (represented by umpires) and United States
commanders faced with interpreting provisions of the new bilateral
agreement. The transitional period during which actions started
under the NATO Status of Forces Agreement were completed under
the new agreement presented many particularly complex problems
in a sensitive area of international relationa.
AGO 2iDZB
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LOGEX Germany, haring borne the brunt of AGGRESSORS
attack, readily consented informally ta the exercise of such authority as United States commanders deemed necessary and the military
situation dictated. Hmvever, United States commanders were required to act through German governmental agencies to the maximum possible extent. It wa8 recognized that thia arrangement was,
a t best, a temporary expedient. Negotiations to amend the Bonn
Conventions were proceeding an diplomatic levels. T h e Commanding General, Tenth Army, directed his judge advocate to prepare
recommendations far consideration of higher authoriu covering
provisions for inclusion in the amended Conwntiona. Preparation
of appropriate recommendations and their coordination with other
staff sections concerned was a major project for the Tenth Arms
Judge Advocate Section during the five days of the exerci6e.
The development of judge advocate operational teams demonstrated the value of LOGEX as a testing ground for new concepts.
Experience in LOGEX 66 established that table of organization
judge advocate strengths were generally inadequate to furnish an
acceptable level of legal support. This was particularly true of the
iariable strength sections of the Communications Zone. While these
might have from forty to ninety thousand or more troops, the judge
advocate sections wel-e authorized onlyfive officers. This is the Same
judge advoeate officer strength authorized for divisions normally not
exceeding thirteen thousand total personnel.
To meet this problem, and a s part of their preparation for
LOGEX 57, the members of the Fifth Advanced Class a t The Judge
Advocate General's School, U. S. Army, tested and assisted in the
development of a team concept new to judge advocate operations.'
This was based on the theory that the unit judge advocate section
would perform primarily staff-advisory functions. The operational
functions of general court-martial trials, claims, and war crimes
investigations were to be accomplished 4. small judge advocate
teams attached to the major commands as the situation required.
Tables of organizations were established for such tsama, and they
were first tested in LOGEX 57. Following this test, the organizaunits were modified and additional
ration, legal assistance, and procurement were added. Proposed tables of organization for the teams
were submitted to Department of the Army through United States
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Continental Army Command. They have now been approved a s
judge advocate unik by Department of the Army.
I n LOGEX 58 judge advocate teams were extensively tested.
Particular attention was directed to the areas of administrative
control and allocation of the teams. Over one hundred such teams
were on LOGEX 58 troop lists. They were Theater Army units but
operated under control of the 2251st Judge Advocate Detachment
(Control and Administration), which functioned under the TALOG
Judee Advocate. These teams provided a new flexibility for judge
advocate operations. They were readily shifted from one area to
another as backlogs of work or unforeseen crise3 developed. The
promise of their existence in reality vastly improves future prospects far "Total Legal Service'' under mobilization conditions.
The black-market problem in LOGEX 58 demonstrated that other
circumstances may be as potentially devastating to the logistical
effort as enemy nuclear weapons. Virtually all supplies for Tenth
Army combat forces funnelled through the two general depots in
ADLOG and the two in Tenth Army. For months American supplies had been appearing on European black-markets in increasing
quantities. A Frenchman arrested in Paris cast suspicion on depot
personnel, and military police criminal investigation agents were
planted in the four general depots. On the second day of play, agents
in one Tenth Army depot and one ADLOG depot reported dramatic
results. Numerous confessions were obtained, implicating over a
hundred persons at each depot and many French and German civilians in major European cities. Coordinated apprehension of all
these individuals \ v u desirable. A command decision was required
as to whether such a large portion of depot peraannel, including
some individuals in key positions, should be apprehended at once.
If so, replacements were required to keep these essential depots
operating. Judge advocates were needed to assist in preparation
of charge3 and to ensure that Article 32 investigations were initiated promptly. Tentative plans for trial of a large number of general court-martial cases m r e necessary. Future u3e of additional
judge advocate trial teama was arranged. Many instances of technical assistance and advice by judge advocate players to provost
marshal players occurred in the initial phases of apprehension and
investigation in this case.
On the third day of play, one of the suspects at the A D M G general depot revealed that the black-marketeers operated a clandestine
depot of their o m known as "Yacy's Basement" in the woods near
Fontainbleu in BASELOG. A raid on this depot by BASELOG
military palice units disclosed large stocks of various United States
supplies, thirty AWOL servicemen, and large sums of monies of
AGO 2 7 1 2 8
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many national origins. Discovery of these supplies cawed logistical
staff officers to realize that serious shortages not revealed by electronic accounting might exist in depot stocks. Inventories and
ntockage adjustments in technical service depois throughout the
Theater were directed.
This one problem stimulated the highest degree Of coordination
between and among provost marshal, judge advocate, general staff,
and technical service players in Tenth Army, ADLOG, BASELOG,
and TALOG. lb repercussions continued during the final four days
of the exercise.
The presence of an operating machine records unit a t LOGEX
57 inspired the idea that machine records might be applied ta maintennnce of court-martial statifitits. The thought ma.? advanced
that If processing of court-martial cases cauid be recorded on
punch cards a large amount of information not readily available
would be at the finger tips af commanders, personnel officers, law
enforcement agencies, and judge adrocates. I t was visualized that
this information mould he particularly valuable a t the Theater
Army and Department of the 4 r m y level.
Through cooperation of The Adjutant General's School an initial
test of this concept was made in LOGEX 58. Information on approximately two thousand general court-martial case9 representing
those theoretically proceased in Tenth Army, ADLOG, and BASELOG from 1 January 1958 to 12 May 1958 wat assembled. Twentythree items of information for each case were entered on punch
wirds. In some instances, such as sentence and convening authority's
action, use of codes was necessary to record the desired information in the space available. Each punch card was stapled to a reading card designed to facilitate it3 use. The cards were maintained
by judge advocate offices in visible card files grouped according to
stage of processing from "awaiting advice" to "awaiting appellate
review." Space for additional items of information was provided
on the rererse side of the reading card. When a change in status
took place, a new punch card was furnished the judge advocate by
the machine records unit. The unit, of course, retained a complete
file of cards for all cases in process. A sample shouzing the punch
card and the reading card appears in Figure 2.
During the play of LOGEX 58, judge advocate players requested
numerous reports from machine records units based on the card
information, For example:
a. A report of total number of general court-martial cases, January through April, involving sentences of one year or less, and five
years or more.
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b. A report of number of accused under twenty-one years of age
tried far rape, robbery, or aesault during the p r i d January through
April, and the same information for those over twenty-one.
c. A report showing persou tried January through April who
hadone, two, or three previous convictions.
The monthly court-martial statistical report required by Theater
Army was likewise prepared by machine records. The machines
could, of coune, return only the information given them. Daily
reports of change.? in status of court-martial case.? were essential
to keep machine records unit card files up to date. JIachine records
in LOGEX 58 revealed an ability to provide detailed information
in a remarkably short time. A broad range of correlations of items
such 8 8 age, grade, previoua ConvictiQIB,unit, and type of affenee
was shown to be possible. While the test was not sufficiently detailed or complete to be conclusive, it did demonstrate that use of
machine records for maintaining court-martial statistio warranted
further detailed ~ t u d y .
A wide variety of other problems in the fields of military justice,
military affairs, claims, legal assistance, international law, procurement, and war crimes kept judge advocate participant.? fully
occupied during LOGEX 68. Manning of the three Navy legal offices
by Navy members of the Sixth Advanced Class provided an opportunity for inter-service play of great benefit to all participants.
The use of sixteen enlisted students of the Court Reporting (Electronic) Course, then in session a t The Judge Advocate General's
School, as enlisted assistants gave them raluable training in judge
advocate administration.
Judge advccate pariicipation and interest in LOGEX have grown
steadily in the decade of its existence as an annual event. Techniques
of play and problem areas, benefiting from past experience and
the contributions of many individuals, have been steadily refined
and improved, Besides accomplishing its stated purposes, LOGEX
furnishes The Judge Advocate General's COT an unsurpassed
vehicle f o r developing and teating new concept8 and ideas and for
acquainting ather services with them. If Total Legal Service becomes a reality on the battlefields of the future, it will o w e much to
the playing fields of LOGEX.

SURVEY OF THE LAW
MILITARY JUSTICE : THE UNITED STATES COURT OF
MILITARY APPEALS 29 NOVEMBER 1951 TO
30 JUNE 1958
The foilowing essays weis prepared by officers of the Government Appellate
Division of the Office of The Judge Advoeate General of the Army f o r inelusion
in Briefing on Landmark Cams. an intra-office w b i i c % t m n . Each essay reflects
the opinions of the author and doe8 not neeessmiy represent the viewe of the
Office of The Judge Advoeate General 01 any other governmental agency.
As portions of a m w e y of the law, these easays attempt ta present e. broad,
inelusive picture of the setivitiea of the United Staten Court of Military
Appeals without analyzing in detail any particular facet thereof.

I. PRETRIAL PROCEDURE; CHARGES AND
SPECIFICATIONS: ARTICLE 31
Even before charges have been preferred against him a suspect
ia entitled t o the advice of--and perhaps the presence of--eounsel
of his own choosing, though not appointed m i l i t a n counsel, during
an interrogation by law enforcement agents.' Article 32 of the
Code provides that a t the impartial investigation which muat precede the reference of a charge to a general court-martial, the accused
must be advised of his right to be represented at this investigation
by civilian counsel provided by himself, by military counsel of his
own selection if reasonably available, or by military counsel
appointed for him. These provisions have been construed to mean
that the Government cannot exclude an accused's civilian counsel
from the Article 32 investigation unless he has been disbarred from
practice before eouris-martial,P and that if military counsel is
appointed ta represent the accused at the investigation he must be
sualified within the meaning of Article 27(b) of the C0de.a
Article 34 of the Code requires a convening authority, before
directing trial by general court-martial, ta refer the charges to his
staff judge advocate for advice. The accused has a right to expect
that the staff judge advocate will make an independent and pro1
2
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fessional examination af the expected evidence and that he will
submit to the convening authority his impartial opinion 8s t o
whether it supports the charge.'
Although errors m the pretrial investigation j or in the giring
of the advice of the staff judge advocatei are not jurisdictional,
they may be sufficient to require reversal u'hen the accused can
show that he suffered prejudice.
An accused i3 entitled to hare the court by which he is tried
appointed by a convening authority who, considering all the facts
and circumstances, haa no personal interest in the outcome of the
trial? The function of a convening authority in referring a case
to trial involves the exercise of a judicial judgment and, hence, ia
a non-delegable act which is a prerequisite to jurisdiction in the
court-martial.B While the convening authority's exercise of his discretion will not be reviewed, an accused has a right to individual
consideration of his case and the officer exercising jurisdiction
must in fact give his attention to each case.@The function, however,
rests in the office and not in the individual, and therefore a subordinate commander may become the convening authority through
the devolution of
The fact that the officer who referred
the case to trial was not the same person who received the staff
4
5

LO

68

KS

Y . Sehullei. 5 C S C X A 101. 17 C M R 101 119541
Defect held not prejudicial: U.S r. Nlekel, 9 USCDlA 324, 26 CIIR 104
(1958). U.S. Y. Allen, 5 USCMA 6 2 6 , 18 C M R 260 (19551: D.S. r.
MeCormick, 3 uSchI.4 361, 12 C M R 117 i19531 Defect held prejudicial:
C 5 . I-, Tomawowski, 8 USCX.4 266. 24 C\IR 7 6 (1817): C.S. V. Sichali.
8 U S C X A 118, 23 ChlR 343 (1917); 0 , s . >- Paiker. G USCH.4 75. 19
CllR 201 119661.

K.S. 7 . Bunting. 4 USChIA 84,15 C Y R 84 ,1954).
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judge advoeate's pretrial advice is immaterial if each officer was
the convening authority at the time of his action.'l A convening
authority, through his staff judge advocate, should a s m e the respansibility for insuring that serious m e s , and death cases in
particular, are not set for trial before ample time has been given
both parties t o prepare for t r i ~ 1 . l ~
The membership of a court-martial is a matter within the exclusive control of the convening authority. Not only can he appoint
the members of the court, but he has the power t o excuse members
whom he has appointed. And he may delegate his power to excuse
to an Impartial officialsuch as his staff judge advocate or the president of the court-if the excusal is to be only upon a showing of
good CBUSe.'S
Traditional tests are used to determine the sufficiency of charges
and specifications: do they allege, either expressly o r by implication,
all of the elements of the offense; do they aufficiently apprise the
accused of the offense which he must defend against; and do they
protect him against the danger of a future prosecution for the same
offense." When charges have been preferred within the relerant
statutory period of limitations, if the accused is brought to trial
after the running of that period he should be brought to trial under the original charge sheet (adding amendments thereto 14 here
necessary) and not under redrafted ehsrges contained in a campletely new charge sheet.16
A major problem in the field of charges and specifications is the
question of when an unreasonable multiplication of charges has
occurred. The problem is no less vexing because it generally affects
only the maximum authorized sentence.1B At present, the Court
of Yilitary Appeals is revamping the military law of multiplicity
on a case-by<= basis, but it appears to be basing ita rulinga upon
a liberal application of two tests: 17 i3 one offense included within

15

16
17

U.S. V. Rodgers, 8 USChlA 226,24CMR 36 (1867).
U.5.v. Drexler, 9 USCQIA 405,26 CMR IS6 (1858).
Worthy of note, but not fitting either criteria suggested, is US. V. Raien,
9 USCMA 176, 25 CMR 437 (19531, which held the foliowing to be B
single offense for purpoaei of punishment: making and presenting B
fraudulent military DW order. forzew of a false 8imatYre t o the same
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snother.'8 and does the evidence used to prove one offense also prove
another.'*
Although a discusaim of all substantive offenses would not be
appropriate in thii summary, it may be helpful to note some of the
decisions of the Court of llIilitary Appeals which have defined the
hounds of the general article-Article 134.2O The gravamen ofand an essential element of--all offenses within the ambit of drticle
134 is prejudice to good order and discipline or discredit to the
armed forces,zl but these concepts can be considered in the light
of ancient military custom which has become well entrenched in
military tradition.z1 Excluded from Ariicle 134 are offenses covered
by specific punitive articles and conduct which Congress can be said
t o have intended to be punished under a specific punitive article or
not a t all. Thus, all inatancea of criminal conversion must be laid
under ArticIe 121 and all absence offense8 must be laid under Articles 86, 86, or 87.z3 Recent decisions have held that the following
ncts do not fall under Article 131 or any other punitive article: a
ji

18

C.S. Y Bridges. 0 USCMA 121, 2 5 ChIR 383 (19381 ( m r r i n p movement
through neglect or design, and absence without leare); D.S. v. WYaikei,
8 USCMA 640, 2s C>IR 144 (1858) (robbery and aggravated BIsaUlt) :
U.S. P Morgan. 8 USCUA 341, 21 CMR 151 (1935) (sodomi and a i i a u i t
with intent ta commit Bodomv).
U S Y Welch. 9 USC1I.A 256, 26 C U R 35 (1958) (absence inthouf leaie
and breach oi a n e r t OT escape from confinement); U.S. Y . Tagliane,
9 USCXA 211. 2 5 C Y R ITG ( 1 9 6 8 ) (absence without leave and breach
of parole1 i U.S. I. Yodeaett, 9 USClrIA 132, 25 ClIR 414 (1958) (absence
without leave and breach of restriction); U S . V. D i c s ~ i o ,8 USCMA 353,
24 C31R 163 i 1 9 5 i ) (interference a i t h the mails by taking letters, and
iarceny of their contents); C.S. Y Brown, 8 USCMA 18, 2 3 CMR 242
gfal disposition of military p r o ~ e r t sby the

I, 26 CJIR 148 (1958) (Interfering with the
inail by opening and secreting letters, and stealing their contents).
The third clause of Article I34-rimer
and offenses not capital-1% not
included in this direuslion since I t IS sseimilative rather than general
In nature.
? L L E V. Grossa, i U S C Y A %6, 23 CMR 30 ( 1 9 5 i ) ; U.S. Y . Gittens, 3
LlsCnlA 673. 15 CJIR 157 (18681 : C.S. Y. Williamr, 8 USCMA 326, 24
C Y R 135 (1867). C i . U.S. V. Grimes, 8 USCYA 272. 26 CYR 52 (1958).
? 2 U.S. Y . Waluaki, 6 TSCMA 724, 21 C Y R 46 i 1 8 6 6 ) ; US. V. D o a m r d ,
6 USCMA 538, 20 CJIR 251 1 1 8 E 2 : U 8 V. Knkiey, 6 USCMA 556, 20
C l l R 272 11955).
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passenger's fleeing the scene of an accident, when nothing more
is alleged;24 unlawful entry into an automobile;26giving a bad check
for or refusing to pay a gambling debt;26and negligent indecent
expo3ure.P'
One of the moat important irsues dealt with by the Court of Yilitary Appeals i s the proper interpretation of Article 31. In every
case involving the admissibility of an accused's pretrial statement,
there must be two inquiries: was the confession obtained BS R result of coercion, unlawful influence, or unlawful inducement; and
was the accused properly informed of his rights.28 T h e accused
need not be informed of his rights in the precise language of driicle
31,zD but he must be apprised of the nature of the accusations
and be informed that he need not make any statement regarding the
offense and that any statement made by him may be used in evidence
against him a t a subsequent trial.31 Telling the accused of his
righis is of no avail, of course, if he i3 not able to understand them.81
When an accused alleges that his pretrial statement was obtained
in violation of Article 31, both the law officer and the court-under
proper instructions tailored to the precise aspect of Article 3 1 in
issue S3-must consider the allegations and disregard the statement
entirelg if a violation is f011nd.~'
of situations involving
Using Article 3 1 as a guide, three CIP~JP,
evidence obtained through an accused may be discerned: First,
situations in which the evidence fall8 completely outside of Article
31, such a s where an accused is compelled to give fingerprints, t o
don clothing, or to permit himself to be viewed by witnejses or
jur0rs.3~Second, situations in which the evidence involves only the
problem of cmpulsor$ self-incrimination (Article 31 (a) ), such
a8 asking an accused to speak for purposes of voice identification 93
or to provide a urine sample.s' Third, situations involving state-
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nents made by an accused, in which case the issues a r e whether
the accused v a s advised of his rights (Article 31(b)) and whether
the statement was the product of coercion, unlavful influence, or
unlawful inducement (Article 3 1 ( d ) ) . By expanding the concept
of "assertive conduct," however, the Court of Military Appeals
is moving in the direction of eliminating the distinction between
srntements and other incriminating evidence. Thus, the Court has
held recently that B handwriting exemplar and the act of producinp one's liberty pass are ~tatements.'~
The mere fact that an accused has been advised of his riehts
under Article 31 does not mean that any statement obtained thereafter is admissible. If actions prior or subsequent to the warning
~ffectivelsnegate a free exercise of the right to remain silent, a
later statement is inadmissible even though the formal rquirements
of Article 31 hare been met.'L If an accused's pretrial statement
is admitted into evidence when the statement wa8 obtained in violation of Article 31, the case must be rerersed unless the accused has
made a judicial eonfensian.'2 On some cccasions, the Court of hlilitar? Appeals has held that a n accused, by failing to object at trial.
can w i v e an objection to the admission Of a pretrial statement
011 the ground that he had not been advised of his Article 31 rights.
This is not an inflexible rule, and it will be utilized only where it
does not result in depriving the accused of a fair trial or producing
a manifest miscarriage of justice.43 Finally, it is error to receive
into evidence testimony that during an interrogation the accused
exercised his rights under Article 31 by refusing to amwer quest i o n ~ . LT.
~ ~ CHESTER F. RELYEA AND LT. PETER d.
HUGHES.
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11. C O M I A S D INFLUENCE AND JURISDICTION

Instance of command influence have been comparatively rare
under the Code. However, when the Court has found i t to exist, condemnation of the exercise of improper control has been swift and
decisive. The problem in this area is to insure every accused a trial
free from unlawful influence and a t the Same time not to restrict
a commander unduly in his exercise of military discipline. The
Court has recognized that many members of courts-martial a r e
unfamiliar with the Code and the Manual and need instruction on
both. Thus, a commander is faced with a problem as to how f a r
he can go in instructing his court members before he enters into
the realm of unlawful influence. In Littriee15 the members of the
court were informed immediately before trial (1) that inadequate
sentence bring the services into disrepute, (2) the prerogatives
of the convening authority as t o commutation of sentences should
not be usurped, (3) the findings and sentence arrived a t by the
court a r e relatively unimportant because the case receives a thorough review at higher headquarters, and ( 4 ) that a court member's
good performance would be reflected in his efficiency report. The
Court was quick to find that command influence had been exercised
in this ease. However, in Naoawe 40 the Court pointed out that a
commander after reviewing many records of trial and flnding that
justice in the command was not being administered equally could
instruct his command to avoid this practice. T h e Court has also
reminded us that the convening authority will not be allowed to
exercise the powers of the law officer even though the former can
dissolve a court or change its personnel. Thia arose in Knudaon"
where the convening authority overruled the law officer's decision
i o grant a continuance.
More recently, an Army commander announced a policy that all
Regular Army offenders with two previous convictions should be
considered for elimination from the service. The first method to
be considered was trial by general court-martial, so that section B
of the Table of Maximum Puniahments could be utilized to its fullest
extent. This policy was to be brought ta the attention of all court
members. The Court held this to be unlawful command influenee.48
46
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3 USCMA 4s;. 13 C M R 43 (18s). see also u s V. F O W I ~ .7 DSCMA
34'3,22 CMR 13'3 (1956):U.S. V. Eatrsda, I USCMA 636, 23 CMR 89
(1857). But c i . U.S.V. Isbdl. 3 USCYA 782. 14 CMR 200 (18543.
5 USCMA 32,17 C M R 32 (1'364).
4 USCMA 581, 16 C X R 161 (1'3613.
U.S. Y. Faulkner, I K S C P A 304, 22 C X R 8 4 (1856):U S Y . Hsxbthorne,
1 USCMA 293,22 C M R 83 (1856)
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It is not only the convening authority who may be guilty of exercising command influence. The Court has held, in the Deai%'* CBSE,
that the president of a court who sits 8s a permanent mernbe.
thereof and makes out fitness and efficiency reports on the other
permanent members may be exercising command influence. The
staff judge advoeate may be guilty of exercising command influence
in his pretrial indoctrination conferences. In Zager 60 the ataff
judne advocate informed the court members immediately before
trial that because of careful preparation af the cme a person would
not be brought to trial (1) if the crime had not been committed
End ( 2 ) if the defendant had probably not been the person who did
it. In Whitleu the president of a special court-martial as replaced when he refused to admit certain Government evidence. In
both of these cases, the Court held that unia
been exercised by the staff judge adweste.
A staff judge advocate cannot intervene in an actna: trial process.
The Court has held that if he attempts ta influence the presiden:
of a court during trial as to the proper law, this constitutes fatal
error. In Guest'1 the defense counsel made a motion for a finding
of not guilty. Counsel argued this motion in closed session before
the l a 8 officer out of the hearing of the court. 3leanir-hile, inaide
the courtroom the staff judge advocate W R S shoiring to the president of the court a dissenting opinion which he had written when
p. member of an Army board of rwiew. The Ian- officer granted
the defense motion. The president objected to this ruling and told
the law officer to read the staff judge advocate's dissenting opinion
to the court. After this ,vas done, the court oyerruied the law officer
and the motion for the finding of not guilty was denied. Held by
the Court: fatal error. Thus, we see that the Court has tried to
balance military necesity and the guarantee of B fair trial.
Attention mag now he turned to the question of juriadiction. In
this area, i t is essential to remember that it is the statu8 of the
offender and not the locus of the offense which giver a court-martial
jurisdiction over an accused. The question of when this jurisdiction
first attaches was considered in 0,lzrlo.s st where the accused was
convicted for desertion. He had gone t o an induction center and
submitted to a physical examination. H o ~ e r e r ,he t w k no oath,
never stepped forward, nor raised his hand. Before the Court.
accused contended that there had been no lawful induction. The
61
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USCMA 44.17 CXR 44 (1954)
5 USChIA 410,18 C X R 34 (19661
6 USCMA 786,lB C I R 82 (1865).
S USCXA 117,11 C M R 147 (1853).
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Court held that the oath-taking ceremony was the crucial point in
the induction process which alters the status of a civilian to that
of B soldier. Consequently, the court-martial lacked jurisdiction.
In the Soli?isk# 54 decision, the Court considered the problem of
when jurisdiction terminates. There the accused's two-year enlistment had not expired, and he was given an honorable discharge
for the convenience of the Government so that he could reenlist.
This he did the day following his discharge. During his original
enlistment he had committed certain postal offenses, for which he
was subsequently tried and convicted. He claimed that the honorable discharge prevented trial by court-martial for those crimes.
The Court determined that there was no hiatus in his status and
that he had at all times remained subject to military law and control.
The opinion observed that accused's discharge was for reenlistment
p u r p o s ~and that he never actually returned to civilian status.
Here the discharge and reenlistment were simultaneous, thus prerenting a hiatue.
The Downs case is another significant jurisdictional decision.
There the accused had enlisted f a r four years, and this enlistment
was invsluntarily extended for one year. During this period of
extended enlistment, he suffered a broken leg, necessitating a stay
in the hospital six months beyond expiration of his extended period
of service. Upon recovery, accused was given thirty days leave,
from which he failed ta return. Thereafter, he was apprehended
and convicted for desertion over his objection that jurisdiction
ceased upon completion of the extended enlistment. The Court held
that enlistment is a contract and accomplishes a change of status;
hence, legal modes of separation are essential before one is formally
discharged. 3filitary jurisdiction continues notwithstanding expiration of the enliatment period.
However, when an accused has enlisted while under seventeen
years of age the disability of youth prevents him from acquiring
military status. Therefore, in the Blantm6Band T a g l a b ?cases,
where the accused were fourteen and fifteen, respectively, courismartial lacked jurisdiction to try them for desertion. The incompetence of tender years simply precludes such youths from entering
into a lawful military status.
An allied question was resolved in the Gallagher68 case. There
the accueed committed several serious offenses, including murder,
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u,hile a prisoner af war in Korea. His enlistment expired 12 October
1961. After repatriation, he requested reenlistment for three years,
and accordingly he WBS honorably discharged and reenlisted in
October 1963. Charge8 were preferred in October 1955, and in
due course conviction and sentence to life imprisonment resulted.
The Court held that Article 3 ( a ) of the Code served to subject
the aceused to court-martial jurisdiction for offenses during the
Korean conflict. This case is to be compared with Toth v. Quarlas.lB
In the latter decision, the United States Supreme Court held that
a farmer serviceman WBB not subject to court-martial jurisdiction,
after returning to civilian status, for offenses committed during
his military service. Thus, the fact that the aceused Gallagher reenlisted is of vital importance.
Recently, court-martial jurisdiction over civilians has been the
subject of considerable litigation in addition to that of the Toth
case. In the COvEVt and Kruegei decision eo handed down by the
United States Supreme Court, it mas held that Article 2(11) of
the Code, providing for trial by court-martial of all persons accompanying the armed forces in foreign countries, could not canstitutionaily be applied to civilian dependents in capital casw in time
of peace. Four members of the Court were prepared to hold that
courts-martial lacked jurisdiction over all civilians in time of peace,
while one justice refused t o rule beyond the necessities of the cases
before the bar. Still another justice would deny jurisdiction onls
in capital c a m Two justices dissented. Therefore, it became an
open question whether courts-martial had jurisdiction over civilian
employees in all cases and civilian dependents in non-capital cases
when such peraans accompany the armed forces in foreign countries
in time of peace. I t is clear, however, that there is no jurisdiction
to try civilian dependents in capital cases under such circumstances.
Thus, four impartant prior decisions by the Court of Military
Appeals in the Marker:' Schultz,'* Robwtson,la and Rubenstein 6 4
c a w would still retain vitality. In Marker the accwed was employed by the Tokyo Ordnance Depot as the superintendent of a
piant producing tires. He accepted a house, a coat for his wife, and
a paid vacation from the company operating the plant. For these
acts, he was tried and convicted by court-martial. The court held
that although the accused was B civilian a t all timea, he was accompanying the armed farces and employed by the Army. The products
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of his plant were going directly to Korea for use by United States
troops. He worked under direct supervision of Army officers and
IVBS held to be subject to military jurisdiction. In the Schultr proceeding, the defendant was 8 former Air Foree captain living in
Japan. Upon being separated, he requested and received a commercial entry permit and driving license. Later he became the
manager of an officers' club. While driving a car, he struck and
killed t w o Japanese, resulting in his trial and mnviction by a courtmartial. The court held that "accompanying and serving with"
connote a dirwt relationship between the accused and the armed
forces. He wffi not employed by the armed forces a t the time of
the accident or trial but was in a civilian status and had merged
with the civilian population. The fact that he was the manager of
an officers' club did not vest the military m4th jurisdiction. In the
Robertson ease, the accused was a merchant seaman and a member
of the crew of a private vessel allocated to the Military Sea Transpart Service. While his ship was discharging cargo in a Japanese
part, he went ashore and became engaged in a flght, as a result of
which a charge of premeditated murder was referred for ts'ial
to a Navy general court-martial, and Robertson was convicted of
unpremeditated murder. The Court held that the defendant was
accompanying the armed forces when his vessel was allocated to
the Navy f a r the use of transporting military cargo. I t was observed that he did not merge with the civilian population m,hile he
was ashore for a brief period
In the Rubenstein case, the Court was confronted with a novel
question of jurisdiction mer an employee accompanying the armed
farces. The accused went to Japan 8s a Department of the Army
clerk-typist. Later he took employment as the manager of a civilian
club operated on an Air Force base for the benefit of Air Force
civilian employees on duty there. The club was a nonappropriated
fund activity subject to military control and supervision. Accused,
who enjoyed PX and commissary privileges and mras paid In military currency, e x p m d y contracted to remain subject to military
jurisdiction. He availed himself of the opportunities afforded by
his job to engage in black market activities. He was suspected of
the offenses and directed to report daily to the investigatom Disregarding this, he fled to his home in Michigan in 1962. Over a
year later, he voluntarily returned as a commercial entrant to
Korea where he was apprehended and removed to Japan to stand
trial. The Court reasoned that accused retained close contact with
the military even after becoming club manager, thus vesting jurisdietion over him a t the time of the offenses. Additionally, the Court
held that his flight to the United States did not terminate jurisdicI C 0 21828
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tian, particularly when he voiuntarilj- returned to an area over
which military law was supreme.
Returning to the Toth case, the Supreme Court there held uneonstitutional Article 3 ( a ) of the Code which purport@to confer jurisdiction to try former members of the armed forces. saying that
a person who has severed all relations \Tith the military and who
has returned to the United States cannot be subjected to trial by
court-martial. Contending that Tath established the rule that civilians could not be tried by courts-martial, Burney, a civilian employee of the Phiico Corporation accompanying the Air Farce
outside the terriiorial jurisdiction of the United States, attacked
the validity of .4rticle 2(11) before the Court of Xilitary Appeals.
The Court held that Article to be a reasonable and necessary eyerciae of the congressional authority to make rules for the government and regulation of the armed forces, Finding the inient of
the drafters of the Constitution to be to assure basic guarantees of
due process to each citizen, the Court held that a court-martial would
provide persons accompanying the armed forces overseas more
elements of due process than any practical alternati~e.~6
The Court of Military Appeals has sustained the constitutionality
of Article 2(11) of the Code in a case decided subsequent to the
Supreme Court's decision in the Cooert and K m e g w cas-. Accused was a civilian employed by the Department of the Army in
the Comptroller Division, Berlin Command. He was convicted by
general court-martial of a number of sex offense?. The Court of
Military Appeals examined the nature of JVilson'8 relationship with
;he armed forces and concludd that he was "in" the armed servicer
for purposes af Article 1, Section 8, Clause 14, of the United States
Constitution. The Court therefore held ihat as to employee8 such
as Wilson, Article Z(11) of the Uniform Code is constitutional.
LT. THOMAS If. LOFTON AND LT. EDWARD S XELSOS.
111. EVIDESCE

In addition to the usual method of adducing evidence, that is,
through the testimony of witnesses, court-martial practice frequently 6eea the presentation of evidence through the w e of stipulations, official records such as morning reports, and depositions.
With regard t o stipulations, it has been held by the Court of liliiitary Appeals that a defense counsel may stipulate to all or part of
the Pro8ewtion'S case even without the express consent of the
accused because of the imnlied authorits that he has to act for the
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accused in procedural matters.6- The decision8 covering stipulations
have not been so much concerned with their admissibility as with
their construction. Generally, the Court has held that stipulations
should be construed to give effect to the intention of the parties but,
at the same time, has insisled that that intention be clearly expressed and haa refused t o construct a stipulation from negative
conduct of the parties.68 Thus, in a series of cases, the Court has
refused to find apprehension in order to aggravate sentences in
desertion ca8es where the parties stipulated a t trial that the accused
were apprehended by civilian authorities because such a stipulation
does not rule out the possibility that an accused nevertheless iniliated his return to military control
However, an entry in a morning report that accused was "apprehended by civilian authorities" was held sufficient to warrant a
finding of involuntary return to military control in the case of
L'nited States Y. Siinone because Army regulations impose an
affirmative duty to record in n morning report entry the eircumstances surrounding an absentee's return to military control. Prior
to the decision in the Simone case, morning reports and service
record entries had been held competent to establish the inception
date of an unauthorized absence," escape from confinement,72 and
a breach of arrest.'3 A morning report of a headquarters has been
held sufficient to show an absence from a larger unit,lh as has the
morning report of the unit to which accused is asaigned been held
competent to establish an abaence from a unit to which he is attached.I6 Additionalls., il should be noted that the mere fact t h a t
morning report entries are delayed, or that there are delayed correctiom thereto, or that there exist inconsistencies between several
mommng rePor:3 or other official records introduced in evidence
does not affect the admissibility thereof but goes only to the weight
to be accorded them,'a a question for resolution by the court-martial
as triers of fact. Far an official record to be admissible a4 evidence
of a fact or event, of course, it must hare been made in the per69
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U.S. Y. Csmbildge. 3 USCMA 37i. 12 ClIR 133 (1953)
T.S. Y. Valli, 7 USCXA 60, 21 CMR 186 (1856)
U S . V. C r s r f a r d , 4 ZTSCNA :01. 15 CMR 276 (1854); U.S. V. Salter,
4 USCMA 338, 15 C\IR 333 (18641 ; U.S. Y. Beninate. 4 U S C M A 88, 16
CXR 98 (19541.
6 USCXA 1 4 5 , l D CMR 2 i 2 (1956)
US.Y. Marusack, 1 USC&lA32. 1 CYR 3 2 ( 1 9 5 1 ) .
0.5.Y. Wilson, 4 USCMA 3, 15 C P R 3, (1854)

U . S . v . L o ~ e r y , Z O S C I l ~ 3 1 5 , S C M R 1(1853)
15
U.S. Y. Jack, 7 USCMA 235, 22 CMR ZE ( 1 8 5 6 ) .
C.S,v. Mitchell, 7 USCYA 233,22CMR 2 3 (1856)
i s U.S. V. Tsksfuji, 8 U S C I A 623, 25 C I R 127 (1958); U.S. V. PeNamara.
7 USCMA 676, 23 CJIR 3Y (1P,57), L1.S v. Anderten. 4 USCMA 354, 15
C P R 354 118541.
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formance of a legally imposed duty to record.:' Thus, unrequired
service record entries reflecting that an accused RBS on dutj. a t a
given date were held insficient to rebut a conflicting prosecution
official record establishing an absence.'8 In this area, the Court
of Military Appeals has indicated that i t will indulge in the preaumption of regularitj. to establish the officiality of records.'Q
Because of the great mobility of our military peraonnel, depositions a r e undoubtedly used more often in court-martial practice
than they are in civilian practice. There are, however, ceriain
limitations restricting their use. For example, in United States v.
Drain,ao the Court held that in order to be admissible in general
courts-martial the deposition must be taken before a duly certified
officer and while the accused is represented by counsel duly certified
as competent in accordance with Article 27 of the Code.
Although it is not necessary that the accused be present at the
taking of the deposition:l it is absolutely essential that he be
represented by counsel of his choice (and not one appointed hfithout
hie. knowledge 07 consent) who has had 8n opportunity to discuss
the case with him prior t o its taking. Accordingly, in the case of
United States v. Miller,aa a deposition introduced at trial a a s held
inadmissible when it appeared that counsel representing the accused
mas appointed only a fe>vhours before the deposition was taken and
had no opportunity to discuss the case with his newly acquired
client who was out of town on authorized leave, who, u n h o m to
military justice personnel, had retained civilian counsel, and who
had no notion that the deposition was to be taken. Furthermore,
once a case has been referred to trial, no counsel other than the
regularly appointed counsel may be designated to represent the
parties a t the deposition, even though taken a t some distance from
the place of trial.ss
Again, in United States Y. Valli,b4the Court said that depositions
are, for the most part, "tools for the prosecution which cut deeply
into the privileges of an accused" and will be permitted only where
the prccedural requiremenb set forth in the Code and Manual are
complied with. While it is true that minor procedural irregularities
~
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may be waived by failure of defense counsel to interpose objection
thereto, the Court refused in the Vaili case to find a waiver where
a complete disregard for the procedural requirements was demonstrated. More recently, however, in United States v. CL~rEett5.B~
a
deposition was held admissible despite numerous irregularities, all
found either technical and immaterial or waived by a failure to
assert timely objection.
>loreover, under the Code depositions may not be used in a capital
case unless either the convening authority directs that the case be
treated as nancapital or the accused expressly consents to its use,s'
As many offenses such a s dmertion, attempted desertion, or sleeping or being drunk an past while acting as a sentinel are made
punishable by death in time of war, it has been necessary for the
Court in deciding whether depositions were admissible in trials
far such offenses committed during the Korean hoatilities to determine whether the Korean conflict constituted a war. In the leading case of ZJlnitd States v.
the Court, regarding the actual
existence of armed hostilities and not the formal declaration of war
sa decisive, held that the Korean conflict !vu B war for the purposes
of administering military justice. In the G a m case, the accused
was convicted of t\\o charges, one alleging desertion which, under
the decision, was a capital offense, and one alleging the willful diaobedience of h lawful order of a noncommissioned officer, a noncapital offense. It ia interesting to note that the deposition in that
case was held admissible despite the existence of a war because it
related only to the noncapitai offense of willful disobedience and,
therefore, in the opinion of the Court did not contravene the Code's
prohibition of the use of depaaitions in capital cases.
The question of whether the Korean conflict constituted a war
ha3 arisen in still other areas. Thus, in United States v. BancroftFO
where the accused was tried and convicted by a special court-martial
for sleeping on Post while acting as a sentinel in Korea, the entire
trial proceedings were held void, for, under the Code,'o special
courts-martial have no jurisdiction over capital cases. Again, in
L'nitsd States v. Avem,*' it was held that a desertion commenced
on 23 December 1980,after the inception of the Korean war, was a
wartime desertion without a statute of limitations deapite the fact
that the offense was committed within the continental limits of the
~
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United Stat-. In United States r. S a n d e r ~ , 0the
~ Court held that
by 4 June 1955, the important date in that case, because armed hostilities were over and because of ather circumstances, the war in
Korea was over. Finally, in Cnited States v. Shell,aS i t was held
that the Armistice in Korea on 27 July 1953 ended those actual
hostilities essential to a finding of "war" for purposes of military
law
Turning our attention to the field of mal evidence, it is unnecessary to state that this type of evidence is frequently introduced in
courts-martial. However, real evidence which is obtained as a result of an unreasonable search and seizure is inadmissible as violative of the fourth amendment injunction that person8 shall be secure
from unreasonable searches and seizures. There is no fixed rule
f a r determining whether a search is unreasonable, and each case
must be decided on its own particular facts and circumstances.e'
Examples of searches which are considered reuonable and, therefore, lawful are (1) a search authorized by a search warrant, ( 2 )
a rearch incident to lawful arrest or apprehension,e6 (3) a search
under circumstances demanding immediate action to prevent the
removal or disposal of property believed on reasonable grounds to
he criminal
( 4 ) a search made with the freely given con.
sent of the possessor of rhe property searched,g' ( 5 ) a search of
property under the control of rhe United States, which search has
been authorized by a commanding officer os one to whom he has
delegated his authority.88 It must be remembered that the fruit of
a lawful search nhich follows an unlawful search and which was
conducted because of information derived from the preceding search
i s inadmissible a3 evidence because of the punitive rule followed
in the Federal courts and adopted by the Manual.BQ Where a confession obtained in violatian of Article 31 of the Code leads the
investigators to real evidence, the real evidence is admissible de~
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spite the Article 31 violation,'oo [Ed. Note. Since 30 June 1958, the
Court of Military dppeals appears t o have overruled its former
cases and decreed the foregoing evidence inadmissible. U. S. V.
How@ (No. l l , l S 9 ) , 7 October 196S.l In determining whether
an illegal search may invalidate a confession subsequently obtained,
the criterion is whether, in a particular case, the confession may
be said to have been prompted by the evidence unearthed by the
illegal search.'o1 FurniEhing the warning required by Article 31
might then constitute at least one circumstance indicating the interruption of a chain of causation. Parenthetically, it might be noted
that under the case of United States P. Bennett'O? a confession obtained after compliance with Article 31 requirements which follows
an unlawfully obtained admission or confession may nevertheless be
admissible if the prosecution shoulders the burden of showing that
the taint of the first confession has been attenuated. More recently,
ihe Court has amplified the reasoning i n the Bennett case in explaining that the problem is simplj- one of proof of vduntarinemwhether a subrequent confession is the product of illegal evidence or
the expression of the free will of the accused.108
Of special interest are the decisions concerning the use of wiretap evidence. The leading e a e is Cnited States r.A'oce 106 in which
the Court stated that wiretap evidence is not prohibited by the
Constitution but by Section 605 of the Federal Communications
Act lo: which prohibits the unauthorized interception and publieation of communications. Thus, in each case involving the interception of mes888es the admissibility of the evidence so obtained depends on whether the interception falls within the purview of the
Communications Act. In the N o m case, the Court specifically held
that telephone calls over exclusively military systems did not fall
within the Act's proscription. The Court also pointed out that the
mere fact that a trunk connection with a public commercial system
may be effected by dialing does not render a system nonmilitary.
it was held that the Act did not
In United States v. De Leo~,~On
prohibit listening in on an established and existing extension. In
United States Y. Gopaulsingk,ln' where the interception occurred in
100
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Korea, it wa4 held that the Act has no application in foreign
countries.
The most interesting decisions in the field of real evidence, perhaps, are the eases regarding the use of blood and urine samples.
Unfortunately, they are also among the most confusing. I n United
States V. W i l l l a m ~ o nit, ~\vas
~ ~ held that body fluids, blood, and
urine may be extracted from the blood stream consistent with due
process requirements if brutal means are not used. In that case,
urine was extracted from accused by means of catheter administered while he was unconscious. Because the specimen was extracted without the use of brutality and in accordance with recognized medical procedures, it was held admissible in evidence. In
United States v. J a e s Ion and United States V. Spdght,"a the Court
heid that catheterization over the protest of a n accused is prohibited.
Parenthetically, it might be added here-with referenee back t o
the prior discussion of Article 31 problems-that
the Court has
held that a warning under drticle 31 doss not have to precede the
extraction of body fiulds."' In reaching this result, the Court
analogized the taking of blood fluids to case8 involving the taking
of fingerprints or requiring accused persons to don articles of elothAdditionally, it may be nated that the Court originally drew
a distinction between the body fluid situation and the handwriting
and voice exemplar cases
and held in Barnaby that a person
mspected of an offense may be ordered by superior authorities to
furnish a body fluid specimen.114 However, as a resuit of a change
in personnel on the Court of Military Appeals, a majority held a n
order directed to an accused to furnish a body fluid sample for use
aa evidence in a prosextion to be illegal."s Despite reservations
found in the principal and concurring opinions, it appears clear
that the import of the Jmrdon case is to overrule the prior law represented by Willlainson and Barnaby, supra.
I t is of course clear that usuallr wine and blood samples are not
physically introduced into evidence. Instead, experts are called to
the witness stand to interpret and report the results of laboratory
~
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analysa of the samples. This is but one illustration of the use of
expert testimony in trials by court-martial. Very generally, experts
may be called upon to twtify as to matters which are not within the
knoxledne of men of common experience and education but which
yequire Special skill or training in some art, profession, trade, o r
science.116 The scope of expert teatimony, however, is not unlimited.)" The Na\y discowred this in the C B S ~of United States v.
Adki71i11Bin which the prosecution produced a naval intelligenoe
officer who had personally inrestigated over 300 cases of homosexuality. He testified that in almost 100 percent of the case8 where
a homosexual names his partner the identification [E accurate. The
Court, stating that it doubted whether anyone could qualify as an
expert on the veracity of homtuexuala and finding that the naval
intelligence officer did not so qualify, held that the admission of his
testimony into evidence constituted prejudicial and reversible error.
Of course, it is clear that written treatises are not admissible in
Under the Xanual far Court%-Martial,the opinions of lag witn e s s ~may in certain instances be elicited by examination.'P0 Generally speakinE, this may be done where the testimony sought
involves sensory perception which by its nature requires the submission of a conclusion to the jury, A common and classic example
is the sensorj perception of ta& and smell. The field of character
evidence furnishes another example of the use of the opinion of
laymen, f o r under the present Yanual for Courts-Martial character
evidence may be shown either by establishing general reputation in
the community or by the opinion of lay witnesses who have a sufficiently close acquaintance with the person whose character is in
issue so a s to be able t o form a reliable judgment.121 This provision
b an innovation, for it constitutes a departure from the prevailing
civilian rule and changed the old military rule. However, this departure from prior law does not averturn the old established principle prohibiting proof of bad character through the use of specific
acta of misconduct.121 This principle is of course founded, in turn,
on the salutary rule that an inference of guilt may not be raised from
a mere showing that the accused has a propensity f a r committing
Like all evidentiary ruIe8, there are certain well
criminal
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defined exceptions. Aeeordingly, speclfic acts of misconduct may be
shown where it is relevant on the issue of moti\,e,124intent, guilty
knowledge, where it show,: a definite pattern of conduct, where it
negates a claim of mistake1zhor rebuts a defense of a n accused.
Accordingly, in the leading eases of CIiited State8 v. Powell1*' and
United States v. Grakarn,'~8 desertion case& the Court held admissible in evidence proof of prior unauthorized absence and breach
of arrest and a table of time last from the accused's service record
as relevant to the intent to remain away permanently. &re
suspicion of other offenses is, of course, inadmissible?~*
Heretofore, our discussion has been limited to prwf of character
on the merits of the case. With regard to the impeachment of
character by cross-examination, differentrules apply. Leading c a m
in this area are United States v. .Woorr.lso V'nited States v. Bevthiaume,'8' and United States 7.. Gibson.laq In these cases, it was
held that once a witnesa takes the etand to testify he places his
credibility in issue. Similarly, an accused who testifies in his own
defense aheda any special privileges or immunitie that he may
have as an accused and, like any ordinary witness, places his credibility in issue. To fully protect his rights, howerer, the Court has
held that the law officer should admonish the Court-martial not to
consider the proof of bad character so elicited in resolving the
question of guilt or innocence. On cross-examination, questiom may
be asked about prior act3 of misconduct even if they have never
been reduced to a. conviction, provided only that such misconduct
touches on the issue of credibility. But the cross-examiner may not
indicate that he is in possession of rebuttal evidence (which is inadmissible) in the event the witnesr denies the act of misconduct.18a
Where prior misconduct has resulted in convictions, the Court has
clearly delineated the type of convictions that may be shoivn. Any
conviction by civilian courts for an offense which may be characterized as a felony may be brought out. I t is important t o note an
important qualification on this general rule, however, where an accused is sought ta be impeached by his prior juvenile miaeonduet.
In the recent cane of l'nnited States v. Roai.k.la' it was held reversi-
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ble error to permit impeachment by a showing that accused had
been committed by a juvenile court because of acts involving moral
turpitude, this result following from a policy underlying state
statutes t o protect infants from their indiscretions. Military convictions f o r offenses for which P dishonorable discharge or a sentence of one year or more is imposeble may be shoxm without regard to the t y p e of court-martial that tried the case or the sentence
actually imposed. The Court has also held that the croseeaminer
does not necessarily have to know the facts behind this question,
prorided that the question is not used to mask an allegation of
misconduct.ls6 Of course, the cross-examiner is bound by the answer
of the witness. Finally, it should be noted that in United States
Y. Bvw~,'~' where the accused took the stand and stated that he
had never committed any other offenses, it was held that subsepuent
acts af misconduct, that i3, misconduct committed after the date of
the commission of the principal offense, could provide subject matter for cross-examination. The opinion of a witness a s to the truth
and veracig of an accused who has testified is admiasible 8 s well
as reputation testimony concerning this trait.137
Perhaps the most compelling method of proof in court-martial
cases is the pretrial extrajudicial confession of an accused. In ~n
earlier discussion, it has been pointed out that before a confession
may be introduced in evidence the prosmution must show affirmatively that a warning pursuant to Article 31 of the Code preceded
its taking. We here advert to another requisite which must be met
before B confession can be introduced, and that is that the confession be mpported by a corpvs delicti, for one of the basic rules of
military justice is that an accused person may not legally be convicted upon his uncorroborated eonfesaion. With regard tc corpus
delicti, it ie clear that it may be furnished by either direct or circumstantial evidence that a crime has probably been committed by
someone.'ss It is unnecessary to establish the commission of a
crime beyond a reasonable doubt, and it is unnecessary to establish
the criminal agency of the accosed.'s' The Court has held, however, that the corroborative evidence necessary to furnish a owpus
delicti must touch on each element of the offense charged."' In this
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respect, the military rule requiring corroboration L niuch d t m t e :
than the rule announced by the United State8 Supreme Court, for
that Court has held t h a t all that is required to upp port an e
judicial confession is evidence esta5lishin.q its trustiTorthin
I t is also the rule in military laa- thar a confession may n
corroborated by other confesdona or admissions of a n accused.
However, in L'nited States v. V i l l a ~ e n o r ,the
~ ~ Court
~
qualified this
to some extent by holding that confessions or admissions made prior
to, or contemparaneously with, the commission of the offense
charged may be uaed to furnish corroborating evidence. LT
RICHARD W YOUSC AND LT. ARKOLD I. BVRNB

IV. THE ROLE OF THE TRIAL PARTICIPANTS;
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES; APPEAL AND ERROR
The proper role of the participants a t the trial level in courtmartial proceedings has long received considerable attention from
the Court of Military Appeals. Under the Uniform Code of Military
Justice, trial counsel retains the same character he has always
possessed in military justice. In Exited States v. Valencia,"s the
Court stated that his commendable desire t o win a c86e mu8t be
tempered with a realization of his responsibility for insurine a
fair and impartial trial conducted in accordance with proper legal
procedure. In this respect, he has the duty of arranging to have
present all material wibesses whether favorable or unfavorable t o
an accused,"' and he must not attempt to use his questions or argament8 as a vehicle to prejudice a ~ c u a e d . ~In
~ ' this connection, he
may not bring to a court's attention a policy directive as t o appropriate punishment.l4E His arguments, if tending to be inflammatory, must be based on matters found within the record"' and
Violations of
cannot "go beyond the bounds of fair argument."
these respansibilities have sometimes required ret-e
ings.llD Although mattera of vital importance to an
coriect instructions on the essentizl elements
charged, hare generali? been held not to be tlie subj
the Court has ernphaticallr exgrearer' its view That a defense
~
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coun8el does not do justice to his client nor does he fulfill his duty
as a n officer of the court when he relies principally on error and its
discovery on appellate i e v i e v to protect the rights of his client.1s1
Thus, a defense counsel may waive his client's rights in the folloiving matters by failing to interpose timely objection or seek appro-

priate relief: separate t r i d ~ speedy
~z
ineligibility of B
court member,'j' inadequacy of the pretrial adviee,'s6 timeliness of
the staff judge advocate's pretrial
the admission of eridence obtained by search and
the admission af evidence
generally,1ss admissions of a n occu4ed,':' character evidenee,160
improper argument of trial counsel,1c'certain procedural requirementa for depositions,16gand ambiguities in instructions.1asWhere
clear, affirmative w a i v e y by caunael is erident, the Court has consirtently refured to allow an accused to complaiii on appeal."'
However, where a defense coun~el'slimited references to an erent
take the form of rebuttal prompted b y the prosem.tion's intraduction of inadmissible evidence, the Court will not impoit
Under the Uniform Code, the chief figure at the trial iS the lawofficer. The Court has placed him in a poaition analogous to that
of B Federal judge.Ib6 In Cnited States V.
it was stated
that his duty under the Code is to direct the trial along paths of
recognized procedure in a manner calculated to bring an end to the
hearing without prejudice to either part>-. The law officer must
provide the court with instructions an the applicable law, and, in
this connection, the Court has held that it is improper to provide
court members with a COPY of the Xanual for Courts-Xartinl for
Y. Bmith, 2 USCAIA 410, 9 C I I R 70 ( 1 9 5 3 ) . See
8 USCXA247, 24 CMR S i ( 1 0 5 i ) .
U.S. V. Bodenhemar, 2 USCMA 130, 7 L \ l R 6 (19531
U.S. Y . Hounshsli, 7 USCUA 3,21 ChlR 129 (1968)
C.S. v Thomas. 3 UEChlA 161 11 CMR 161 11963).
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use either in open court or in their clmed session deliberations.1Bs
Within the framework of hi8 obligations, the law officer has been
accorded the right to make restrained comments on the evidence
and to exercise control in order to avoid cluttering up the prweedings with unnecessary, immaterial, or repetitious matters.lTO In
most cases, he can cure any error resulting from the improper conduct of counsel or improperly admitted evidence by admonishing the
court to disregard such matters."l
The 1e.w officer must maintain a scrupulously fair and impartial
attitude and must not abuse the broad discretion possessed by him.'l2
The fact that this broad discretion actually exista ie clear from
United States Y. Pu?ker,llBwhere the law officer's action in refusing
counsel an opportunity to ask ~ e v e r aquestions
l
on voir dire examination was sustained. The power entrusted to a law officer is abused
improperly denies a
when he improperly denies a c~ntinuance,'?~
motion for mistrial,''' refuses couneel a brief r e m s to 'prepare
closing a r ~ m e n t , ' ~ excludes
'
character evidence favorable to accu3ed,'l7 curtails cross-examination severely,l'a participates with
the court members in reaching the findings in closed session."o discusses the case with court members during a recess,1Boor arbitrarily
refuses t o entertain argument on an interlocutory question.181 A
law officer should do nothing in preparing for trial which may
affect his impartiality
or anything during trial which tends to
demonstrate a lack of impartiality.183 Participation in Some aspects
of a case before trial may disqualify a person from subsequently
acting as law officer. Thus, in L W e d States v. Renton,'n' it waa
held that a law officei. who had assisted the officer preparing the
charges against iin accused by draftinp appropriate sample specifi-
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cations had become totally incompetent to serve a s law officer a t the
trial. And in United States v. Turner 18; the Court indicated that
it would be error for one who prepares the pretrial advice to later
act as law officer in a given case.
The most onerous responsibilitiea of the law officer concern his
duty to provide the court-martial with appropriate instructions 011
the law of the ease. First and foremost, he must fully and COYrectly instruct a tribunal on every element of the offense charged.lS8
This duty is not satisfied by mere reference to the Manual
or
reference to opinions in cited casa,llS and an instruction couched in
the exact language of the Manual may not suffice If it does not
clearly delineate the basic issues to the court-martia1.18g
The requirement aa to lnstructiona on the essential elements of
offenses charged now causes law officers little difficulty.LooHowever,
other instructional requirements still result in fatal omissions in
the instructional framework provided the court by the law officer,
The Court has consistently required complete instructions on all
legser included offenses raised by the evidence a s reasonable alternatives to the offense chargedlel unless rejected by defense
~ounsel.'~'The problem of what constitutes a lesser included offense
has been rendered somewhat more difficult by thoae decisions of the
Court which depart from the "elements test"-that is, all elements
of lesser included offenses must be present in the principal offense.
On occasion, as in L'nited States v. Melone,18ait has been held that
an offense may be lesser included in the offense charged although
It requires proof of an element not necessary to the proof of the
greater offense when the language of the specification embraces
this additional element. Thus, an assault in which grievous bodily
harm has been intentionally inflicted may be a :esser included offense
of assault with intent to commit voluntary manslaughter, although
a battery is essential to the legser offense and not necesary to proof
of the greater offense. Indeed, in a t least two decisions the Cowt
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has held that the law officer must look t o the evidence as well as the
specification in order t o determine what offenses are included in
that chsrged, holding that msault with a dangerous weapon was a
lesser included offense of robbery, vhere the specification merely
alleged that the taking was by force and vioience,le4 and holding
that unpremeditated murder was a lesser included offense af felony
murder.1B5It is not surprising that ewors still occasionally occur
when the difficulty of applying these tests is recognized.
Another probiem facing the law officer in this context is the
necessity of determining when a lesser included offense is put in
issue by the evidence, thus requiring instructions thereon.'DG This
issue is particularly puzzling in case8 in which the offense charged
requirss prmf of a specific intent and the accused introduces evidence indicating t h a t he was intoxicated at the time of the commission of the crime. Of course, if the accused was intoxicated to the
extent that he was incapable of forming the specific intent necessary
for the offense charged, he cannot be guilty of that offense but may
be guilty of some lesser offense not involving such an intent.
Whether the law officer should instruct on the elemenh of the lesser
included offense would a p w a r to depend upon the degree of intoxication established by the accused. An entire field of law has de.
reloped governing when the requisite degree of intoxication has
been established I". And T.r?ited Statcs v daeksoir 108 demonstrate8
that where two accused are jointly tried, different lesser included
offenses may be raised as to each.
Perhaps the moa: difficult duty imposed on the lair. officer ia the
requirement that he inatruct the court-martial on the meaning and
effect of certain affirmative defenses reasonably raised by the evidence even in the absence of a defense request for these instructiona.
The necessity of instructing on affirmative defenses must be determined initially by the IBW officer in the exercise of his sound
discretion,lea Exactly which defenses must be the subject of 8w1
Sponte instructions is not clear. However, the Court has indicated
that partial or complete defenses such as intoxieation,lo0 lack of
knowledge,zOl
insanity,*ai partial mental msponsi-

.. Chrirtenren,
USCMA 2 2 6 ,
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bility,*04physical ineapacity,lo6and financial incapacity,zoEwhere put
in issue, must be the subject of appropriate instructions. W h r e a
charge sheet shows an its face that the statute of limitations has
run against an offense charged therwn and there is no indication
that the accused is aware of his right to plead the statute in bar of
prosecution, the law officer errs if he fails t o advise the accused
of this right.l'' Other defenses mch as alibi,20s the effeet of characdo not have to be inter evidence,zoP and, possibly,
structed upon in the absence of a request. If, however, a defense
counsel requests an instruction on some matter raised by the evidence which is not covered by instructions and the request is not
misleading, E refusal by the law officer to grant the request may
constitute an abuse of discretion. Thus, c a m have been reversed
where law officers refused to give an instruction which was
substantially the converse of an instruction already given,2" refused to define the term "reasonable doubt," 2'2 refused to instruct
that accomplice testjmony murt bP wrejved wlth raution,*ls o r refused to instruct on the effect of evidence of accused's good character.l" Of course, a law officer need not instruct in '.he exact language
of a request if the instruction provided by him on the question a t
issue contains the substance of the request.215 Where a law officer
gives conflicting instructions on a material issue, one of which is
incorrect, the Court has found a rehearing necesmry.~I~
Of course,
all requested instructions da not hare to be granted. If the requested instruction is mialeading g'' m places undue emphasis on
pai-ticuiar items of evidence presented in favor of one of
it may be denied.
~

U.S.7 . Kunak, 5 USCMA

346. 17 CIIR 346 11951).
C.8. Y . Amie, 7 CSCM.4 514, 21 C3IR 104 ( 1 9 5 7 ) ; LIS. v Heimr, 3
USCHA 418. 12 C Y R I74 (1853).
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U.9.Y Bey, 4 LTSC>JA663, 16 CYR 239 11964).
U.S. Y. Phillips, 3 USChlA 137, 11 CMR 137 11553). See a160 C.S. v.
Harrell, 8 CSCMA278.26CMR 5 9 (19%)
1 1 5 C.S. V. Offley, 3 USCMA 276, 12 CALR 32 (19%)
? L O U.8, v, Albeileo, 7 USCMA 757, 23 CMR 221 1185;).
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Finally, when an issue as to the voluntarineas of an accused's
statement is reasonably raised by the evidence, the law officer must
instruct a tribunal in regard to its duties in considering t h a t statement.21QWhere the voluntariness of an accused's pretrial statement
is in issue, it is error for the law officer to instruct to the effect
that the voluntariness of the statement is a matter for the court to
consider in determining the weight to be given the statement and
that the statement should be given weight only t o the extent the
court believes it to be truthful. A court must be advised that s.
confession must be rejected completely if it is found to be
involuntary.pio
Some brief comments are necesary on the substantive law of
defenses as i t has evolved under the Code. I t has already been
noted that the defense of intoxication is frequently interposed, and
the determination of when that defense is reasonably raised by the
evidence poses a substantial issue in mans cases. Several other
defenses deserve consideration
On the issue of insanity as a defense, the Court has adhered t o
the "right from wrong" test and the "irresistible impulse" testst.2s1
I t has rejected arguments that a psychopathic personalityzn2 or
simple amnesia
absolves an accused from responsibility for
criminal a&. The Court has refused to adopt the sa-called Durham
rule which substantially broadens the availability of the defense
of i n ~ a n i t y . ~However,
~'
in a far-reaching decidon in L'iiited States
Y. Ktimk.Z2Sthe Court accepted the view that evidence which falls
short of estabiishing complete mental irresponsibility may nevertheless indicate that an accused is incapable of entertaining a specific intent, and when the offense charged requires proof of such an
intent, the accused may assert the defense of partial mental responsibility. For this issue to be raised, an accused must show
more than partial mental impairment. There must be evidence
from which B court-martial can conclude that an accused's mental
condition was of such eoncequence and degree as to deprive him of
the ability to entertain the particula
the commission of the offense charged.
2~

U S . u . ~ ~ l m n ~ h e l d . Q U S C M A 3 7 3 , 2 6 C M R(11 59 638 ) .
U.S. V. Jones. 7 USCMl 623.21 CXR 87 1196il.
7. Fleming, 7 U S C X A 643, 23 C P R 7 (19673; U.S. V. Smith, 6
USCMA 314, 17 C P R 314 (1964): U S . V. Trede, 2 U S C M A 681, 10
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employed ahat ;>mounieil to no more than a private moral and
ethical code to shape hi\ conduct, although fully a x a r e that this
code was at variance with that of societyin Eeneral, does not raise
the
The evidence must indicate a character disorder of
such nature and severity that it may have interfered with the accu7ed's capacity to entertain the particular mmtai state in
question.z28
The law of self-defense has remained rubjtantially unchanged
under the Code.2Pe Attempts to assert a right to "imperfect selfdefense" haxxe failed.Zs0 In United States v. Adam,"' where the
Court was faced with the question of whether a soldier has a duty
to retreat when he is attacked in his tent, the Court held that a
soldier's hame is the particular place where the necessities of service force him to live, whether a barracks, a tent, or a fox-hole, and
that when he retires to his home he has retreated as far as the
law demands.
The twin defenses of mistake of fact and ignorance of fact hare
been frequently asserted. The question of when these defenses are
raised has been the subject of considerable litigation, as has been
the issue of whether an accused's mistake or ignorance must merely
be honest or both honest and reasonable in order to absolve him
from criminal responsibility for a particular act.281 I t Seems clear
that where either knoniedge or a specific intent is an integral part
af the offense charged, an honest mistake, whether reasonable or
not, will be a valid defense t o a serviceman.23a Where a general
intent crime is involved, a mistake, to be available as a defense,
must be both honeat and reasonable."'
The gist of the defense of entrapment is the conception of an
offense by a government agent and his incitement of the aceused
to commit that offense so that the latter may be prmcuted. Where
U.S. Y . Storey, 9 USCJIA 162, 25 ChIR 424 (19681
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L'3 Y . Gray, 9 USCMA 108,25 CMR 4 i 0 (1958)
US.v. Dunnshae, 6 USCMA 745,21 CYR 6 i (19561.
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U.S.Y.
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Troglin, 3 USCMA 386, 12 CMR 141 ( 1 9 5 3 ) ; U.S. V. Ginn,
1 USCYA 458,4 CMR 45 (1952).
U.S. Y. Black. 8 USCYA 67. 11 C Y R 57 (1953). See U S r. Maria,
9 USCMA 166.26 CMR 418 (18681.

5USCMA563,18CllIR187 (1965).
U.S. V. Arehibald, 5 USCMA 573, 18 CMR 202 (1955): US. v.
Rodriguez-Suarez, 4 USCXA 6i0, 16 C E R 253 11354); U.S. V. Shoit,
4 USCMA 437, 16 CMR 11 (1964): U S . V. R m m , 4 USCMA 430, 16
C X R l (1864).
* A S T.S. Y. Taylor, 5 USCYA 7 i 5 . 19 CMR 71 ( 1 9 5 5 ) ; U.S. Y. Rawan, 4
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the defense introduces eridence showing such inducement, the
prosecution must show that the agent acted under a belief that
the law was being violated by the acc~sed.23~
Of course, theye is no
entrapment where the original suggestion or initiation for the
wrongdoing c a m s from the accused. And this defense is not
available to one who denies commission of an offense since the
invocation of this defense n e c e w d l y amumes thnt the act charged
was c o m m i t t e d . ~ ~ ~
Under the doctrine of res judicata, the acquittal of a n accused
a t his trial for the alleged commission of an offense precludes his
subsequent conviction for perjury on the basis of his testimonl- at
the original trial if a flat contradiction of the former acquittal i i
involved in the aubsequent prosecution.p8'
In every case, the question of what quality and quantity of evidence is necessary t o raise various issues is presented. I t is clear
that the testimony of any peraon, including the accused,ls8 and even
exculpatory matter appearing in a pretrial statement,Z3Qis sufficient
to raise an issue unless it is inherently improbable or totally
nnworthy of belief.z'@
The final subject for discuasion is the question of the effect of
the decisions of the Court of Military Apwals upon the review of
court-martial convictiona. Any case tried by general court-martial
must be acted upon by the officer exercising general court-martial
jurisdiction. As part af this review, an accused is entitled to a n
impartial review' by the staff judge advocate. The Court has insisted that this review must not be written by the trial counsel,l'l
the law
a l a x officer a t a separate trial of a co-aecused,2'3
or a staff judge advocate whose pretrial determinations in the case
were such as to render him no longer impartial.2." In performing
his function of rex7ieming the record and advising the convening
authority as to the action to be taken in regard thereto, the staff
judge advocate must employ the same standards that would be
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emuloyed by the conreninl authority in determining the sufficiencr
of the evidenee.?'j Thus, it is error far the staff judge advoeate
:o suggest in his review that either he or the convening authority
i3 bound by the findings of the court-martial on questions of fact.z4n
And t h e Court will require a new review even where the language
employed in this reaped is merely "ambiguou8."~47A staff judge
advocate and a convening authority cannot only look to see if there
is sufficient evidence to support finding3 returned by B
The convening authority muat be convinced also that the evidence
of record establishes accused's guilt beyond a reasonable doubt.
Where the review of a contested cace fails to advise the convening
authority of the reviewer's opinion as ta the sufficiency of the erilenee, it is fatally d e f e c t i ~ e . ~ ~ ~
The action of a convening authority in affirming a finding of
guilt!- must he based solely on the evidence of record,z60 but action
Eisappraving a finding may be based on collateral matters outside
the record. It is error to advise a convening authority that he cannot rely on matter outside the record to set aside a finding of
A convening authority may not lay doim a policy of refusing t o consider the possibilities of remission OP suspension of any
punitive discharpe,2s2nor may a staff judge advocate advise that
e, given sentence is appropriate because of military necessity and
custom.268 Although in determining a n appropriate sentence a
convening authority should give consideration t o many factors
and may consult a a i d e range of sourcesF6 it is improper for him
to consider adverse matter obtained from outside the record without affording the accused an opportunity to rebut or explain the
matter.z56 Whether, in disapproving findings of guilty or a sentence, in whole or in part, a conrening authority exercises his discretion wisely or ineptly cannot be questioned by subsequent reviewing authorities.16' And where a new review is required, in
acting on the findings 01 sentence, a convening authority is limited
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in what he may approve by the action of the previous convening
The powers and duties of the boards of review have a h been
defined by our highest appellate tribunal. Under the Code, a board
of review may affirm only so much of the findings as it determinw
In United States v. Waymire,"o
to be correct in lmz and
pointing out the differences in the powers of a convening authority
and a board of review with respect t o findings, the Court held that
a board of reoiew is under a duty to affirm so much af the findings
of guilty as i8 not affected by error. Thus, a board uw held to have
exceeded its authority where it set aside certain findings of guilty,
withmt finding them incorrect in law or fact, merely to effect a
practical disposition of a case in which the board members were
unable to agree an a certain legal issue. A board of review is also
duty bound to reduce any sentence it finds to be excesaive.261 I t may
reduce a life sentence even though the sentence was mandatory a t
trial level,2bpbut, lacking the power of commutation, it may not
change a death sentence to life imprisonment without changing the
findings serving as the h i s of the sentence.z68 A board of review
may disapprove all of a given sentence ; and once such a determination as to appropriateness has been made, the decision of the board
is not subject to review by the
The Court had indicated
that in acting on findingj, except for such matters hl insnniiyzs5
and jurisdiction,~6eB board of review may not consider matters outside of the record, even if the accused would be benefited by this
procedure.267 However, In United S t a t e s v. Roberts,lb8 the Court
announced that appellate tribunals could consider matter outside
the record which amount6 ta a supplementary or additional designation of the record even though the formal requirements of a certificate of correction are not met. In acting on the sentence, a board
of review may consider as part of the "entire record" matters considered by the convening a u t h o r i b in his action on the sentence even
though these matters were not presented a t the trial
A majority
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of the members of a board of review constitutes a quorum for the
p u r p o s of hearing and determining any matter. When a quorum
sits, a board can function legally if iis entire membership comprises
three or more officers or civilians. In order for that quorum to rule
legally, its decisions need on]!. be concurred in by a majority of the
A board of review has jurisdiction to
members
complete appellate processes notwithstanding the fact that an accused has been released from active duty prior to the action of the
convening authority.271 And a board has jurisdiction to entertain
a motion for reconsideration of its decision until a petition or certificate for review is filed, or if neither is filed, until the thirty-day
period far their filing has e l a ~ s e d . ~AlWlough
'~
w,here a board determines that an accused does not possess sufficient mental capacity
to understand the nature of appellate proceedings and to cooperate
intelligently in his defeme i t cannot p m e e d to a consideration of
the merits,2is the question of an accused's mental capacity at the
time of trial is viewed as separate from, and preliminary to,any
determination of guilt or innocence an the merits; and therefore a
board errs where it decides that because the aceused is now insane
it has no power to determine whether the accused had sufficient
mental capacity at the time of his court-martial to stand trial.274
The Court of llilitary Appeals may obtain juridictian over a case
by the action of any of the Judge Advocates General in certifying
a case, by the action of the Court in granting an accused's petition
for grant of review, or by mandatary review of cases involving
general or flag officers or where the death penalty has been imposed. The Court p w e s s w no fact-finding powers,%"nor may i t
concern itself with the appropriateness of an approved sentence if
the sentence is within legal limits.27b The Court will take judicial
notice of facts which do not appear in the record, but which were
matters of common knowledge to military personnel at the situs of
the couri-martial.2'7 Matters which have been noted include: nature
of pressures applied to Americans in Chinese priaoner of war
camps in Korea; 178 that extension telephones were in general use
when Congress passed the Communications Act; 21Q that medical
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men are always attached to machine gun plstoons when these units
are going into combat;
and Arm)- regulations governing active
duty pay.#"
In L'nited Stntes r. J l c C m ~ y ~ the
: ~ ~Court stated that if there is
any substantial evidence of record i o wpport a conviction nn appe:.
late court, in the absence of other error, ITill not set aside the conviction. The Court has also noted that it will not tolerate a conviction based on suspicion, conjecture, or
In determining whether the requisite quantum of evidence is present in a given
case, the Court, while recognizing that the court-martial is charged
with evaluating credibility, has nevertheless considered all the evidence in a record and not merely that adduced by the prosecution.?"
An accused may not, however, sit idly by after the Government has
established a prima facie case. In a number of as=.aceused have
been required t o assume the burden of proceeding with the evidence
after a prima facie case has been eatablished.z*6 When confronted
with the question of variance between pleading and proof, the
Court has applied the test employed by the Federal courts, determining ( a ) whether the accused has been misled to the extent
that he has been unable to prepare adequately for trial, and, ( b )
XThether he is fully protected against another prosemtion for the
came offense.2sb
When the Court has determined that the evidence is sufficient to
sustain the conviction but that error has occurred somewhere in the
proceedings, it must then determine whether the error requires
reversal. Of course, where an accused is able to show B reasonable
possibility of specific prejudice, B conviction should not be permitted
to stand. Error such 89 the erroneous admission of evidence and
improper argument of trial counsel hare been tested by the standard
of specific prejudice2" and convictions affirmed in the absence of
actual harm to an aecuxd.28a The Court has also determined that
upon showing the existence of certain errors, accused need not demU.S. V. Cook, 2 ESCXA 2 2 3 . 8 CMR 23 l l P 5 3 1
C.S. xi. Addge, i USCMA 643, 23 CYR 107 ,1867)
1 USCAIA 1. 1 CMR 1 119611.
1 8 1 T.S.
v. O'Neal, 1 USC.\IA ISB, 2 CLIR 44 11812)
284 U S V. Willisms, 4 USCMA 69, 16 CMR 69 i1854).
2 8 5 U.S. Y. Blau, 5 VSCMA 232, 17 CMR 232 11964): U.S.Y . Gahngen. 2
USCMA 176. 7 C I R 61 i 1 8 5 3 ) . Eui e e e C S. V. baecio. 8 USCMA 477.
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onstrate the pcasibility of specific prejudice in order to prevail on
appeal. During the early years of the operation of t h e Code, the
doctrines of "military due process" and "general prejudice"
achieved prominence. Although the exact meaning of these terms is
not clear, i t may be said that a violation of "military due prmeis"
was viewed 8s having occurred where there was a violation of certain fundamental rights guaranteed an accused by Canpress,zis and
that "general prejudice" was invoked where there was "an overt
departure from some creative and indwelling principle" operative
in the area under consideration which did not rise to the lerel of a
violation of "military due p r o ~ m s , ' ' ~Although
@~
little reference io
these terms may be found in recent caies, areas in which no specific
prejudice need be shown should be recognized. Thus, the complete
failure to instruct the court on the elements of the offense ~ h a r g e d , ~ "
the usurpation of the dutieJ of the Ian officer by the president of the
court,lB1 and the violation of rights guaranteed under Article 31
will require reversal eren in the face of Compelling evidence of
guilt. However, the Court has recognized that a t leaat certain errord
generally not requiring a showving of specific prejudice may be
purged.2s4 Thus, apparently a judicial confession 28s or the reduction of B finding to the lowest lesser included offense $16 may result
in the purgation of court-created prejudice. The asentially disciplinary nature of doctrines requiring reversal in the absence of
specific prejudice may be seen from the fact that in a t leas1 one
area where the Court originally applied the doctrine of general
prejudice, no reversal is now required if the Government can establish that the accused \!'as not prejudiced.eo- LT. JAY D. FISHER,
V. THE POST-TRIAL REVIEW BY THE STAFF JUDGE
ADVOCATE
After sporadic treatment for many years, the staff judge advocate
has lately suffered greatly increased appellate attention by the
Court of Military Appeals. Out of approximately the last hundred
cases (decided through 30 June 1958), ti%-enty-firehave dealt wholly
o r in part with error8 assigned upon the basis of alleged deficiencies
in the review. The onslaught of lhe Court has follo\%-edthree
avenues, with some minor deviations-(1) the absence in the post-
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trial review of one of the formal, required componenta, (2) the
tendency of reviewers to drift over into extra-record material either
inaccurate or prejudicial to the accused, and (3) the appalling
repetition of mistakes in advising the convening authority as t o the
standard of eridentiaw sufficiency. Following is a clmer look into
t h e e areas, v i t h reference to the latest Court cases and with
suggestions where appropriate.
The Formal Rawisites of the ReLiew
In Cnited States Y.
the Court set out the minimuin requirements for the post-trial review by breaking down Article 61
of the Uniform Code, The review of every general court-martial
case which results in conviction must contain :
( 1 ) Asummaryof theevidence.
( 2 ) The reviewer's opinion as to the adequacy and weight of
the evidence.
( 3 ) His opinion as to the effect of any error or irregularity
(4) A speeific recommendation as t o action to be taken.
( 5 ) Reasons for both the opinions and recommendations.
Of course, where the accused has either judicially confessed or
pleaded guilty, step (2) may be abbreviated. I t cannot be overemphasized that the staff judge advocate's review "must do more
than summarize; it must also advise."18B In a word, the review
must contain a reasoned evaluation. Both the legal and the factual
sufficiency of the evidence must be appraised.8o0 The staff judge
advocate cannot stop with the mere generality that "the competent
evidence is sufficient in law" or "legally sufficient," 3Q1 but he m w t
continue t o make a factual evaluation of the proof against the backdrop of the "reananable doubt" standard. And he should inform the
convening authority that he must be satisfied of the amused's guilt
beyond B reasonable doubt. Countless reviews have foundered on
this last point.
S o less important L the additional requirement that the review,
specifically the "clemency" paragraph, be "individualized" and not
tied to a particular command policy or viewpoint.302 In Uidted
States Y. Planmar,soathe revleiv came to grief b e c a w the staff
judge advocate stated therein that 88 a matter of military neeesaity
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and custom a barracks thief must be eliminated from the service,
and consequently he ignored mentioning whatever clemency factors
exkted in favor of the accused. This procedure the Court roundly
condemned, Chief Judge Quinn asserting that B convening authority
cannot he told that he is bound by an inflexible administrative or
command policy, but that he must heed the fact that a n accused is
entitled os a matter of right to a careful and individualiaed revie".
The staff judge advocate cannot abdicate this function to a higher
level; no matter how seriaua or heinous the offense, there should
be an evaluation of clemency potential.3Q4There ia thus no substituw for a n independent and thorough review of the accused's
record by the staff judge advocate, even in a guilty plea case; and
the less hackneyed and stereotyped his discussion of the accused's
merits or deficiencies, the more likelihood that the review will not
be challenged on appeal. As will be shown, this is not the only area
in which the Court has seemed to prescribe a style as well as a
content for the review.

Consideration of Ertu-Record Mateaterial
But the staff judge advocate is constantly between two fires-if
he frequently omit8 mention or discussion of one of the fire requisites &have, just aa often he may go f a r the other way and bring
in data from outside the record. Such a procedure is certainly not
p e l ' se bad, and the Court has, in fact, endorsed it,d05subject to the
following substantial limitations.
The most serious of these the Court announced in United States v.
Grifim3Qs when it said t h a t the convening authority may not consider material adverse t o the accused from outside the recard of
trial without affording the latter an opportunity to rebut or explain
the same. Since in practice the convening authority relies hea\,ily
on the matter contained in the staff judge advocate's review, the
burden falls on the latter to exercise extreme caution in this ai-ea.
To be deemed "adverse" to the accused, the extra-record matter
does not have to refer to the offenses charged; 3u1 conceivably, prior
undocumented hearsay, rumored misbehavior, and barracks g o s i p
which finds its n a y into the review are all on the wndemned list.
On the other hand, purely personal impressions of the accused
formed either by the staff judge advocate or the accused's commander, such as his appearance, demeanor, sincerity, outward intelligence, are incapable of effective rebuttal and may justifiably be
written downso8
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The Court has recently suggesred a solution t o the adverde matter
Drablem, the feasibility of which has yet t o be proved.809The propmal is that a copy of the post-trial review-, or a t least the clemency
sortion thereof. be served upon the accused or his counsel some
time prior to the action of the convening authority and early enough
so that a reply to the latter may be submitted or &brief filed before
the board of revieiv (see Article 38 ( c ) ) This certainly Seems a safe
procedure, and indeed it goes further than the G?<fi% proscription
for it would allow the accused t o bee comments and remarks taken
from within the record of trial as well. In an even newer case, the
Csurt has repeated ka recommendation that some such procedure
be followed.s10
The Court measures the effect Of an error in this area by the usual
doctrine of prejudice. Thus, in the case of United States v.
Taulor,8LL
the Occurrence of a n isolated adverse reference in a pararrzph containing other adverse matter which accused did have the
opportunity to rebut was held nonprejudicial, the probabilities being
that the canvenine authority wa8 not swayed by the lone instance of
unrebutted extra-record matter. And in United States Y. Smith,a1g
the staff judge advocate's favorable reeommendation that clemency
'be granted was deemed to cure any prejudice arising from his preriaud referenee to fact8 adverse to the accused. Despite these affirm.
ances, staff legal oscera would do well to s e r e defense mumel with
??I!, clemency discussion in the review, letting the latter decide
whether or not it is "adverse," and then state in the review that
appartunity to rebut has been tendered.
An older qualification is that the ataff judge advocate must not
narrow the convening authority's right to go outside the record
in basing a disapproval of findings or in sentence action. In L'nited
States v. X a s s r ~ , ~the
' ~ staff judge advocate told his emwening
authority not to consider the results of two lie detector teats (one
of which had been favorable to the accused). Reaffirming that the
convening authority can lwk to anuthlng in disapproving findings.
the Court held ?he advice bad. The Court painted out that the staff
judge advocate may freely express his own conclusions as to the
weight of evidence and the import of extra-record matters, he may
e\-en advise the convening authority that it would be an "abuse of
discretion" to consider such mattex, but he penetrates the threshold
of error when he creates the impression in his review that the canreninp authority would err in law were he t o consider auhide fa&
and information
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If a staff judge advocate cannot limit the convening authority's
Beld of vision on review, the obverse question is whether he must
assist his superior by broadening and bringing to his attention such
extra-reeord material. In Cnited States Y. M a ~ t i ndealing
, ~ ~ ~ again
with lie detector tests, the Court held that the staff judge advocate
has no a f i m a t i a e dutu to include extra-record material in his review eiwn if favorable to the accused. The insuperable burden such
a requirement would impase is obvious, for it would make a roving
field investigator out of the staff judge a d v w t e . T h e Court went
an to lay down a rather vague rule of thumb, which must be accepted
for it is the only guidance extant in this area:
(1) I t ia entirely within the discretion of the staff judge advocate whether to include in his review any extra-record
material favorable to the accused. He is not a n investigator, need not seek out such information, and is not charged
with supplementing the fact-finding powem of the courtmartial.
(2) But where the nature af the extraneous matter is of such
quantity and quality and from such a reputable source
that silence would "possibly result in a miscarriage of
justice,"816 then the staff judge advwate will be expected
to call it to t h e attention of the convening authority.
Ail this ia another v a y of Baying that while t h e staff judge advocate
has broad discretion to include matter over and above the five formal requisites, the discretion is reviewable by the Court. Seldom,
though, will reversal follow u d e x "substantial justice" i3 not done.

In summarizing thia area. the only positive command is that the
ataff judge advoeate not exclude or expressly deny the convening
eutharityk ripht to consider outside material and that he tender
opportunity to rebut such material as is adverse to the accused and
included in the review. He may or may not inolude whatever extrarecord matter, favorable or unfavorable, he thinks relevant, and
the choice here will often depend on the complexity of the record
and the reliability and importance of the data involved. As yet, we
have few clues to go by outside of the abovementioned rule of
thumb. In one instance, United States Y. Fields,SlB the Court said
it would be pure ritual for the ataff judge a d v m t e to refer to such
things as the convening authority's power to disapprove findings far
any reason, a pawer any knowledgeable convening authorih. should
be aware of anyway.
~
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Advice to the Comezing A?Ltlmmtg
On the S t m d a i d o f Evidence
Here is a real trouble spot, and many a worthy legal officer has
seen his recital of the standard of evidentiary sufficiency shot
through and through on appellate review. As already stated, an
opinion a s to evidentiary sufficiency both in lozc w d fact must be
given the convening authority, with reasons.317 In L'flited States r.
Griee,31% the Court observed that the staff judge advocate cannot
consider himself or the convening authority bound by the courtmartial's finding of fact, but must advise the convening authority
that he too i s B fact-finder. And he must give the convening authority the standard of fact sufficiency-that of "reasonable doubt."
This is no place for stylistic language, for the Court seems to be
holding "ambiguous" almost every statement the least bit deviant
from the "reasonable doubt" rule; and, of course, "ambiguous"
language is reversible language when the post-trial review is involved. As illustrative of the extremes the situation has come to,
the Court in United States v. Jenkins reviewed a statement that
"the competent evidence establishes that the findings of guilty are
correct in law and fact" and sent the case back for a new review
and action. In Cnited Stetes v. Rontero,aP' language in the reviem
to the effect that "the record of trial is legally sufficient ta hupport
the findings and sentence'' was enough to cause return. Any language which merely states that the findings are supported by "evidence" or "competent evidence" is bad. Hereafter, the safe staff
judge advoeate will be the one that (1) shows he uses the reaaonable doubt standard of fact aufficiency in giving his opinion to the
convening authority, and (2) tell8 the convening authority +a, m e a w e the evidence by the same calipers. The staff judge advoeate
should positively give this standard to the convening authority, for
despite the protestative dissents of Judge Latimer, it would seem
thht the words "reasonable doubt" have now acquired a magical
meaning. Reviewers should also beware of using the language "the
court saw and heard the witnesses , thus, the court's determination should not be disturbed." This precise advice was stricken in
l'nited States v. Katrmberger.ap2
Where bad advice on the standard of evidence is present in a review, Correct language of "reasonable doubt" elsewhere in the same
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review seldom changes the situation. The Court has held that where
the advice is misleading as to one offense and correct as t o another
the review is still defe&re since the offenses are considered separately by the caniening authority.818

Impartialit!, of the Staff Judge Advooate
One other case dealing with a somewhat different problem deserves classification as a ''landmark,'' though a regrettable one. In
Cnited States Y. Kennedg,8@' the law officer, trial counsel, and the
dtaff judge advoeate all "got into the act" during trial and seemed
to collaborate on reaching the desired conviction. The particular
rice of the staff judge advocate appeared to he that during the proceedings he consulted the convening authority a8 to his wishes, directed the trial counsel to ask for a continuance (because the leading
prosecution witness proved hostile and refused t o testify), and m w
that a defense counsel (who served as a prosecution conduit) was
appointed for the witnew before charges were preferred against
him The Court held that after these activities, an impartial review
of the case by the same staff judge a d v m t e would have been impassible. Had that officer accomplished these same objectives, the
appointment of counsel, the consultation with the convening authority, before trial, objection could hardly be made; but once the PMceedings commenced, the same activities asaumed much larger
proportions not at all short of interference. LT. JOHN E.
RIECKER.
VI. IKEFFECTIVE TRIAL REPRESENTATION AS
A GROUND FOR COURT-XARTIAL REVERSAL

The military's unique system of sepasate trial and appellate defense teams has inspired more frequent assertions on appeal of ineffective trial representation than are encountered in the civilian
practice. The United States Court of Military Appeals was a t first
reluctant to lend its officea, in the absence of a strong factual showing by the appellant, to what is often no more than an eleventh-hour
gambit. This attitude comported with that of appellate courts in
the civilian judicial system. Nore recently, however, the Court
has grown increasingly receptive to appellants' claims of ineffective
trial representation; especially has this been so in cases involving
the death sentence. A chronological review of the erne4 confirms
the foregoing analysis.
LWted States v. Huniev
was a rape-murder ease in which the
~
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death sentence had been adjudped. The appellant advanced a generalized assertion that his trial defense counsel-a captain in the
Judge Advocate General's Corps-had been unqualified in the l a x
The Court of Military Appeals declared that "while it is realized
that statutory requirements do not assure trial competent:- ther
do require knowledge of the law." 826 The C0ui.r wncluded fiom
a reading of the record, however, that Hunter's counsel had been
well versed in the law. Observing realistically that it i s impossible
in the military t o furnish every accused with "a mature and experienced trial lau?.er,"3?7 the Court announced that "the best tha:
can be done i s ta assure appaintment of officers who are reasonably
well qualified to protect their substantial rights." 828 The Cour:
was cognizant that the case before i t involved the death penalty
and indicated that counsel should be especially zealoui in such eases.
But, said the Court, in the absence of a factual showing by the
appellant "we mmt assume that defense counsel performed their
duties diligently.''
The Court erected a standard against which
all claims of ineffective trial representation were to be measured:
''[.%In accused, if he contends his rights have n o t been full>protected, must reasonably show that the proceedings by whicb.
he was convicted were so erroneous as to constitute B ridiculous
and empty gesture, or were so tainted with negligence or wrongf u l motives on the part of his counsel as to marifest a complete
absence of iudicial character." ','I
d unanimou3 Court agreed that "this principle must be strictly arlhered t0."3~~In sum, the Court of 31ilitaq dppeali decreed that a
presumption of regularity would support trial defense counsel
against generalized avermen$ of incompetence, Moreover, the
Court announced that the factual showing incumbent upon complaining accused must be potent and unequivocal.
Cnited States Y. Wilsoii involved a joint trial of two accused
for premeditated murder. The regulwly appointed trial defense
eounael had consulted with his clients only once prior to trial and
then for only a p r i o d of some ten minutea. The appellantj consequently argued that they had been "denied their right to counsel."
Judge Brosman, writing for a majority of the Court of Xilitar?
Appeals, stated that such an argument "overvalues the utility of
128
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interviews betneen acewed and counsel." 3 3 4 He pointed out that
most of counsel's time is spent outside the presence of the client
in a search for evidence. "Once defense counsel has his client's
complete staq-and this need take but little time in many eases,
and almost certainly in this one-there may well be no need for
further conference before trial." 335 The Court went on to point
aut in Wilson that no prejudice to the accused was apparent on the
record.
I n Cnited States Y.
the Court expressly reaffirmed its
stringent Hunter test, quoted above. Bigger had been tried for murder. On appeal he made sweeping charges that his trial defense
counsel's "failure to conduct his defense properly constituted a denial
of due p m e s s of
The appellant claimed, among other
things, that his trial defense counsel had consulted with him only
once prior to trial, had improperly stipulated to a ballietic expert's
prosecution testimony, had failed to call certain defense witnesses,
had employed an "inept trial technique," and had conducted "improper questioning." 336 The Court, however, observed that none
of these charges m s supported by evidence; its examination of the
record led the Court to believe that counsel had made the most of
what he had. I t unhepitatingly reasserted its Hunter test, adding
that "the most we can command is that they well and truly, and
within their capabilities represent the accused." 8s0 The Court declined to employ hindsight in an effort to second-guw trial tactics.
.4nd once more the Court indicated that a claim of ineffective trial
representation must be buttressed by a atrang factual sho~ing.8'0
~ ~Court
'
of Military Appeals
Again, in United States v. L J ~ U ,the
mas undismayed by a. claim of ineffective trial representation asserted in the context of a capital c a m The accused had been con.
ricted of murder, among other crimes, and had been sentenced to
the extreme penalty. He claimed on appeal that his trial defeme
counsel had prejudiced him; this assertion was supported only by
the appellant's collection of suggested alternative trial tactics. The
Court for the second time put its faith in the Hunter test and announced that the appellant's trial defense counsel had pa& that
test. "To hold there was B denial of due procew would permit this
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assignment of error to be sustained merely bwause appellate counsel
could suggest different tactics than those used by trial counsel."
In W t e d States Y. SOemow,343 however, the trial defense counsel
-with a strong assist from the law officer-failed the Hunter teat.
Sizemore w a convicted of murder and sentenced to life imprisonment. His trial defense counsel had asked for a ten-minute recess
during which he might organize his final argument on the merits.
The law officer refused this request and the trial defense counsel
consequently declined to make any argument at all. In holding that
the b t o ofiew's conduct was prejudicially erroneoua, the Court said
that the right "and duty"
of defense counsel t o present a closing
argument was not to be brushed lightly aside :
". , , , I f . , . [trial defense c o u n ~ e lmakes no argument] there
is a danger t h a t the court may not understand or appreciate the
defense theory. It is no exaggeration to say that many criminal
eases m e won for the accused in the course of closing argument.
This is an important part of the protection guaranteed by the
requirement that an accused in a criminal ease be represented by
counsel." 8'1
Indeed, the Court went further and condemned the trial defense
counsel's conduct, stating that the law officer's error "was compaunded and resulted in substantial prejudice to the accused when
defense failed t o provide the full measure of representation by not
presenting final argument."
Another trial defense counsel failed the Hunter teat in linited
States Y. Walkw.847In that murder ease, the civilian individual
defense counsel had presented the court-martial with a defense
theory which, if accepted, would have secured the accused's acquittal. Much to individual counsel'8 surprise, the regularly appointed
military defense counsel subsequently arose, admitted the accused's
guilt, and pleaded far mercy. The Court held that the appainted
counsel's conduct \vas, "at the very least, 80 groSsly negligent as
to come within the exceptional situation recognized in the Hunter
case." 848
The Court of Xilitary Appeald increasing sensitivity in death
cases is graphically illustrated by the opinions filed in the w e of
$41
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l'aited States v, Parker.a4eParker had been convicted of rape and
sentenced to death. Judge Latimer, for a majority, felt that the
accused's trial had been "a proceeding so shallow and synthetic as
ta amount to an empty and hollow ritual."
He first concluded
that the accused had not been accorded a proper Article 32 investigation. Sext, he observed that the accused's case had been brought
to trial with unseemly haste. And finally, testing the trial defense
counsel's performance against the Hunter-Bigger standard, supra,
Judge Latimer concluded that counsel had failed "to meet the minimal standards of representation in a capital ca8e."ab1 The author
Judge "sensed" that trial defense counsel had not consulted with
the prosecution's witnesses before trial.a52 He found "a total lack
of the tactics and technique usually employed by defending counsel
in criminal cases." 368 He pointed to the absence of any voir dire
examination even though this was a court specially appointed for
the trial of the accused's ease. Judge Latimer noted that the trial
defense counsel had made only two objections during the course
of the trial, had requested no instructions, had taken no exception
to those given, and had introduced no evidence an the merits. The
Judge did nat suggest whether there was anything else to object
to, any additional instructions required, anything wrong with those
given, or any available defense evidence on the merits. Laatiy, Judge
Latimer noted that trial defense counsel had made no arrument
m an effort t o avoid the death penalty. This, said he, was "the most
critical failure of all." 36'
Judge Brosman concurred in Parker on the theory that Parker's
case presented "an accumulation of deficiencies." 856 Judge Brosman
did not, however, feel "that the record reveals quite aa dark B picture" ea did Judge Latimer.a'e Chief Judge Quinn registered a
dissent, arguing that the majority's charge of ineffedive trial representation wad purely speculative. Said the Chief Judge, "I have a
feeling that the majority i s disturbed by the death sentence." ~7
A case out of the .same mold as Parker is United States v.
31cMaha%.8bn In this murder w e , the death sentence had been
passed. The Court of Xiiitary Appeals, reversing, located a plethora
of deficiencies on the part of the t r i d defense counsel. The author
~~
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of the Court% opinion, again Judge Latimer, concluded that the
trial defense counsel had come unprepared to trial. He noted that
counsel had made no effort to coir dire hi8 client's specially appainted court-martial, had not countered the trial couneel'a vigorous
opening statement, and had made no closing argument. The Judge
was particularly critical of the trial defense counsel's failure to
present a dosing argument, an omission the gravity of which was
accentuated by defense coun8ells earlier silence. Citing Siremow,
szipia, Judge Latimer referred to counsel's "duty" to argue an the
meritsa6*and equated his failure to do eo in a capital case Tvith
the forbidden plea of guilty.8ebUFinally, Judge Latimer excoriated
trial defense coundel for his failure to offer m y evidence in extenuation and mitigation and hi8 omission of a n argument on sentence
The nub of the Court's opinion was that counsel in a capital ease
muat say something bath on the merits and on the senten~e.'~'
The case of Cntted States Y. Loveit
brought before the Court
a new facer of the representation problem. There the Court held
that the appellant had been denied effective assisranee of counsel
wheie his trial defense counsel had previously served 88 defense
counsel a t the trial of a co-actor n h o became the principle prosecution witness at the appellant's t r i a l . The Court, through Chief
Judge Quinn, declared that "the f a c t that in another case a defense
lawyer represents B Government xvitness against the accused does
not by itself justify a conclusion that the accused i ~ a sdenied effective legal aasistance."
Inquiry, held the Court, can be made to
determine whether the relationship was such as ?a restrict trial
defenie c o i m d s efforrs on hehalf of the accaied. !n Louif', the
Court deemed i t clear that trial defenae coumel's loyalties were
divided. "Counsel must not represent conflicting intererta." 384
Judge Latimer, concurring in L a c r t t , would have returned the
record to R board of review "to take evidence on the issue [of ineffective trial iepresentationl and ;hen make appropriate findings." 8 6 5 The Judge's recommendbtion \\-as to pmre prophetic?ii
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C,iitsd States \,. Tliointon 3 9 : foiloved f a s t on the heels of Lozett.
Thornton had been convicted, among other OffeNes, of having been
a receiver of stolen goods. A t his trial, there testified a man xvho
previously had been convicted of the theft and sale of the goads in
question. I n the courje of his testimony, this witness identified
the defense counsel ar having been counsel for the defense a: the
former's trial. Following Locett, a divided Court of llilitary Appeals reversed. The potential for prejudice is too great, said Judge
Ferguson, where counsel has previously entered into a n attorneyclient relationship with a key prosecution witness. Echoing Lowit,
the Judge declared that "the orderly administration of justice requires that an attorney not be placed in B position where he must
choose between conflicting interests." 3 8 8 But, mindful that in
LOFEtt the Court had disavowed an intent to import a general prejudice concept, Judge I'erpuson in T l i o i v t o r i in
specific prejudice. He pointed to the trial defeme counsel's failure
to cross-examine his former client on certain subjects and noted
that the lawyer's dual status permitted the prosecutor to imply that
the former client would tend to give favorable but false answers
to the trial defense counsel. To the Government's contention that
the record revealed effective representation, the Court responded
cryptically that "the test is not whether counsel could have done
~ ~ O VbyE way of further cross-examination or impeachment of his
former client, but whether he did less as a result of his former participation."~eB Then, seemingly dissatisfied with the fruits of its
quest for specific prejudice, the Court delivered
the importance of avoiding "the appearance of e r
concluded by indicating that a fully informed accused muld consen:
to representation by a defenx counsel whose former client might
turn up a8 a prosecution witness. Judge Ferguson adverted t o a
simple procedure which might well have dictated a different result
in Thomion:
. . , Good practice demands that such disclosures be made
a matter of record and brought to the attention of the law officer
prior to arraignment so t h a t the latter may assure himelf the
accused is fully cognizant of the limitations and restrictions
placed upon his counseI." 3 7 1
-~
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With United States v XeFeriaiie,a" the Court of Military Appeals returned to the sensitive field of trial representation in capital
In that murder case, the Court concluded, first, that the trial
defense counsel had violated Article 45(b) of the Uniform Code of
Mliiary Justice by asking for a n instruction to the effect that that
article precluded a plea of guilty to a capital charge. This indirect
attempt a t a prohibited plea of guilty was held by the Court to
h m e deprived the accused of a fair trial. The Court also indicated
in dicta that the accused had not had the effective assistance of
counsel. The defense's apparent strategy had been to rely exclusively upon evidence in extenuation and mitigation; the Court,
however, was of the opinion that counsel had not taken sufficient
time to dewlop such evidence. In fact, the Court felt that the record
dictated further psychiatric investigation with an eye to a complete
defense. Moreover, Chief Judge Quinn, concurring, thought that
trial defense counsel should hare moved for a change of venue since
emotion against the accused had apparently been running high in
the locale of his trial. In summation, the Chief Judge announced
that "defense counsel here conceded everything, explored nothing,
\BE
unprepared on every issue, and made the least of what he
had," a i 8
c-.

Having preTiously attacked defense counsel's failure to argue on
the merits or on the sentence in capital cases, the Court w e n t l F
turned to noncapital cases in which no argument on sentence was
interpmed. In so doing, the Court has taken a long step away
from its early rule that a claim of ineffective trial representation
requires potent factual support. In United States Y. AlIen,a74 the
accused had pleaded guilty to desertion. During the post-findings
proeedures, he remained silent and his defense counsel made neither
an unsworn statement nor an argument in his behalf. Some matters
in mitigation which were available but which were not presented
to the court-martial appeared in the staff judge advocate's review
of the accused's case. Other matters appeared in an affidavit of
the accused in support of his claim t h a t he had been deprived of
effective assistance of counsel. The trial defense counsel countered
the accused's charges with an affidavit of his awn. The Court of
Military Appeals stated t h a t there could be no hard and fast test
of trial defense counsel's effectiveness: each case, the Court announced, must turn on its ovm facts Here, said the majority, the
accused had been ineffectively represented if his affidavit were be.
lieved and effectively represenid if his counsel's affidavit were
~~
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credited. In an unprecedented rulinp, the Court determined that
the record should be returned to a board of review with directions
that the factual dispute be heard and
In United States v. Frihorg,370 the Court demonstrated its willingness to discriminate between variant factual situations. There
the accused had pleaded guilty in a noncspital case. His trial defense counsel had obtained a favorable stipulation of facts. Counsel's
client was a chronic offender. The law officer had instructed that
a plea of guilty could itself be considered 8 8 a mitigating factor.
From theae facts, the Court concluded that the accused and his
defense counsel had "decided advisedly to make no statement and
to take a chance an the sentence."
A few generalizations can be d r a m from the foregoing caseanalysis. The Court of Military Appeals is currently either withdrawing from the restrictive test enunciated in Hunter, supra, or
is becoming increasingly wiiling to hold that comparatively minor
derelictions bring counsel within Hunter's sweep. Moreover, the
Court is growing ever more demanding of defense counsel in capital
c u e s . Finally, the present trend in the Court's thinking renders
it imperative that records of trial unequivocally reflect the reasons
underlying defense counsel's election n o t to take full advantage
of every right which military IBW accords accused persons Overlaying ail is the obvious teaehing that, wherever possible, accused
persons should be provided with counsel who pmsess the ability and
elperience u well as the zeal which is essential to effective practice
a t the criminal bar. LT. JOT R . WALTZ.
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